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Iiorv'6 Bazin sufforcd the injustices of his intolerant and 
hypocritical family which claimed to belong to the elite "spiritual 
bourgeoisie." In his formative years he developed a profound sensitivity, 
a hypercritical attitude, and a willful tenacity to exist on his own.
But even at the outset of Bazin*3 literary career in works that are 
quite autobiographical, it was obvious that his rebellious exterior 
cached a deep hurt. In his early literary attacks against his 
parents as representative of the hollow would-be nobility, he 
realized that the feebleness of his retaliation was still binding 
him to his past, hampering a more complete development of his vision 
and intellect. He learned to "revolter contre lui-meme," to release 
himself for a greater magnanimity in his social criticism, and this 
evolutionary effort carried him to new perspectives. He felt 
forced to more fully expose the raison d'etre of weaknesses and 
ills in his type of family and in other family makeups.
In all of Bazin’s works, the familial milieu is the dominat­
ing leitmotif. In his first novels, avaricious, ignorant and 
neglectful parents attempted to fashion their children into 
monstrous miniatures, but the children rebelled living under the 
auspices of such inauthentic and unexemplary disciplinarians.
At this early stage, Bazin vicariously delighted in the heroic 
gambits of his willful child creations who rebelled in grand­
iose fashion in order to define themselves in good conscience.
Yet with the advent of Basin’s personal evolution, his vision 
expanded, and he methodically and perceptively began to treat
the underlying causes of disintegrating families. YJith a 
fine grasp of psychology, and a penetrating awareness of socio­
logy, Bazin realistically delineated the myriad obstacles facing 
modem families.
Bazin's works demonstrate the striking effects of family 
interaction, as he draws significantly from his adolescence and 
parenthood. His life and works testify to his deep concern 
over social forces and their impression on the family complex. 
Bazin's vitriolic and ferocious attitude against oppressive, 
stifling, and enigmatic social evils in his early novels, gives 
way to a more naturalistic and scientific approach in his later 
novels. He discriminately broadens and elucidates his social 
study in a more measured and calculating manner.
Bazin has proven to be a beautiful admixture of artist and 
sociologist. He is conscious that his sociological messages 
must be wrapped in popular packages to reach the masses. The 
result is a masterful, meaningful covery of social tableaux, 
with the perspectives ranging from the viewpoint of the mis­
treated child to the victimized parent. Bazin's latest accent 
displays a new maturity and a promise of things to come, as he 
continues to seek ways of uncovering those social elements which 
affect us so greatly.
INTRODUCTION
To many readers of popular and important literature of this 
century, Herv£ Bazin is recognized as the author who "spit in his 
mother's face." This encamps Bazin in the same battlefield with 
such impressive warriors as Vall&s, Renard, Gide, Mauriac, and to 
some degree, Camus. Those who wish to see Bazin in rebel's 
armor have but to look at the ferociously set angles of his face, 
the jutting jaw and the piercing eyes, to lend credence to their 
conviction that he is indeed a r6volte representative.
This visage is not a mask to frighten or awe, a mask put on 
to play the rebel’s role or to attract the curious after his 
shocking entry on the stage with Vip&re au poing in 19L8. Rather, 
it is an inalienable physicalness handed down by a tenacious 
lineage, one which he neither denies nor takes great pleasure in 
belonging to. Yet it is because of, or in spite of this heritage, 
that Herve Bazin has developed into a first-rate writer and thinker, 
producing numerous disciples, heated critics and stormy controversy. 
Gide said that one vomits his youth throughout life, and Bazin, 
in the face of legends or myths, criticism and documentation 
which serve to define an author, is ordering his life in relation 
to and reaction to his youth.
Thus, it is in rapport with this heritage that we must situate 
M. Bazin in order to appreciate the man and his works. Because a 
lineage existed with traditional obligations and expectations,
1
Bazin was forced either to accept a prescribed role or to react 
against this confining casting process. His choices then included 
denial or rejection of his family and their designs, a negation 
which requires or summons greater convictions and efforts than 
do the normal avenues of liberal choices. Bazin's decision to 
redefine himself, being a denouncement of his family's heritage, 
carried the responsibility of alienation and isolation. It 
demanded rejection of his past as a basis, as well as tenacity 
and conviction, and most of all his position required him to 
have the wisdom and strength to evolve when action based on 
former stands was realized to be juvenile or obsolete. The 
forces for change had to be available to direct a life with no 
attachments to the past. Bazin's intelligence and will have 
carried him beyond the first stage of that revolt.
Jean Anglade's Herv6 Bazin^- not only displays an in-depth 
knowledge of this author, piquing the curiosity of many and laying 
the foundation for further study of Bazin's work, but exposes the 
soul of M. Bazin by carefully documenting his life and the reactions 
of some of his contemporaries. What briefly is the background of 
this man who has won Le Grand Prix Litt6raire de Monaco, Le Prix 
Apollinaire, has been elected to l'Academie Goncourt in 1958, i3 
recognized by Le Referendum des "Nouvelles Litt6raires" as the 
best novelist in the last ten years, having sold more than five 
million copies of his works? The outline by Anglade points to a
1. Editions Gallimard (Paris, 1962).
troubled experimental, fitful life which must have prompted, to 
a great degree, the controversial novels of this man.
Herv6 Bazin, a name which was taken from the combined family 
name Herve-Bazin, was born April 17, 1911, at Angers into a 
"spiritual bourgeoisie" family as his father was wont to call it.
He was one of three boys, squeezed in between Ferdinand and Pierre, 
sharing a life under the disciplining rigours of their unhappily 
married mother, ne6 Paule Guilloteaux, who imposed severe schedules 
and unwarranted punishments on the seemingly unwanted children.
The critical description of the mother is probably not at all 
exaggerated according to the accounts of Armand Lanoux, a 
personal friend of the 3azin family. The father, Jacques Ferdinand 
Kerv6-Bazin remained unseeing and for the most part helpless, except 
for rare emotional displays of paternal affection, in the face of 
these activities so well hidden behind pretentiously sumptuous walls 
He was perhaps the victim of their "mariage de convenance." She 
provided the money and he, in turn, only provided a doubtful, debili 
tating would-be noble ancestry, the most illustrious star of which 
was Rene Bazin, the author’s famous great-uncle.
In these circumstances, where the father took refuge in his 
professorial duties, his geneological studies la recherche de 
la noblesse," and esoteric entomological studies, where the mother 
became more embittered, avaricious and vengeful, the boys grew up, 
in spite of their parents, as it were. It is here that we find 
the seeds of revolt and rebelliousness falling on the fertile,
productive spirit of Herve Bazin. The first born was to be the 
family heir and traditional arms bearer, the youngest was the 
favorite, Herv6 was, or felt he was, the slighted and neglected one. 
From this point on, Bazin apparently nurtures these sentiments and 
is proud to take a position of opposition to his family and to 
ostracize himself from those disciplines so dear to the Herve-Bazin 
tradition. In spite of his mother's claims that a head injury, 
incurred in a croquet game, caused HervS’s untamed spirit and abnor­
malities, ̂  the truth is that injustices and monstrous treatment 
engender monstrous reactions. Bazin truly becomes the progeny of 
his mother if we are to believe, and we should to a degree, the 
close parallel between Jean Rezeau (Brasse-Bouillon) of Vipfere au 
poing and the author.
After a parade of servants, tutors and schools, Herve becomes 
even more undisciplined and recalcitrant. After numerous punishments, 
escapes, and incomplete reconciliations, he makes an attempt at a 
definitive rupture and becomes a vagabond in Paris. Unhappy with 
the choice of professions that his parents force on him, he works 
at common jobs while attempting to write and pursue a licence es 
lettres, all this after being released from a mental institution 
where he recuperated after crashing in the family car, stolen in 
desperation. He writes for a group called l'Alliance and contributes 
to "La Feuille Unique" and "L1Hermes" while specializing in toponomy 
and onomastics at the Sorbonne.
2. Anglade, p. 3&.
His studies and secret marriage to the working girl Odette 
Banigo end in the same year, 1936, as mental depressions beleaguer 
him more intensely. He is reinstitutionalized and when released, 
he lives from day to day selling scrap-iron and running a salvage 
business. Profiting from the intellectual contact of the magazine 
"La Coquille," which he helped organize, and gaining confidence 
after being selected as the recipient of the Prix Apollinaire for 
his collection of poems, Jour, he publishes Vipkre au poing, selling 
more than a million two-hundred thousand copies.
In the last twenty years success has followed success with the 
publication of La Tete contre les murs, La Hort du petit cheval, 
Leve-toi et marche, L’Huile sur le feu, Qui j *036 aimer, Au Norn du 
fils and Le Matrimoine plus several collections of poems and short 
stories. He has collected an impressive following and has stirred 
up much controversy, controversy which settles as much around the 
author as around his productions since his life is intermingled 
in the quasi-fictional world he creates.
Any study of Herv6 Bazin should therefore, consider relation­
ships between the author’s life and his creations. In this study, 
which will undertake to outline and define the scope of Bazin’s 
ideas on society, such a consideration becomes essential. For 
Bazin’s life and work are intricately mingled, especially in his 
earlier works where he gropes to recreate and situate those 
elements forming his personal battle against injustice and intolerance. 
The striking parallel of events and places in Vipere au poing and
La Mort du petit cheval with those of the youth of the author 
demonstrates an undeniably close rapport. The tone and the kampf 
are highly personal, in spite of Bazin's pretention that there 
is only a "percentage" of relationship between fact and fiction.
"Disons que e'est affaire de pourcentage. Mettons, pour etre g6n6reux,
que la part de 1'autobiographic est d'un quart dans Vip&re au poing,
de quinze & vingt pour cent dans La Mort du petit cheval."3
However, Bazin's imagination obviously did exaggerate, distort 
and fictionalize events to such a degree that the would-be offended 
family was calm and far from scandalized when he produced a recreated 
Bazin with more glory and honor: "Les reactions de 3rasse-Bouillon,
je les ai trouve6s infiniment plus d^coratives que les miennes, e'est 
meme pourquoi, en un temps, je n'ai pas insist^ davantage sur la
difference. J'ai noy6 le poisson. Et, au fond, je n'en suis pas
fache."k
If Bazin did draw highly from impressions and sentiments of 
his youth in his first works, regardless of the percentage of 
veracity, he no longer needs such a personal source as he matures 
progressively through his works. "Herv6 Bazin, on le sait, affirme 
de plus en plus volontiers que ses romans ne sont pas autobiographiques 
ou si peu: 'Quelques details, des souvenirs stylists.'"^ In spite 
of the disappointment of some of his followers who thought that he
3. Gabriel d'Aubar&de, "HervS Bazin," Nouvelles litt6raires,
June 19, 1952, p. U.
h. Christine Gamier, L'Homme et son personnage, ed. Bernard .
Grasset (Paris, 1955)> p. 11.
5. Gamier, p. 10.
was abandoning their fight, Bazin has attempted more and more to 
dissociate himself from his narrow rebellious beginning. But 
certainly not to abandon the struggle, but rather to become a 
broader, more objective surveyor of a variety of social ills 
which affect the social order. He has not sold out and gone the 
way of all tradition, he has become a more formidable scholar 
with enlargened horizons. There is an evolution in his thinking, 
a much more deadly reckoning with the elements, than in the early 
days of vicious, vengeful, scandalizing.
Bazin has leveled his penetrating eye on those characteristics 
which comprise a monstrously frightening society for him and his 
generation. He has thrown light on a number of spectres, denouncing 
them to his spectators. He has developed into a responsible socially 
conscious objector, with the exactness of a Zola, Balzac or 
Flaubert— without falling into the pitfalls of the latter's 
L1Education sentimentale. For Bazin caches his reflections and 
philosophical musings in intriguing plots, worthy of Claudel and 
Montherlant who greatly influenced him, while his maxims and pointed 
aphorisms would endear him to La Rochefoucauld.
Bazin’s vision then becomes more expansive and inclusive, 
tearing at the seams of social fabric with more confident hands, 
seeking clues to thorny problems. His success of late has caused 
Louis Roinet to remark: "Herve Bazin, dans son effort de liberation
tenace, semble avant tout pr£occupe, si l’on 6coute ses rScentes 
declarations devant les Epiphanistes, de restaurer dans l’horame
la conscience de l'unitS perdue et de sauver tous les hommes."^
What is impressive and fundamentally important for a social 
study of his works, is the manner in which Bazin basically sees 
man and society. Although his "heroes" are individual and are 
strong-willed, at times almost Comelien, they are situated in 
rather typical settings. In the main., there is no need for the 
grandiose, the display of "the-act-which-creates-a-new-e3sence," 
the creation of situations to portray unanimity and universal 
fraternity so abstract for the non-philosophical. Although 
Bazin can philosophize in his own fashion, he is more of a 
sociologist than a philosopher (he readily admits his inferiority 
when compared to Sartre in the philosophical domain?). His 
forte lies in depicting families, marriages, people and towns 
with an eye to pragmatic evaluations and reforms.
Bazin’s life is one testimony, his work another; both can be 
useful in searching for his views on the nature and order of society 
and his vision of individuals faced with the tyranny of bourgeois 
values, outmoded religion and decaying institutions. His works are 
especially significant and stand as irrevocable monuments with 
inscriptions which belie the attitudes of a creator and his time; 
attitudes whose basis may be real or imagined. The monuments have 
drawn a sizeable gallery as their shadows cast themselves on undefined 
youth and traditionalist protectorates alike, demanding a closer 
inspection before night falls.
6. "Herve Bazin, Le Fils Prodigue," La Vie Intellectuelle, 
November 12, 19f>0, p. U9li-




Like every good writer, Bazin creates memorably strong characters, 
molded 'with patience and design, l/ith their many shades and hues, 
they run the spectrum. However, gray is noticeably absent, especially 
in the earlier novels. Dramatization of characters, clashing of wills, 
struggles for happiness or survival produce meaningful opposites as 
the good, bad and the ugly share the spotlight.
Bazin grows -with his works and runs the spectrum also. In his 
earlier novels the "personal touch" is disturbingly present, even
pto the author, and he tries to move from the first person to the 
third, from dialogue or interior monologue to description or impersonal 
cinematographic gymnastics. He has not been entirely successful in 
this stylistic attempt however. But as concerns character formation,
Bazin has cut the strings of his marionettes in many cases, and from 
the exaggerated and overly imaginative they become real and plausible, 
living more on their own, cut from a broader social base. Bazin 
becomes more real also. He cuts himself loose from attachments to 
the past, free from personal attacks for the purpose of settling the 
score against his despicable family. As Bazin matures and widens his 
scope, he tames the social milieu. He becomes less scandalizing and 
his characters take on a more normal personality in his recent novels.
8. Luc Estang, "La Tete contre les murs," La Croix, July 10, 1 9 h 9 , P.
9
He projects more realism and we relate better to the social processes 
that ho dopicts. It is in tho abscnco of tho oxtromo that wo aro 
mado aware that unhappiness is a rathor natural rosult of natural 
social interaction.
In his debut, Bazin firmly believed in evil or mechancete, and 
in monsters and monstrous passions which came out of the deep for no 
apparent reason to haunt and destroy man.^ Bazin will put down his 
book of Racine, the better to read Taine and Zola. He learns rather 
early that evil is not indescribable or even deceptive, its traces 
and roots are visible. It is the product of human actions, well 
contained and reproduced in social context. "Car la peinture de ces 
monstres er.veloppe une philosophie. Sur des tons divers, chacun des 
romans de Bazin semble apporter une reponse ct cette question: 'Dans
un raonde qui n'est pas asservi ct des principes superieurs, les hommes 
etant ce qu'ils sont, comment vit-on.'
Bazin explicitly continues to control the medium or the milieu 
so that the characters carve out personalities in social wood. They 
are individualistic representatives in social castes and their 
actions furnish insights, disturbing rapprochements for the thinking 
reader, as they realistically uncover modem snatches of life 
embroiled in the mechanisms of society which threaten to engulf and 
choke. Egoism, greed and ambition are the mobile of adult endeavors 
and the human race plays its members as so many pawns. The products and 
by-products of society's blind and selfish ends must be studied, in
9. Garnier, p. 11.
10. Georges Raillard, "Herve Bazin," Ecrivains d'Au.iourd'hui, Dictionnaj] 
anthologique et critique, sous la direction de Bernard Pingaua, ed. Bernard 
Grasset (Paris, I960), p. 75*
a manner which brings it to the people who inevitably will be 
responsible for change and new existences. Bazin carries his 
sociology to tho masso3 in popular packages, much as Sartre doos 
for philosophical transportation. In essence, Bazin demonstrates 
how personalities are formed, by necessity, as individuals react to 
rejection, confused social mores, and rigorous pressures of opposing 
wills.
Gide presents the moral arena, Sartre the philosophical and Bazin, 
the sociological. Like the former, and we need not fear his losing 
luster being placed beside two such bright figures, there seems to 
be little or no individual formula of ethics or morals resultant 
which one can readily espouse, rather, Bazin presents facts and 
examples, personal and family crisis, as well as speculations, leaving 
conclusions inconclusive, indefinable and variable. He incorporates 
the moral and the philosophical, the somewhat universal, into his 
social domain, fashioning a demon with several heads, awing the 
beholder who seeks guidance. The result is a beautiful display 
with no discernible price tags, only the glaring awareness that 
we are in the marketplace of social values. What remains are 
nagging generalizations about human relations, their causes and 
effects. We are aware of the "don’t’s" but the "do's" seem either 
idealistic or are too difficult to apply in this labyrinth created 
by the conflict of human wills. We are perhaps hopelessly made 
to victimize and be victimized, unless we can change the system, 
en masse, in a universal effort.
Bazin’s characters and their family milieu seem to be in perpetual 
flux. There is never a hint of stability, a fixed happiness or a 
developing fermentation for tranquility. Occasionally glimpses of 
normal, stable people are revealed, yet the camera loses focus, the 
major heroes react and return to the personal battlefield of their 
own multipolar, disruptive family. It is of course the demands of 
literature to foster action, sinister intrigues and surprising 
imbroglios. Yet we feel that there is a greater purpose in Bazin's 
portrayal; the necessity of demonstrating the forces of environment 
and heredity and the individual's reaction to these elements. Bazin's 
characters are passionate beings above all; they are r6volt6s or 
adamant traditionalists, violently fighting while developing into 
heroes, saints, or monsters. Bazin's major characters and their 
families, as opposed to the "good, simple, happy" families which 
are occasionally in the background, are romantic, sensitive, and 
egotistical. They are ready for change and adventure or they are 
ready to resist if it opposes their desires. They are the "Renes" 
and the "Antonys" as well as the "Nicom&des," but they are never 
the "Panglosses." By their will and intellect, they are forced 
to be divorced from the mainstream of conventional society. This 
is Bazin's personal problem, and it becomes the problem of his 
modern characters for whom simple acceptance is a resignation. It 
is a common problem of the sophisticated society of today.
At the outset of his production, Bazin sees families and their 
actions in a very pessimistic way. In his earlier novels, there is
a lack of tenderness and affection, even a lack of humanness. Families 
seem bent on destroying each other, causing each member to live in 
isolation and opposition as the initial unhappiness of the marriage 
becomes a spreading virus. Salvation lies only in retaliation or 
escapism, and reasoning has no grounds to build on. It is only later, 
when Bazin has sufficiently rid himself of the sores of his past, that 
he decides to at least establish possible rapprochements and bonds 
between rational, concerned parents and children. Bazin sends the 
parents to school, and they see their shortcomings. Let us first 
then, turn to the most basic unit of society in order to start at 
the beginning in our attempt to discover Bazin1s concepts of society.
We shall first study the parents and their marriages. An analysis 
of Bazin’s concepts in this area will allow us to better understand 
Bazin’s children and their relationships with their elders, their 
formation and development, which will be treated in the second chapter.
B. Vipkre au poing and La Mort du petit cheval
The Rezeau family in Vip&re au poing and La Mort du petit cheval 
is the most poignant display of Bazin’s concept of a family type. In 
these two books he passionately and painstakingly depicts the violent, 
shattering relationships between the members which finally lead to 
dissidence, decadence and dissolution. It is obvious, as has been 
said in the introduction, that the family portrait was done from 
first-hand experience and that Bazin was intimately involved in the
particular family situation. Bazin's decision to write these books, 
and his life in general, demonstrates with a personal vision that 
the evil of this family doe3 not arise from society in general as 
in Les Corbeaux, but from the family lines and its personalities.
The evil and destruction derive from the family's distorted view 
of society's determination of their life; they attempt to live by 
a code which is acceptable to society without questioning the 
values of such a code. The parents are guardians of tradition at 
any expense and defenders of "noblesse oblige."
These two works give an interesting basis for psychological 
3tudy. The first work treats tho parents, basically the strong, 
domineering mother, while the second delineates the profound effect 
of a child who is as forceful as he is neglected as a result of 
the parents' hollowness. Vip&re au poing treats Bazin's mother 
and La Mort du petit cheval displays Bazin's personal struggles 
to live on his own. It should be stated from the outset that a 
deep knowledge of psychology would be valuable for delving into 
Bazin's concepts, yet it is not essential. Bazin's drawings from 
personal accounts as well as his fine analysis of social chemistry 
in general, lead the most ignorant to discoveries which become 
blatantly obvious. We can find innumerable hackneyed discussions 
and formulae following numerous case studies in many psychological 
and educational works which parallel and back up Bazin's striking results.
What fine various ingredients in the composition of Vinkre au poing 
for example. IVora one basic family flaw we witness the logical, fateful
domino-effect disintegration of the family. The basic weakness 
is the mother. It is natural for those many lucky individuals who 
have "typical" mothers to be shocked by Madame Rezeau. She is 
"Madame m&re," "m6g&ro" and more viciously, "folcoche" (folle 
cochonne) to her children, and to them she deserves no better 
title. But she is representative of Bazin's mother, even if 
exaggerated, and at the same time, we see her prototype everywhere 
in society. The world contains, unfortunately, many neglectful, 
ambitious, embittered women who have children like unexpected 
illnesses.
Bazin admits that ho fictionalizes his past and this in itself 
is a common psychological/sociological event. Yet if Bazin's 
depiction of the mother is exaggerated in order to highlight Bazin's 
persecution and to add incense to his revolt,'we- are still not 
convinced that she, even if she were toned down to more palatable 
proportions, is not in reality unfit and vile, and her reactions 
inexcusable. Bazin's portrayal is shocking and scandalizing, yet 
convincing indeed in the basics, and in spite of some distinctions 
the mother translates as despicable at best. Certainly it takes 
Bazin years before he can kindly treat women, before he can establish 
anything akin to tenderness and unselfishness in their character, and 
the results are the same with the fictional progeny which derive 
from such monsters in his novels.
Although Bazin does not stress the point, since his real concern 
is to portray the effects of such a creature on her generation and
the next, he does lay some groundwork for understanding such an 
apparently enigmatic "m6g&re." She too was victimized, although 
in a different fashion than the method she employs to victimize, 
and this molds her into the character that she inevitably takes on. 
Through the few, incomplete allusions to her parents and to her 
background, we can realize that she is the product of a dignified, 
proud, pretentious ''family1' which offered her finishing school 
and a dowry in lieu of affection and personal concern over her 
spiritual welfare. 'When she is "married off," she is passionately 
embittered and ripe for revenge. She too will vomit her youth 
throughout her life. Bazin himself was probably not aware of any 
saving graces of this "folcoche," that her vengeful actions had 
a raison d'etre when he wrote the novel. Later he claims that it 
wasn't an accurate depiction of his mother, that he would like 
to try it again from a different perspective.-^- Could it be that 
he later realized what his book inadvertantly pointed out through 
scansion, i.e., that monsters born in a monstrous milieu sometimes 
react violently, that his mother only attempted to bite back at 
the rabied dog instead of receiving innoculations. She too had 
original sin as surely as she tried to pass it down the lineage 
and she reacts to it in a manner that her son Jean (Bazin) will 
imitate in the beginning.
Bazin attempts to "dresser un monstre" and he succeeds, but 
not before disclosing a certain pride in this vengeful, forceful,
11, Gamier, p. 11.
mother personnage who stands as a glorious counterpart, a worthy 
mirror-image for his own rebellious nature. Bazin has a purgation 
in which, ostensibly, he balances the account against his mother, 
but also, one in which he subtly discloses sympathy for his mother*s 
origins and pride in her actions.
But Madame*s victimizing, in turn, seems to surpass all justifi­
cation. Because she imperiously dominates the household, seeking all 
possible excuses to strangle her family, generally under the guise 
of traditional authority and religious convictions, because she so 
viciously tries to levy restrictions and punishments on her husband 
and children, we are apt to forget that she is more than a "vip&re 
au poing." Me must be aware that she is a viper, but not only one 
which strangles her family, but one which strangles herself as she 
coils to hiss at her parents and their legacy. Bazin chose to 
veil this fact and keep it well in the shadows, the better to nurture 
the hate of Jean (Brasse-Bouillon). We realize that Bazin in his 
first effort to depict forces of hate and misunderstanding in the 
family, only scratched the surface, yet he still managed to locate 
some former deposits of this hate sediment. Ke became aware of 
it shortly afterward and since his first three novels he has tried 
to exploit background in order to better track down all origins 
of sin.
In Vip&re au poing, it is through the by-plays of "Madame m&re" 
and Brasse-Bouillon that the family is delineated. The mother is so 
sinister and maniacal and the reactions of Brasse-Bouillon to her so
violent and out of proportion that we hesitate to believe it. Their 
confrontations, subtle battles, and intrigues cause M. Rezoau to 
remark: "Vous me rendez la vie impossible. Quelles incessantes
complications! De mon temps tout 6tait plus simple."-^ As one 
critic says: "II va un peu trop le gars."^3 He is not only
commenting on Brasse-Bouillon's reactions, but of Bazin's imagi­
nation which formulated such a madhouse. Yet if it is a madhouse 
or a prison, the passions, the various mechanisms employed to 
counterattack opposing hate are given in credible sequels, logically 
deduced, even if the dosage is oxcossive. Tho mother sets tho 
scene, causing reactions and protests. She plays the role of the 
menacing Jupiter, always frighteningly before the people of Argos, 
while they idly and fearfully await the pied piper who can rid them 
of the plague.
She spreads a Camus-like plague. Her first action is one of 
total neglect, inherited from her parents who never bother to visit, 
do not even meet the grandchildren and barely take the trouble to 
send "bons bons" once a year. She too will divorce herself and 
become self-centered for her own welfare. She spends several years 
in the Orient with her husband who has a professorial post there 
and refuses to correspond with her children, even at Christmas time.
It is while away that she undoubtedly decides what course her role 
of duty should take, and when she returns, she sets the stage for
12. Herv6 Bazin, Vip&re au poing, ed. Bernard Grasset (Paris, 19U8),
p. 166.
13. Maurice Genevoix, "Herve Bazin," Livres de France, May-June, 1956,
p. 332.
the rest of the novel. She makes a grand entrance and leaves a 
marked impression on her servants, husband, and most of all on 
Jean; she slaps Jean for his clumsiness as he tries to help with 
the luggage upon her return. Injury added to insult.
She and her bitter unhappiness encamp themselves in her fortress 
where she seeks the respect and authority of a captain. More jealous 
of her loss of authority in her absence than the loss of her children's 
love, she attempts to harness them to severe discipline. From this 
point on she knows what attitude to take; under the ma3k of duty 
she will duly dole out punishment for the slightest infraction.
She finds her place in the sun. She becomes a demonical tyrant, 
one who goes to any length to subdue all resistance to her power. 
Through her aberrations she is dehumanized, a calculating enigmatic 
scorpion who paralizes the household.
She gives her orders to her warden husband who tells the boys 
that they must get up at five, make their beds, serve mass, study, 
"enjoy" a half hour of recreation, in silence, and at nine they 
are to begin work with recitations, courses, and homework. At 
the first bell they are to wash their hands, at the second, enter 
the dining room, after which, an hour of recreation outside, even 
if it is cold. In the afternoon, same schedule. Heaters and blankets 
are to be suppressed in their cold, damp rooms. No one is to talk 
at the table unless spoken to, while sitting erect, elbows at their 
sides, with their heads tonsured!-^ A discipline worthy of the
lit Bazin, Vip&re au poing, pp. U3-U6.
rigours of medieval scholasticism causing a Rabelais one more 
fiendish tragi-comedy laugh in his grave.
Yet even if Bazin goes to extremes, is there not more than 
a particle of harsh reality in his portrait. How many mothers 
become fastidious housekeepers, anxious about appearances and 
manners more so than about their children? How many mothers today 
use education and religion as strait jackets to keep their children 
in the right line? How many mothers feel imprisoned by marriage 
and feel that life is passing them by?
The boys get some rospite when Madame Rezeau falls ill. During 
her illness, while wishing for her to die, the boys have an oppor­
tunity to become acquainted with their retiring father who is 
extremely weak and overly occupied with his entomological studies. 
His feeble protestations in the face of his queen’s viciousness, 
and the slight emotional tremblings of his moustache, fall short 
of qualifying him as "chef de la faraille." Pie is constantly forced 
to regulate the family by her standards and is always reminded of 
his disciplinary paternal role. Although he is a noble gentleman, 
a "chasseur" and an intellectual, he remains a pale figure with 
no attraction for the boys who need masculine example. He is 
soon classified as the "vieux," a dilapidated, powerless ornament 
in the emporess' palace.
If Madame’s need is power, Monsieur's is traditional glory.
He seeks strength through attachments to his noble lineage, going 
to great lengths to prove his blood line, all while the blood of
his own sons dries under the heated wrath of the mother. He is 
a pretentious, conscientious snob, clinging to the far right 
politically and economically. He is guided only by the precepts 
of his heraldic past and his bourgeois, Catholic present. There 
is no inside to this man, no room for original springs. He turns 
his back on his family and elaborates the exterior for the passe- 
en-revue of observers. He gives a family reunion to honor his 
famous Monseigneur uncle (Ren6 Bazin), spending as much money as 
the family spends all year for necessities. He never truly 
inherits his children, they are but unplanned oddities whose only 
function is to preserve the "good name." In short, he emasculates 
himself and bastardizes his role, and if it is Madame who ignites 
the destructive family flames, it is certainly M. Rezeau who fans it.
Besides their personal manias, their negligence and their 
poor-example-living, M. and Madame Rezeau lack something very 
essential for the nourishment of developing children— love and affection. 
There are no signs of affection, no caresses, no visible concern over 
the welfare of each other. M. Rezeau is hardly concerned about the 
physical state of his wife during her hospitalization, and she is 
equally unconcerned with his failing health. She shows no respect 
for his profession or his title and he has nothing but contempt 
for her colorless family whose lack of luster has kept her father- 
senator from real illustrious positions. There are sure signs oi‘ 
a decaying corpse. This is the legacy that the parents and their 
marriage lay at the front door of their children, a legacy which 
will haunt them and shape them to a great degree.
In La Mort du petit cheval, Bazin focuses in on the reactions 
to this inheritance. "Le temoignage de M. Bazin sur la decomposition 
de la famille dans la soci^te s'dlargit singuli&rement avec La I fort 
du petit cheval.11̂  We watch the child, the adolescent and young 
adult react to his past. In this sense it is a treatment of the 
"child hero" and will be dealt with in the next chapter. For our 
purposes here, it is important to note that despite the child's 
growth, his increasing personal struggles to accede to or rebel 
against former pressures, the mother and her influence do not at 
all disappear, rather they continue to blind and distort all his 
efforts toward achievements outside the family.
Overtly, she opposes Jean's marriage, his choice of professions 
and his intellectual pursuits. She continues to wield her defeated 
husband like a sharp sword to cut off Brasse-Bouillon's head in 
order to maintain the power structure that she established earlier. 
There is no attempt to "keep him home," only to keep him down and 
unhappy. Madame has made her position clear on the battlefield 
and she -understands her rebellious son perfectly. In order to 
achieve victory, she must always attempt to move him in a direction 
which is honorable and just for the family name, all while gaining 
personal satisfaction in realizing that her very will to have him 
do these things makes him reject, and his actions appear unjust 
and foolhardy, not to mention recidivous. She brands him and
15L Claude Roy, "La Vie litteraire," Liberation, November lo, 
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outlaws him while remaining, at this point, menacingly in the
shadows. Like Hector in Andromaque, her absence is an even stronger
force than her presence.
C. La Tete contre les murs
In 3azin's next novel, La Tete contre les murs, based in part 
on his own experiences,^ but perhaps more completely on the life 
of Antonin Artaud (one of the institutionalized at Villejuif to 
whom he dedicates his novel), we encounter a different problem, 
one which makes treatment of the family role and its relationship 
with the children a very nebulous, difficult task. For in this 
novel, we are dealing with an evade and mythomaniac who gropes with 
reality and delusions throughout the novel. Indeed the reader, 
like the hero, Arthur Gerane, is not convinced that his wanderings, 
lack of stability, and escapism warrant a lifetime of psychiatric 
imprisonment for his own protection and cure. We too are duped 
into believing that there are excuses for his aberrations and that 
the cure for these illnesses is more devastating than the disease.
The problem of who is sick and what is sickness is very interesting 
for Bazin, and he did a great deal of research on it. (Witness 
his La Fin des asiles. I n  fact, most of Arthur's dilemma is
16. Anglade, pp. U3-UU.
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whether or not to admit to insanity, if so, i3 this really the 
start of cure, or is it 3imply another of society’s theories in 
order to reach satisfactory compromises?
But in this novel, about which it has been said that "on a 
envie de dire que c'est un documentaire qui lit comme un roman, 
there is finally an awareness that the liberty which Arthur desires 
so much is overwhelming for him. For Arthur, choices and possibilities 
are quickly closed or avoided when stability and responsibility come 
into play, and this freedom constantly becomes a greater prison 
than confinement itself. In confinement, asylums, he finds solitude 
and some glory as he spends his days dreaming of escape, which he 
physically wants but spiritually fears, all while bragging to his 
inmates of his past bravados. At this stage, we are convinced 
that Arthur is sick, but we are very sympathetic since Bazin makes 
us feel that one more chance for Arthur will prove him worthy of 
freedom. We feel the agony of his imprisonment and realize that 
xve all share anxieties in this life, little quirks and manias 
that relate us to Arthur, causing life to seem a prison. And yet 
we all feel normal. So does Arthur, and still, his very need to 
escape to prove his normalcy brands him as sick. Obviously the 
reader learns a great deal about mental illness in this work. We 
are very much aware of this dualism in the make-up of Arthur.
This dualism itself is probably the key to understanding the
18. Robert Kanter, "Trois Jeunes Romanciers," Des Ecrivains 
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relationship and effect of M. Gerane, the father. And since we 
have boon won over to the sido of sympathy, we cortainly expect 
compromises and relief in the corner of M. Gerane.
The dualism, the superimposing of fantasy and reality in 
Arthur, is a legacy of M. Gerane as much as of his wife whose 
lineage showed mental disturbances. Arthur's father is a professional 
person, as was Brasse-Bouillon's. Ironically, or more probably 
intentionally, considering Bazin's penchant for the exaggerated,
M. Gerane is a judge, a correctional judge who handles misfit, 
erring juveniles. Most fathers have jobs of course, but many of 
them do not require roles and they can also be abandoned at the 
five o'clock whistle. Bazin is undoubtedly interested in the 
modern, elite, educated father who should be more sensitive, more 
involved, yet who bumbles because of his professional background.
It is also significant that Bazin seems fascinated by lawyers.
Three of his major protagonists have this profession. Perhaps 
they best represent a profession which is well aware of social 
ills, and in the main they work to protect individuals, yet at 
home, vihere it counts, they are unwilling or unable to apply this 
knowledge to salvage their own marriage or children. Perhaps 
this objective-subjective hybrid of a father causes the dualism 
in Arthur who desires the impersonal sentence from the judge, yet 
the accompanying pity and understanding from the father, while 
he gets neither fully.
The father is strict, disciplined and protective, but not 
lacking in affection or concern, at least at the outset of the novel,
■which is hopoful. YJe aro not shown tho total personality of the 
father, only snatches based on his reactions according to Arthur's 
rare allusions to his father. But from this, it 3eeras that he 
is originally rather blameless and undeserving of the unfortunate 
action of his sick children. Like many of Bazin's men, it is not 
what he does do, but what he fails to do that counts. Like M.
Rezeau, his will has little or no projection on Arthur or his 
sister Roberts; he is self-effacing before the real task of parental 
guidance. In contrast to his importance as a judge, he stands as 
a pale shadow of a father before Arthur. He follows a similar 
pattern cut by the Rezeaus. He is very much concerned with family 
name and appearances. Above all he feels that he must hide from 
his children the fact that the family line on the mother's side 
consists of the mentally ill. The grandfather was tabetique and 
the mother committed suicide to escape mental depressions. Is he 
protecting the children or the family name? All seems to indicate 
that the father generally covers up the disgrace to save the family 
name. Certainly keeping his teen age children in the dark about 
their past, lying to them, even if to protect them, makes them 
feel less than capable of making decisions. When they learn about 
their family they feel guilty without knowing why, thanks to the 
father.
At best he shows frustration and failure, but without enough 
deep conviction or energy to delve into the illnesses of his children. 
He pathetically wrings his hands while his daughter dies of dementia
procox and his son develops into a more seriously criminal deranged. 
His daughter's illnoss and doath were suddon and unannounced and 
M. G6rane is partially blameless. Yet for years his son had slowly 
descended into the depths of mental illness while the father treated 
him like a delinquent who was given to occasional misdemeanors. He 
finally has Arthur committed to an insane asylum, more to scold 
and punish than to seek cure, and this only after being goaded on 
by a colleague. His indecision was not at all a concern for Arthur 
at this time, but rather, a concern over the opinions of his 
neighbors about his son being in such a place. He would have put 
him in a correctional home which is less scandalous, and less 
effective for recovery.
While Arthur is in the asylum, M. Gerane weakly acquiesces, 
without question, to the psychiatrist's will that neither he nor 
his daughter write to Arthur. He complies completely and salves 
his fatherly conscience by following, professional psychiatric 
precepts without fail. To his concerned daughter, who belongs to 
a generation more involved and willing to make mistakes rather 
than hide behind dignity, he says: "Je fais mon devoir, j'entretiens
ton fr&re & l'asile, confortablement. Mais je ne veux ni le voir, 
ni lui e c r i r e . " - ^  True to being a judge, he doles out the sentence 
and then confidently lets law and tradition take care of the rest.
The guilty must pay his debt and show good signs of faith, coupled
1^ Herve Bazin, La Tete contre les murs, ed. Bernard Grasset 
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with contrition, before entering the good society. He adds: "Quand
ton fr&re. . . nous aura donnd de3 preuves de sa bonne volont6, je 
lui pardonnerai volontiers. Encore faudrait-il qu'il me le demande! 
Ses lettres ne sont que promesses, cajoleries gratuites: je n'y
ai jamais trouv6 la trace du remords."^
He does not seem to be aware of personal responsibilities and 
doesn’t care for reflection on personal matters; he is probably 
hampered by the abstract, general thinking necessitated by his 
profession. He is complacently convinced that Arthur is only a 
little unstable. To his daughter, he complains of Arthur’s distrac­
tion from himself, his insensitivity about himself: "Arthur n'a
jamais fait attention h. lui-meme. V o l l k  ce que je lui reproche."^ 
Roberte replies with: "La plupart des reproches sont valables pour
celui qui les prononce."22 His role as judge generally detracts 
from his role as a father, demanding suppression of affectionate 
emotions, causing deep-rooted resentment and isolation on his 
son's part. The stern role of judge dominating over the emotional 
role of the father is seen when Robert Gerane sees his son for the 
first time in the asylum: "Robert Gerane y pensait, justement,
et le juge reprochait au pere la satisfaction, pourtant bien 
tiede, qu'il 6prouvait k revoir ce gargon disparu depuis cinq ans."^3
At times he is worse than negligent or uninvolved. He is
pointedly cruel, and harsh, and although his attitude is often
2Q, Bazin, La Tete contre les murs, p. 100.
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well guarded, the spontaneity and nonchalance of some of his remarks 
makes Arthur feel as if he is not only a burden in the asylum, but 
that he is hopelessly unwanted and useless. He says to Arthur, 
concerning the possibilities of Roberta’s marriage: "Ta presence
ici (in the asylum] d<§courage les 6pouseurs."^ The father tries 
to recover, to mask his intention, but it is too late, the youth 
is already a disappointing failure in the eyes of his successful 
father who must have only scorn for Arthur. M. Gerane is more 
willing to hate Arthur’s inability than to comprehend the reasons 
behind his failure.
M. Gerane is especially cruel upon Arthur’s return from the 
asylum. He remains insensitive to Arthur’s needs and attempts to 
strap him down completely in order to prevent any disgraceful action 
which would ruin his daughter’s impending marriage. At this stage, 
the restrictions he imposes o.i Arthur almost parallel those of 
Madame Rezeau, for different reasons of course. Arthur must be 
displayed "at a safe distance" for the benefit of his sister’s 
intended. He grants the management of the farm to his son-in-law 
instead of to his son who needs the responsibility. He treats 
him like a juvenile, giving him no wine with his meals and requiring 
him to go to bed at nine. There is no willingness on the father's 
part to liberate his son and let him be responsible, rather, he 
imperiously surveys his son and chokes him at such a critical time, 
causing the author to remark: "Affection huileuse d'un cot6, coups
2h, Bazin, l£ Tete contre les murs. p. 10£.
de lime bien intentionn6s de 1'autre: on lui faissait uno vie de
moteur fatigufi, quand il aurait eu be3oin d'un bon d6claminage 
de l'esprit. L'dpiderme d’Arthur ne supportait ni le3 onctions 
ecoeurantes d'une tendresse apeur£e ni les frictions de la maladre3se."2!?
M. G6rane should be a pal or a sensitive father, but pride and 
the generation gap prevent him from being either. The egotistical, 
defensive father-judge straddles the fence, feeling the same sense 
of helplessness and division in the face of such a case a3 do the 
police and asylums. Is he criminal or ill? Should M. Gerane give 
him candy or the strap? M. Gerane looks to himself first and pro­
tects himself. With Arthur, he fails to be involved when his son's 
failure could somehow be attributed to him. He does the same with 
his daughter Roberte by quickly marrying her off instead of facing 
the situation. "Le juge n'etait pas au bout de ses peines. II 
payait cher cette negligence syst£matique des families targes, 
qui refusent obstineraent de se consid6rer comme telles, qui 
s•accoutument si bien h. leurs monstres qu’elles finissent par 
les trouver inoffensifs, qui les marient froidement avec I’espoir 
naif de les caser dans la bonne sant6 d 'autrui."^ The father-son 
relationship here is parallel to that of a confessor and the 
penitent. By dint of his authority, he fails to be human, and he 
relegates his feeling to a higher power, judicial authority.
Arthur desperately needs treatment consistent with his acts in 
order to define himself. Later in the novel, after many excursions,
2$. Bazin, La Tete contre les murs, p. 121.
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he is harshly treated and given a tongue lashing by a -warden. After 
being called a lacho, he is relieved and gladdened to be finally 
treated like a man. For him, to be treated as a criminal is 
better than being treated as a sick person. There is more hope 
for this abnormality. His father should have considered him ill 
years ago and taken every measure to exert his fatherly influence 
to convince the boy of the necessity of facing up to 3uch a fate.
When the father finally learns this and admits it, it is too late, 
much too late. If he had acted in this manner, Arthur would never 
have had the opportunities to escape the necessary awareness of what 
he really is— a desperately sick, deranged adolescent. Arthur's 
indecision and willingness to excuse himself on false grounds is 
directly proportional to the father's inability to separate the 
roles of judge and father, his son from criminal offenders.
In the end, the judge, who has suffered through the agonies of 
his daughter's anguishing mental disturbances, is now ready to 
banish the son forever, the better to stop any further inconveniences 
or black marks on his reputation. "Mon fils arret6 dans la Seine, 
passible du tribunal meme ou j’exerce. . . cette fois je n'y coupe pas. 
Demission obligatoire, si je ne parviens pas k le faire reintemer."27 
In this paragraph, M. Bazin goes on to explain that for some time, 
the judge had reached a stage of lassitude and complacency. His son's 
actions no longer offended or shocked and now he is capable of complete 
rupture without emotional reverberations. One is led to wonder
27. Bazin, La Tete contre les murs, p. lliO.
what emotional waves are involved when it i3 question of offense and 
shock to M. G6rane in the wake of Arthur*s actions? Certainly it 
means that M. Gerane*s pride and honor will no longer suffer. M.
G6rane feels that his son has forfeited all rights to his "professional 
counsel and wisdom" and now Monsieur can justifiably retreat into the 
shadows with his wounded professionalism and distorted sense of 
justice, while repeating "je ne comprends pas, je ne comprendrai 
j a m a i s . " ^  This is his submission (omission) to this case, a case 
which he closed some time ago.
Like M. Rezeau, he remains both ignorant and helpless concerning 
his son’s revolt. (It is in part a revolt for attention like Brasse- 
Bouillon’s.) He is both touching and pathetic like M. Rezeau, an 
emasculated, divorced "figure" of authority who remains a meaningless, 
hollow symbol to the children. Certainly M. Gerane, like M. Rezeau, 
is not entirely responsible for the actions of his son, but it is 
also certain that had Arthur received discipline (discipline with 
love and committment) and responsible reaction from his father, he 
would have had a chance. Both fathers cause rejection, escapism 
and irresponsible reaction in their sons. Both the sons act 
negatively against the distance, inefficacy and lack of constructive 
authority in their fathers, despite the dignity of the latter. The 
fathers have a dualism which seems hypocritical and pretentious and 
the professional role wins out over humanness and sentiment. In their 
unthinking, nonchalant way, these fathers are henchmen, and Bazin 
clearly shows what the outcome of such parental inaction can be.
28. Bazin, La Tete contre les murs, p. 2!?U.
D. L1Huile sur le feu
In Vip£ro au poing and La Mort du petit cheval, we witneosed a 
marriage in principle only— one which had to be maintained out of 
respect for the spiritual bourgeoisie and its obligations, despite 
the complete absence of love, affection or even rapport in the 
household. In fact it was not a family in any sense of the word.
This is strikingly demonstrated when an outsider, the wife of 
Brasse-Bouillon responding to Madame Rezeau who tells her that she 
will never belong to the family, says: "St vous avec done une
famille, Madame?"29 The members remain strangers living together 
out of necessity in the interest of their particular needs. This 
family was doomed from the moment of its inception.
In La Tete contre les murs, there was no marriage since the 
wife was deceased, and Bazin was content to follow the father’s 
actions in order to show the effects of the adult world on the 
children. There was a rapprochement however with the former novels.
The children were isolated and misunderstood, their concerns and 
needs ignored beyond the mere dutiful tokenism of the "just father."
They remained supplementary and complementary objects of an -unhappy 
marriage in all three novels, secondary creatures who are to receive 
the reprobation, scorn and even wrath of their parents.
In L’Huile sur le feu however, the child is not divorced from 
the adult world, handled only by the rule of discipline, rather, she
29. Bazin, La Mort du petit cheval, ed. Bernard Grasset (Pari3, 1 9 $ 0 ) ,
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is an integral part of her family. Yet in spite of this, the child 
is victimized perhaps even more than the other children, for 
Cdlino Colu belongs to an even more horrendous family milieu. In 
this novel of high intrigue, which has boon classified by some as 
a "roman policier,"^® she is forced to be the link, the hub of family 
decisions as she is torn between her parents.
Her parents, weak as they are themselves, force her to pacify, 
justify and mildly remonstrate in the face of their constant struggles. 
She is the center of attraction, as was Brasse-Bouillon and Arthur 
Gerane, but with an entirely different role. She is pulled from 
side to side as she becomes the all important booty of the family 
squabble. Under this strain, she must summon courageous efforts 
to remain equally involved and uninvolved as the monstrous parents 
expect a saint of justice and prudence in her. There is no lack of 
love for the child in this novel, but the selfishness of the parents 
is a worse disease than the cancer in Vipere au poing and La Tete 
contre les murs.
In L'Huile sur le feu, there is a toppling effect in the 
marriage which eventually causes not only disruption and discord 
in the family, but vileness and extreme cruelty in resounding style 
which ultimately dissolves all former familial bonds. "Tete-de-drap" 
is the nickname for Celine's father. A serious b u m  from a fire 
left a hideous mark on his neck which he covers with a black scarf.
This scar is frighteningly ugly to look at, yet M. Colu seems to
3Q Ren6 Lalou, "L*Huile sur le feu," Nouvelles litt6raires,
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display it with the perverted pride of a wounded war hero. This 
scar is his ticket to fame, more appropriately notoriety, as he 
proudly brandishes it to show that he has a score to settle with 
fires. Symbolically it represents the scar of their marriage as 
Madame finds it a tangible basis for her to no longer love her 
husband. We suspect that he in turn also displays it with ceremonial 
relish realizing that his unloving wife must share his humiliating 
ugliness. This is the scar that opens wounds which will bleed the 
family. M. Colu is both a firefighter and an insurance agent. A 
rather droll double duty, but little suspect in the little town 
of Saint-Leup. Ke is totally dedicated to the art of determining 
the causes of fire, their prevention and their extinction. M.
3azin takes careful precision in pointing out that he is a soft 
spoken man who weighs his words carefully and acts singly and 
authoritatively concerning fires. . . the better to contrast his 
image in the home. "Tete-de-drap" has gained the honest respect 
and admiration of the townspeople, based on performance, not title, 
and has earned the tenderness and affection of his daughter. In 
this aspect, the work is a novel essay for Bazin, the first where 
real love abounds between parent and child, coupled with a two-way 
respect.
In poor contrast is Madame, whose firey passion, bitterness 
and hate place her in the ranks of Madame Rezeau. But she evolves 
into a more active rebel than Madame Rezeauj she becomes a "femme 
fatale," a Nana of the twentieth century. Staying young, being
the belle of the ball, seeking adventures, is her oasis from the 
abominable M. Colu. In seeking to dissociate herself from this 
monster, to humiliate him and to excuse her mysterious errings on 
the ground that he is a freakish mate, she becomes uglier than 
her husband. ‘What is most disturbing to her is the fact that 
M. Colu is quite irreproachable, so it seems, and he remains 
placid in the face of her scorn. Once again, M. Bazin exploits 
the effects of the domineering mother and the weak father.
Monsieur is always considerate, a decent provider, a tender, 
considerate human, at least to his daughter and to his bees. As 
the novel unfolds, their marriage has its last fatal blows under 
the strain of the investigations into the pyromania. For the 
fires seem to crop up after weddings, weddings at which Madame 
always presides since they offer an opportunity for gala exhibi­
tionism and hobnobbing with young fellows, some of whom are barely 
older than her daughter. Yet for all his reasons for jealousy,
M. Colu never goes beyond mild inquisitions into her behavior and 
feeble protests, causing Madame further frustrations and more 
intense activity to arouse his ire. This is perhaps his best 
defense in order to keep the squabbles at a low intensity and 
to preserve the marriage for Celine’s sake. For the first time 
in Bazin’s works, a father gives of himself, losing face and prestige 
before his daughter and the townspeople, for his family.
They both want to protect their daughter in different ways, 
in spite of their grievances. The mother seeks to protect her by
asking her to align herself against her father, so that they can 
leave in order to create a situation more conducive to the child'3 
upbringing, and more conducive to the freer life that the mother 
needs. The father's motives are less personal and thus appear more 
commendable. He wants to maintain at least the semblance of a 
family for Celine's welfare despite the wounds that he receives from 
his wife's slanderous, vengeful ways. He is more heroic and authentic 
than his wife since he never tries to win the daughter over against 
the mother. He is self-effacing, like M. Gerane and M. Rezeau, and 
he is weak and unassuming as concerns authority in the household, 
but he presents a certain quiet heroism and honesty that attracts 
his daughter to him more than the other children we have studied 
were attracted to their parents. There is a touching tenderness 
and understanding between father and daughter, and Bazin exploits 
this so well that this aspect alone makes the novel worth reading.
This is all the more charming since Celine is the "personnage ouvert" 
of the novel, demonstrating that the young female world is important 
and intimately familiar to Bazin.
We discover that M. Colu is the pyromaniac. His mind is 
irrevocably twisted and he lights the fires during the weddings 
where his wife is flaunting her unfaithfulness. In this manner, 
he gains the spotlight and symbolically douses the flame that he 
cannot extinguish at home. There is in him this same dualism which 
haunts other Bazinian characters and forces them to act in a fated 
classical fashion as the inherent tragic flaw causes their destruction.
M. Colu is aware of his weakness and pleads with Celine to turn him 
in, to protect himself and the town. He pathetically cries out 
to her: "C6line, C6line, tu devrais tout droit aller me denoncer:
je suis un danger public, un danger public."^ But Cdline is not 
a ready rebel; she has love and is not able to see her father as 
a monster or his love as monstrous. The tragedy of her parent*3 
marriage, their mutual inevitable destruction, binds her to 
seemingly stupofied inactions. The sad truth of her father's 
lament,— "elle me hait parce que je suis un monstre. Kais je 
suis un monstre parce qu'elle me hait," shockingly outlines the 
depth of the abyss. ^
In spite of being a Dr. Jekyll-Kr. Kyde character, M. Colu 
remains a sympathetic hero and worthy father until the end. He 
arranges his estate, gives Celine a precious, personal gift, and 
tragically exorcises himeslf before the public at his last fire 
before throwing himself into the sacrificial flames. The story 
is recounted a year later and his impressive existence and tragic 
actions still linger and deeply affect C6line.
This grand finale should not blind us to the beautifully 
masterful portrayal of the family and its problems furing former 
years. The discovery of the father-monster is a novelistic ending 
which in nowise affects the formation of Celine and her attitudes 
in the formative years. Celine and her mother were defined by
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past relationships and this last act simply seals this past and 
Celine's childhood. Cdline must enter the adult world essentially 
with the baggage that was packed before this act. Celine will still 
be torn and her mother's triumph will be a dubious victory.
It is a credit to the socially conscious Bazin, that we cannot 
blot out the tender relationship of the past in the face of M. Colu's 
final aberration. The novel certainly has a touch of the romanesque, 
but more lasting is its treatment of Celine and her father. Cdline's 
devotion, her constant accompaniment, her gentle affection, coupled 
with K. Colu's worried concern about her life, his anxiety over the 
existing damaging situation, his pride in her devotion, and the 
awareness of his responsibility in the face of his illness, all go 
to leave a dramatic effect on us.
ho stone is left uncovered in the treatment of the mother either. 
She is a Madame Bovary with a child witness.--Her revolt and extreme 
reactions cause agony and repulsion in her daughter who continues 
to see the husband as a father. Although she feels guilty, Celine 
cannot have devotion for her mother, only a natural affection for 
her mother, appropriately called Eva, the seductress and destroyer 
of men. The mother too has a dualism. She is a meticulous house­
keeper and a concerned mother on one hand, and a distorted, unfaithful 
reactionary on the other. This balances the ledger while unbalancing 
Celine. In Madame's rejection of her prison role, she viciously 
dominates. She breaks dishes, does not share her bed, pretends to 
be beaten up by the cruel husband, and in final desperation, she
uo
attempts to alienate C6line completely by falsely intimating that 
Celine is not her father’s c h i l d . I n  her attempt to escape, ohe 
mercilessly imprisons C6line. For«Cdline, her parents "vivaient 
cote b cote, sans se consulter at 3'observant comma le chat at 
le serin, b travers une cage de petites obligations."^
It is a tribute to the fine skill of Bazin that we are made 
intimately aware of the importance of the causes and results of 
the activities within the family. To heighten this interior drama,
Bazin introduces observors. There is M. Keaume, the "parrain" of 
Celine, who stands as a successful citizen, a respected competitor 
of the father for Celine's affections, even though she is only 
polite to him. There is Julienne, the neighbor, who once vied for 
K. Colu and lost and who now is content to urge Eva Colu on to 
destroy her husband and their marriage. There is the wise, impartial 
doctor and the perspicacious teacher who open up insights from the 
outsider's perspective. "L'Huile sur le feu a en outre le merite 
de nous offrir une excellente peinture de moeurs provinciales.
There are also the guarded glances and hushed conversations of the 
villagers who point Kafka-like fingers at the odd, disgraceful 
family, piercing Celine to the quick. "Je tourne en vain a la recherche 
de mon pere et surtout b la poursuite de ce rire qui se fige un instant 
devant moi et renait derriere mon dos. En quelques minutes, il a fait
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le tour du village, il est entre partout. . . Bazin focuses
in on the family with art and meaning and we must be convinced 
that the subtle and complete covery of such an area is extremely 
important to him.
Perhaps li. Bazin has not painted in any of his novels the 
family milieu and its far-reaching effects so pointedly. It is 
one of his most intimate, triste editorials on the subject. He 
never fails to establish how the affairs of the family are the 
basis of their actions outside the family, and then, how the rever­
berations from the outside cause new evolutions on the interior.
For example, Mme Colu’s adultery is not added by Bazin for a simple 
display of the sordid, a slice of the spicy. It is the direct 
result of unhappiness due to an intolerable situation at home, 
cote h cote the supposed pleasure awaiting on the outside of the 
family situation. M. Colu’s sickness is not the grandiose painting 
of high adventure, it is the logical conclusion, in extreme, in 
reaction to his passionate wife, as well as his need for respect 
in society in general. Celine is not a "maigre chouette" by nature, 
but by necessity as she follows her father in the night and wears 
thin by the drama. They victimize themselves and are in turn 
victimized by a cruel society. They are victims of misunderstanding, 
weaknesses, and circumstances, and their volley of damaging arrows 
brings about an unnecessary self-destruction that seems fated and 
pathetic.
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This novel is a combination of the experimental novel and the 
detoctive novel. The components and ingredients of life are carefully 
studied and controlled while a few drops of the bizarre, the genetic 
strain gone wild unexplainably, are added, producing a potent drama. 
This is a different type of novel for M. Bazin. It contains more 
intrigues, plot and suspense than most of his novels, and it was 
successful. Yet Bazin must have felt uncomfortable in this genre, 
for he has since returned to a rather plotless, undramatic base 
for his last four novels. He seems more determined than ever to 
follow Diderot's example— to find worthy, significant character 
in the family scene, to find universality in the particular, in 
the common, and in the present.
This novel probably gave Bazin both legs and wings; henceforth 
he will be sturdy and confident in treating the impersonal, basing 
his novels less on lived experiences as in his earlier novels, even 
though much of his personal experience in the family milieu will 
be strongly in the background. He will be ready to scan broader 
outlines of family processes. From this point on, his family and 
vision will enlarge. For a better view, for more speculation, he 
will treat in length and depth a larger family, discriminately 
seeking out the natural, common forces in play.
For the moment, Bazin is content to demonstrate, as he did 
in his other early novels, that unhappy marriages are due to a 
basic weakness in one partner, the woman, which causes the male 
to retreat into his professional role for esteem. This often causes
extremes in the male's reaction, blinding him from functioning in 
an intelligent manner for his family. In Vip&re au poing and 
L'Huile sur le feu fathers are torn between reacting against their 
wives and acting solely for the benefit of their children. Wivo3, 
in their rejection or neglect of the husband, weaken and ostracize 
the husband. This is Bazin's basic theme, one which he will pursue, 
albeit slightly modified, in his later novels. When Bazin reduces 
this exaggeration, this monstrous female weakness, the father 
will have to decide upon a more equitable, useful reaction. Bazin 
will no longer base marital problems on a unique tragic flaw, 
boiling in peculiar circumstances. As he comes to respect women 
more, he will treat the common universal problems which naturally 
arise between the sexes.
E. Qui .j 'ose aimer
Qui ,j 'ose aimer, written in 195>li, has many parallels with 
L'Huile sur le feu, yet it demonstrates that Bazin is attempting 
to close out the outside world to concentrate more fully on the 
family; this family distinctly seals itself off from society. The 
base and the milieu of the family are broadened, the intrigue is 
toned down, while suspense and drama are artfully maintained. The 
perspective is also quite impersonal, as in the last novel, and 
Bazin treats a foreign situation with great perception. He treats
women, a tribe of women, and their attitudes toward outside forces, 
as seen through the child heroine, Isabelle Duplon.
Despite the title, the same forces are in play in this work, 
as in the others. "II £the titled suggere des amours frivoles, des 
personnages de comedie legere, une chanson de Musset, un air 
d’Offenbach. Qu’il y a loin de tout cela & la sombre histoire que 
raconte le livre de M. Bazin et qui a pour acteurs des etres vou6s 
a l’erreur ou & la malchance. . . ." 3 7 The parents and adult repre­
sentatives are egotistical and tenacious, sometimes ambitious.
They are weak and hypocritical at the same time, bringing about 
adverse effects on the children, as tradition battles modern mores 
with affection and duty aggravating the situation. The parents 
and adults are neglectful and selfish and cause insecurity and revolt 
in their child, in a situation which is exaggerated, but very realistic.
The plot is simple, although somewhat melodramatic and over­
worked. It is the Oedipus theme in reverse.3® Isabelle Duplon, the 
child, lives with her mother, retarded sister, Berthe, and the maid, 
Nathalie. The mother suddenly marries a younger man, Maurice Meliset, 
a lawyer, and his entrance into the household causes serious reper­
cussions. In spite of the efforts of Isabelle and the maid to 
ostracize him, he gains a strong foothold in the house and later 
seduces Isabelle. The child is torn by affection or passion for 
her step-father, respect and duty for her mother who becomes gravely
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ill shortly after her marriage with Maurice. The suspense is 
intensified when Isabelle realizes that she is pregnant about the 
same time that her mother dies; she must choose between Maurice 
and her household, La Fouve, and its family members.
Superficially and ostensibly then, the major action and 
psychological study revolves about the child heroine again, as 
in Bazin's other novels. She too is deeply involved in the adult 
world as wa3 C6line Colu, and her particular action is in essence a 
revolt against the false values of her mother's generation. She 
too is torn by filial devotion and a sense of justice with her 
entrance into the adult world— torn between being an adult with 
dubious values (if she marries Maurice), or remaining under the 
auspices of parental authority if she stays with Nathalie. In this 
novel, it is not a question of the adolescent choosing between two 
monster parents and their attitudes, or rejecting both, as in the 
former novels. It is a decision between two types of adulthood—  
one ornamented with pleasure and financial ease, not to mention 
the realization of saving face, and another requiring sacrifices, 
superior character, and moral convictions.
The heroine's actions take the spotlight, but it is the 
behind-the-scenes events and props which are most interesting and 
enlightening. For Isabelle Duplon is above all the product of 
La Fouve and its female managers. La Fouve is a precious piece 
of property and scenery whose importance is perhaps on the same 
plane as the cathedral in Notre Dame de Paris, or the mine in Germinal.
It is the proud domain of her mother, grandmother and her mother, 
who managed to take care of themselves and maintain La Fouve in 
the absence of men. "Car La Fouve, depuis un demi-si&cle, c'est 
une maison de femmes k qui des maris fragiles ou inconstants n’ont 
su faire, en passant, que des filles."39 is her heritage,
and it remains a strong attraction and sign of responsibility in 
her actions. In the Cornelian theatre, it would represent chivalry, 
glory and nationalism; it constantly serves as a reminder appealing 
to her sense of duty.
The other heralds of duty, the voices of conscience, are the 
maid, her mother, and Isabelle's pathetic retarded sister. The 
maid, Nathalie, is simple, strong, and moralizing, as in the classical 
theatre, and she stands as a statue of Catholic virtue before the 
intriguing avenues of passion which open up to Isabelle. Disagreeing 
with Kleber Haedens who says that Berthe "ne joue k peu pres aucun 
role dans le roman. . . Bazin l1 a mise IS. cornrne un rappel a l'ordre. . . 
la laideur accompagne toujours la beaut6,"^ we find that 3erthe 
plays heavily in the family scene, especially since their mother 
is gravely ill. She signals unconsciously the need of strengthening 
their fortress against the attacks of undesirable "foreigners." This 
is the major portrait of the novel although it may seem secondary to 
the intrigue itself. But in the end, this family with its tradition
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and designs, determines the final course of action. Isabelle will 
revolt against the easy life, against that which her mother chose, 
and will stay with Nathalie and bear her shame. It is the family 
united against the "destructive alien," with a different outcome than 
Les Corbeaux, that M. Bazin paints. It is a victory of the family 
against the designs of society.
The "foreigner" is the young, neighboring lawyer, M. Meliset, 
who suddenly marries Isabelle’s mother. He appears on the scene at 
a time when all seems tranquil in the household. He realizes that 
they are as happy as bees in a hutch, with no need of a drone.^ He 
knows that Madame married out of loneliness and vengeance (for her 
former husband who has been married for some time), as well as out 
of a sense of urgency (she thought she was pregnant). To Nathalie, 
who is wont to sum up the female grievances, Meliset not only 
interrupts the family, he represents a black scandalous passion 
who gained entry into the family through the back door.̂ 2 Symbo­
lically, H. Meliset represents many Bazinian fathers. He is
successful, competent, professional person who cannot have himself
accepted into the family and fumbles on the home front.
The early chapters of the novel delve into the difficulty of 
this seemingly earnest husband gaining some measure of belongingness 
in the family vis-a-vis stalwart opposition by the united female 
front. M. Bazin is at his best here as he artfully exploits the 
clashing of the sexes. He confidently exploits the maneuvers of
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this battle, convincingly conveying the privacy of the woman's world. 
Bazin is very capable in treating women, and he demonstrates horo, 
as he did in L'Huile sur le feu and Leve-toi et marche, that the 
female psyche is in no way closed to him. The unique strength of 
"le deuxieme sexe" intrigues M. Bazin time and time again, and if 
it is Isabelle's eyes which see, it is Bazin's obstinate presence 
which clarifies all the elements. "II ra&ne son jeu, ses personnages 
et son roman; il developpe sa lecjon. Bref, il est sans ce33e 
present et nous convainc de sa presence. Mais 3upprimez cette 
presence, que reste-t-il?"k3 The treatment of this young, would-be 
husband and father as seen in the eyes of the women is more than 
brilliant. The subtle division of the male and female world, their 
independence and mutual needs, their particular penchants, and 
diversities, are treated not necessarily out of exigencies of plot 
building, but out of an almost visceral need as Bazin tries to capture 
the different roles in the family.
All the ingredients begin to boil. Isabelle's devotion to her 
dying mother, her responsibility to her retarded sister, the imperious 
threats and entreaties of Nathalie, who represents an active mother, 
come into volatile play when Isabelle succumbs to the advances of 
her step-father one stormy night. From this point on wills are pitted 
against wills and individuals are victimized as in the other novels 
of Bazin. The dying mother must be protected, Nathalie cajoled and
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reassured about the future, as the step-father and daughter love 
and struggle.
Again Bazin paints a dualism of strength and weakness in adults 
which tends to superimpose justice and sin in the child's eyes.
Although the mother is basically good and loves her children, she 
deceives them by her marriage and her actions which brought about 
the marriage. As in most of Bazin's works, the men are weakened 
by uncertainty about their roles. Although Isabelle's father is 
successful and could help the situation, he manages to simply send 
alimony and a card once a year. By his neglect, he distorts Isabelle's 
world and she withdraws to the protection of her female family. The 
step-father doesn't help the male image either, because, in spite of 
his prowess at his office, where Isabelle is impressed with his 
confidence and capabilities, he remains feeble and retreating before 
Nathalie. He attempts to divorce and separate the women in order to 
have a fighting chance with Isabelle instead of establishing himself 
as head of the family. Another weak duo-roled male is the step-father's 
father. On his rare appearances, he portrays a certain pretentiousness 
and snobism while condescendingly regarding his son's marriage with 
the Cuplon family. Yet he is disturbingly attractive since he could 
offer prestige and security to Isabelle, much as the "parrain" of 
Celine Colu.
Nathalie, in spite of her sins of ambition, selfishness and 
injustice, demonstrates strength, moral convictions, and love, and 
she impresses Isabelle. She is much more attractive and forceful
than the men that the children come into contact with. So, in thi3 
struggle, this labyrinth of right and wrong, maternal strength in 
the face of weak men furnishes the example needed to sway Isabelle 
in the right direction. In this novel, as in others, Bazin empowers 
women, showing them to be capable of taking on new proportions in 
a changing society where abstract, neglectful, emasculated men 
lose their potency. The male seems superficial and inefficacious 
in spite of the children's desire and need to find strength in him.
He remains an outsider while women ban together to direct their 
lives and their children.
Like so many Bazinian family situations, it is difficult to 
separate the saints from the villains. Nathalie's protectiveness 
concerning the family might simply be a method to assure her a place 
to live in the future. The mother's desire for the daughter to work 
for her husband may be viewed as a dying consent to the possibility 
of her daughter's marriage to her husband after her death. The step­
father's actions are also difficult to judge since his despicable, 
animalistic actions are softened by other saving graces. The absence 
of love caused by the mother's illness might excuse the basic mutual 
dependency and need of the daughter and step-father. In this 
situation, Bazin shows the members employing all manner of deceits, 
lies and gambits, as well as heroic endeavors, in order to preserve 
themselves and move others.
In this haze, Isabelle must decide between Nathalie, represen­
tative of the sacrificial good, and M. Meliset, the attractive devil's
advocate, capable of offering her a moral front; this frighteningly 
haunts her. The absent and the not so concrete also remain in play.
La Fouve, citadel of legacies and traditions, and the aura of the 
dead mother, stronger in absence than in life (like Mme Rezeau), 
hang in the balance. The mother’s betrayal through her marriage 
causes a rebellion on Isabelle’s part, but this rebellion in turn 
hurts the mother. The ensuing, repeated seductions is a secret 
revenge on one hand, and a sympathetic gesture toward the victimized 
step-father on the other. Isabelle feels about her mother that 
"vivante elle nous a rapproches; morte, elle nous separe."^1
In this novel, Bazin has complicated the family life, exaggerated 
possibilities and has created imbroglio worthy of present-day "soap 
operas." He has forced the issues in order to create a family drama 
with components which seem overly worked, superficially weighty and 
foreign to the average concepts of family life. Yet it is still 
a step in the direction of realism when compared with L’Kuile sur 
le feu. For if the situation seems melodramatic and the characters 
exaggerated as in the former work, Bazin manages to humanize the 
family, to reduce the monster element and to create a novel based 
strictly on a crisis formed from inherent family flaws. All actions 
seem plausible and acceptable and even logical; it is only the deft 
arrangement of circumstances which seems incredible. This novel, 
like the "soap operas," exaggerates elements, blows up and embroils 
purposely in order to show, in a naturalistic fashion, the drama
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of the commonplace. In the face of dilemmas and confrontations, 
the undercurrents of sentiment and human feeling are uncovered, 
and the realism of modern life is exploited. If the novel seems 
somewhat distorted, it is no less a masterful mirror-image of the 
machinations of contemporary living and all its ramifications.
In order to have more rapport with this novel and to appreciate 
it as a portrayal of a modern family, we have but to view the work 
as a caricature and then reduce the features to lesser proportions.
For example, Monsieur Meliset*s actions could symbolize over-affection 
for his step-daughter. Isabelle's dilemma could represent a sub­
conscious competition between mother and daughter, complicated by 
the usual daughter-mother devotion. The maid could be viewed as 
a common, tenacious, do-good aunt who goes overboard, as in Los 
malhechores del bien, to create right choices. The illness of the 
mother and the younger sister could be seen as representing torments 
of the good conscience in the face of possible errings on the part 
of a devoted child. The illegitimate child could represent the 
tangible burden brought about by the child's guilt, or the evil 
legacy of sinful parents. Certainly these conflicts of desire and 
duty, guilt and freedom, are found in many families, naturally 
formed and extended, causing common family troubles, and Bazin 
has captured them with one broad sweep.
Au Nom du fils is probably one of Bazin’s finest hours from 
several points. It is perhaps one of his last hours in his desperate 
effort to discover clues of the family illnesses. This novel completes 
the cycle begun by Vipere au poing. The scandalous, retaliatory action 
of a hurt child against unbending parents is forgotten while the scene 
shifts to a truly authentic parent and his problems. It i3 Bazin's 
testament that he is no longer the revolts Brasse-Bouillon, but a 
parent, and he obviously has been wisened by the experience. It is 
a novel about paternity and its complications, its weaknesses and 
strengths. It is a heroic effort to exploit the rather commonplace 
in order to demonstrate positively and simply that the generations 
can have a rapprochement, a meeting of the minds, if not goals, if 
each member of the family understands the role of the other members.
Admittedly the novel is rather drab and devoid of those elements 
which make great novels. It is 3azin's most philosophical and intro­
spective itfork, and it creaks under the effort. Every episode contains 
a moralizing, revealing exclamation point as Bazin seems to apologeti­
cally reveal his tender, mature nature. Emile Kenriot is quoted on 
the jacket as saying: "II ecrit toujours de la meme encre empoisonnee,
de la meme plume furieuse, n'ayant pas encore d£sarme, et cependant 
c'est un homme en train de se transformer. . . . This has discourag- 
ingly surprised his ardent revolutionary supporters, those who would 
always cry out as children of an unjust society. Bazin has put away
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the things of a child in order to better understand the responsibi­
lities of the paront, and ho discovers that parents too have their 
share of problems. Without at all sanctifying the adult, he proves that 
at least some parents are capable of living within the restrictive 
confines of the family, sometimes accepting the inevitable, sometimes 
rebelling charitably, in a more mature fashion than their children, 
against a system which too easily excuses adult misdemeanors in the 
name of tradition.
The title itself is the beginning of a prayer, a hope for 
salvation. It ironically addresses the son first who is both the 
major benefactor, and at the same time, savior of the father. It is 
also a pointed confession which purges the father who bares his soul 
to the scrutiny of the son, for the father realizes that he is human 
and that he errs. He is a Musset pelican who joyously suffers at 
this charitable, costly feast of giving himself at his own expense.
"Et 1*amour vient du p&re qui est a l'origine; celui du fils en est 
la consequence."^
In keeping with Bazin’s evolution toward the more expansive and 
broader family base, Au Horn du fils offers a very delineated, compre­
hensive cross-section of a family. There are many characters and 
personalities in play. There is also a great effort to project 
vertically as four generations are waltzed across the stage in an 
experimental essay to contrast the past with the possibilities of 
the present. This was also done in Vipere au poing and its sequel
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La Mort du petit cheval, but in this progression, an abrupt change 
was mndo by tho third genera Lion only. In Au Horn du f j.ln, on the 
other hand, the revolution starts with tho second generation and 
the sequence is more enlightening. Owing to the times of the settings 
however, it is significant that Brasse-Bouillon*s generation would 
rougiily be that of M. Astin, and their revolts, if unequal and unparal­
lel, are products of the same times. Horizontally, Monsieur Bazin 
adds stepmothers, aunts, girlfriends, boyfriends, and mistresses 
to broaden his family study. This allows a close hand speculation 
into the results of contacts outside the family and their fundamental 
basis interiorly within the family.
H. Astin is the focal point of the novel-and his actions provide 
H. Bazin with the springboard needed to eject his socio-philosophical 
missile. lie is perfect for the role since his introspective, 
speculative, and much given to moral and ethical deductions. He is 
a good example of the common father in many respects, representative 
of those fathers who are perplexed by their family and their relation­
ship with it. He is a retiring, intellectual professor who, after 
the war, finds himself faced with the responsibility of raising 
three children without a wife. One child, the youngest, was b o m  
while he was at war, and he suspects that Bruno is not his. His 
wife was killed and her latest infidelity was not able to be investi­
gated; so he remains alone with this secret and duty. M. Astin*s 
character and personality seem inimical with this task'.
By nature, H. Astin is pensive and reflective, a thinker rather 
than an actor. By choice he is rather distant, hesitant and uncommitted.
Iio tonds to function only as a scholar, complotcly dovoted to hia 
professorial duties. In this aspect, ho sharos the somo relation­
ship with his family as Roseau, Gerane and Meliset. He is oriented 
to the rigours and impersonal disciplining of his Universite and 
unfortunately he brings this attitude home with him. He says of his 
own personality in treating matters, that he is strapped with an 
"attitude generale que j'etendais a bien d'autres domaines. Aux 
questions de toute nature, dont je ne raanquais pas d’etre accable, 
je repondais de preference par des citations."^7 This is in essence 
the same irresponsible inaction which other fathers that Bazin has 
treated covered themselves with. Yet his very awareness of his 
weakness is hopeful, it is a step toward progress.
Another force which attempts to cripple M. Astin, and other 
husbands, is his submission to women. Bazin's female protagonists 
are generally much more willful and domineering than their male 
counterparts, as has been pointed out, and the situation here is no 
exception. M. Astin remains very close to his mother until she 
dies. She picks his wife and he adorably acquiesces since he is a 
respectful young man. His wife not only dominates him, she deceives 
him. He also submits to .the suggestions and orders of his mother- 
in-law, before and after his wife's death. He also nonchalantly 
accepts his sister-in-law's occupancy in his house as well as her 
disciplines as a "representative mother." Lastly, his mistress 
attempts to move him into marriage, and although unsuccessful, she
hi. Bazin, Au Nom du fils, pp. 71-72.
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demonstrates her strength in bringing about the final rupture in 
the face of the inactive M. Astin.
Yet M. Astin remains, for the most part, a typical father; he is 
both weak and strong, indecisive, uncertain and conscientiously 
concerned. Because of a father’s position, he is often ostracized and 
looked upon as a regulator, not as a participant. K. Astin feels 
that his authority must be supported by someone who really belongs "in 
the family" order to direct the family. Ke says when disciplining one
of his children: "ta tante m'a dit que. . .ta tante veut que."^ Bazin
portrays the authority of the father as really being determined by 
the mother’s ability to make the children accept that authority, as 
well as being determined by the attitude of the father about his 
authority. M. Astin feels that children will take what they want 
anyway, and if he is to maintain any sort of superficial role he 
must give more "ouis" than "nons."^^ It takes strength and justice 
to say no. It places authority and the disciplinarian on the line, 
allowing judgments on the father and his precepts. So like many fathers, 
he takes the easy way out. Ke, in his perplexity and weakness, gives
easy permission which is as bad as the negative pronouncements of
K. Gerane and M. Rezeau. Yet M. Bazin seems to paint M. Astin in a 
sympathetic way, causing us to excuse his weakness since he is aware 
of his actions toward his children and is concerned about their respon­
sibility to his "rubber stamping." If in many ways, Bazin has
continued in the line of bumbling fathers, he at least progresses
liO. Bazin, Au Nom du fils, p. 32.
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to a new line of warm, self-critical, fathers who want the best 
for thoir childron, for their own sake.
Perhaps unconsciously Bazin points out a very important concept 
about the 20th century father-husband, one which he will expound on 
seven years later in Le Matrimoine; the husband-father is greatly 
controlled by his opinion of his family and his thoughts about their 
attitudes. Indeed it takes great conviction and sacrifice on the part 
of many fathers to divorce themselves at all from their wives and 
families. It is certainly true that many husbands fear being released 
from their defined roles, released to act on their own principles.
The family serves as a protective hutch, a mother replacement. M. 
Astin's children dissuade him from making any personal decisions 
or committments, and he is relieved and gladdened that Bruno can 
find the persuasive argument and tone to justify his rejection of
M a r i e . M a r i e  perceptively realizes what a hapless victim he makes
of himself when she says: "La vigilante Mamette, la silencieuse
Laure, L’orgueilleux Michel, la trop jolie Louise et l’ombrageux 
Bruno, ca fait un tout, serre comme un chou. Tu menage le chou. . .
Te voir a ce point esclave des tiens me rend folle. J’aime mes 
parents, mais je ne raterais pas raa vie pour eux."^- M. Astin also
realizes his predicament and his dependence, and he defines his
situation very appropriately: "Je suis le chef de famille, je
pourrais m*imposer, je pourrais epouser discr&tement Marie, mettre 
les enfants devant le fait accompli. . . Je pourrais, je ne peux
SO. Bazin, Au Mom du fils, p. 9o.
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pas."^2 He cannot, not because he is weak, but because he fears 
that his family, his supportive backbone will tumblo, killing him 
and his children. Certainly he i3 concernod about himsolf, but he 
is equally, if not more, concernod about the welfare of his household.
M. Astin is very perceptive. He is sensitive to the needs of
his children and is concerned with justice for his family. If he
is dominated by women, it is mainly because their actions and
character convince him that they are the true defenders of families.
They are humane, righteous, and self-effacing; they are magnanamous
in spite of their position and mistreatment. Apparently Bazin has
become very keen in this area also, and he treats women in general
much more equitably. In this novel, there is a eulogy in general
to the feminine sex and to motherhood. M. Astin talks of his mother
as one of those "m&res serieuses, moder£ment calines et totalement
devouees, qui font carrikre dans la raaternite. He even excuses
his wife who deceived him because, in his own weakness, he was not
able to please her. "Ainsi la faute m’appartient: celle de n ‘avoir
su la garder."^ Laure, the young sister-in-law is "une menagere
55efficace, infatigable, attentive et g r a t u i t e . S h e  is quietly 
devoted to the task of raising the children, and perhaps she 
sacrifices her chances of marriage to M. Astin by fulfilling the 
maternal role without a contract. "Son affection pour les enfants, 
sa delicatesse me touchaient plus, comme sa discretion, son souci
52. Bazin, Au Nom du fils, pp. 96-97.
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de no jamais s’iwposor* ce no pas joucr I s indispensable. . .
Ko glorifies Mario, whom ho nr;os and abuses and after seducing 
her, oho becomes for him a sacrificial lamb, discounting hor own 
desires and needs vhilo patiently awaiting his docisxon about her.
VJhat observations about his children; li. Astin notices every 
minor development in their physicalness, their character and their 
attitudes. He is a vary observer who stands by helplessly as 
Michel becomes an egotistical, vain snob, yet one which he should 
take pride in, so everyone tells him. "/.ere is Louise, whose beauty, 
distance and empty-headcdness leave him sadly cold and divorced.
But then, there is Bruno, who is natural in his mediocrity, content 
to be him,self and his father:s child, without effort, after M. Astin 
wins him over. "Bruno no cherchait pas un acceuil special aupr^s
do nci. II n ’y comptait, il n sy pens ait on aucune far, on. Bncore
- ' 7̂isoxe, moins isolant, il laissait seulement passer le courant.11̂
Yet, in spite of M. Astin*s handicaps, he grasps at the one 
straw which can give meaning to his paternal existence, to cause 
him to feel directive and efficacious despite his feelings of 
inadequacy and doubts in the face of his perplexing role. He revolts 
in a quiet, heroic way even though he feels that he is committing 
serious blunders and injustices. Although accepting Bruno more 
completely than the other children fills a need for M. Astin, it 
is still praiseworthy and heroic since he must suffer the crios 
of prejudice from his surrounding acensors, while also accusing
himsolf of boinc selfish. The fact that Bruno is a problem child 
and illegitimate perhaps attracts M. Astin, like the weak to the 
weak, the outsider to the outsider, to the challenge, and he earnestly 
seeks to win Bruno over and save himself. This automatically has 
the effect of ostracizing his older twin children and freeing them 
beyond their ability to cope with this freedom. But in all fair­
ness to M. Astin, the division had already been under way, by their 
actions.
In this novel, which smacks of the prodigal son theme, Bazin 
demonstrates that the father's actions is both weak and strong, 
passionate and humane. He accepts the rejected child like a mother, 
sympathetically, but like all donors, he receives in return. Ke 
instinctively lets himself go, with the help of rationalization 
and pangs of guilt, osmotically, to that most rewarding level, Bruno.
It is a slow, calculated, revolutionary process which M. Astin 
judiciously ruminates for some time before admitting what is happening, 
before accepting his inevitable decision. The simple truth is that 
he comes to prefer Bruno and has to admit this to himself. M.
Astin says: "Je sais maintenant. C'est clair. Qa devrait crever
les yeux de tout le monde. Bruno, je ne l’aime pas moins. Le 
signe est renvers6: je le prefere. Qu'il n'en sache rien, lui,
qu'il n*y reponde pas, cela n’a aucune importance. La question 
n'est pas 15. Elle n!a jamais ete la. On se masque. Qui croit 
chercher 1*amour d'autrui souvent cherche d’abord h. s'assurer du 
sien et les preuves qu*il en donne, h. tort et & travers, e'est li
lui-meme qu'il les destine. He adopts and is adopted in turn. 
Only Bruno accepts disciplino in the end, for only ho respects 
his father and his father's need to guide him.
Mme Rezoau also had an illegitimate child, which we learn 
about in La Mort du petit cheval, yet in contrast, her reaction 
had a different basis and different consequences. We discover that 
she preferred her "Benjamin” because he was a useful weapon for her 
designs. With him she formed her own small family, like M. Astin. 
But then, she set out to contemptuously castigate the other 
children who represented the fruits of an unhappy marriage. The 
illegitimate child was her secret joy and tool for vengeance. There 
was no heroism in her action, no sacrifices, only self indulgence, 
as she schemingly plotted to divide the family in order to leave 
everything to herself and to her favorite. She still remained a 
monster even though Brasse-Bouillon, after this discovery, reviewed 
the past and decided that his mother was disappointingly only a 
covetous mother. For him, she then took on humanness, where before 
she remained an enigmatic monster worthy of destruction, worthy of 
his filial hate. M. Bazin has now seen in Au Horn du fils, the good, 
more pleasing aspect of paternity and adoption, although he still 
sees it as a possible weakness in that the father may be victimized 
by his "weak" passion.
If M. Astin is victimized, he is still heroic because he is 
the duped, weakling father, who cannot normally come to decisions,
Bazin, Au Nom du fils, p. 6l.
yet somehow finds joy and strength in adopting his son. For Bazin, 
the father is never on equal footing with the mother as concerns 
the child; the father must adopt the child in order to have the same 
role as the mother. In this novel, he quotes: "pater is est quern
nuptiae doraonstrant."59 jn an interview with Danielle Hunebelle, 
Bazin makes his feelings well known on this topic. Answering the 
question is paternal sentiment natural, he answers: "Non. L’homrae
l’acquiert. II a besoin de dominer, cet instinct de domination 
qui corrompt les trois quarts des pferes. Neanmoins, le plre preffere 
etre convaincu: il y a chez l’horame, a la base, 1’instinct de
conservation. Se reproduire en est une forme, de meme que cr6er 
une oeuvre. J’6cris pour me conserver, j'ecris pour me dominer, 
et accessoirement pour t6moigner. Etre pbre, c’est la meme chose.
Undoubtedly Bazin is influenced by unique French culture and 
mores, and is egotistically shackled to past traditions while being 
enamored with a more glorious role for men. In this same article, 
he claims to be abhorrent of American men who have a different 
role, who need to be reassurod by surrounding themselves with 
children and by playing a principal part in their development. We 
must question Bazin’s fine distinction here and look for real 
reasons for such a paternal definition. Is the mother who simply 
has the child any more a parent than the father who sires it? Must 
there not also be an adoption on her part in order to deserve the
59. Bazin, Au Nom du fils, p. 190.
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title "mother"? Are we really convinced that maternal sentiments 
are more inherent them paternal sentiments? Is it true, a3 he 
alleges in this same article, that nine-tenths of husbands marry 
for the woman only, that children are involuntary, or for conser­
vation at best and that husbands then accept the children as a sign 
of their productivity and need for conserving something in their 
own image? All we can really agree on is the fact that the father's 
desire to create is proportional to the woman's need to produce, 
and after the fact, both parents either accept or reject the off­
spring; each role is still open, capable of definition and evolution. 
Each participates according to his need of being accepted by the 
child and in accordance with what he desires from the child for 
his own fulfillment. The truth is that through planned parenthood, 
children are no longer involuntary, and their existence is much 
more important than yesterday. Also, we are aware, in this the 
century of humanity, that the divorce courts are not convinced 
that M. Bazin is totally correct since, more and more, children 
are given to the father when the sins of both parents are equal. 
Paternity is not only a natural right, it is a natural sentiment 
which even precedes adoption.
M. Bazin has five children and he prefers one who is very much 
like Bruno.^ Although this work is still quite impersonal, it is 
obvious that M. Astin mouths many of Bazin's thoughts about paternity. 
M. Astin says while fulminating over his son’s folly and his own
6l Kunebelle, p. 5.
inefficacy: "C’est mieux ainsi, c'est mieux qu'il ne me soit rien,
qu'il 3oit le champi, le gratuit et, en meme temps, ce qu’il m’est. 
Privilege admirable. On porte le nom de son p&re et pourtant nul 
pere n'est aussi p&re que la mere, au bout de son cordon, allong6 
par tant de soins et de veilles. Tout pere, fut-ce le plus legitime, 
l'est toujours d’une fapon un peu exterieure, accidentale et, pour 
tout dire, mono-cellulaire."
Yet if M. Astin perhaps corroborates M. Bazin’s attitude about 
children being involuntary, a creation only, he sharply contrasts 
with M. Bazin's ideal of the father’s role; M. Astin is not only 
"naturally" a better parent than his unfaithful wife would have 
been, he has natural, unexplainable affections and feelings for 
all of his children, even those who are superior and have no need 
of a father (Michel and Louise). His adoption of Bruno is a natural 
action based on mutual sentiment and desire on their parts. It is 
not a glorious act on M. Astin’s part, the need to mold a child 
in his own image, it is a simple exchange of natural inclinations 
based on their awareness of the role of the other. If M. Astin 
desires pride, he need only nourish his intelligent Michel, and 
his beautiful Louise, and show them off. But his paternal inclina­
tions are thwarted in their direction. It is Bruno, the "foreign 
soil," which becomes fertile ground for M. Astin's plantings and 
furnishes a raison d'etre for his paternal instincts, this before 
the adoption. Bruno accepts affection first, then discipline,
62. Bazin, Au Nom du fils, p. 1$1.
which would mean that M. Astin approached him first from the point 
of affection, rather than from the point of creation, or domination.
Undoubtedly, M. Bazin saw in M. Astin a blatant example of a 
father who is transformed into a ridiculous depondent weakling, but 
one who has finally some goal, a strength in a major conviction. For 
M. Bazin, M. Astin accepted a child, set out to fashion him and 
cherish him as a by-product xvhile gaining some sort of satisfaction 
in the effort, in spite of the feelings of those around him, while 
allowing this relationship to dominate his life. But M. Bazin 
should also see a M. Astin who is guided less by obligation and 
ego than by unexplained emotionalism and "maternal-like" devotion 
which is the new paternity. If M. Astin does not evoke worship 
in his male observors, he should gain a measure of sympathy and 
compassion. For his paternity requires a new kind of heroism, 
based on faith and confidence in humanity.
Bazin should likewise realize that his own overt feelings about 
paternity (the need for domination and conservation only) probably 
derive from his unhappy childhood in the overly matriarchal-oriented 
family. Having been rejected by his family, more particularly by 
his mother, he, like Brasse-Bouillon, has a tendancy to reject 
whatever can not be chosen willfully or rationally, what can not be 
created and controlled. For him the father must magnanamously 
accept the children which allows the father to remain superior; a 
creator who is committed only as he heroically or rationally chooses 
in order to produce a proud piece of art. This is why M. Astin
appears somewhat weak to Bazin, and indeed to Frenchmen in general. 
This idea of paternity weakens paternity, and it is not what M. Bazin 
projects in his novel. M. Astin does not prefer Bruno only because 
ho is a challenge or because he is ready for chiseling, he prefers 
him more because his sentiments of paternity toward him are both 
unexplainable and enjoyable. M. Bazin desires to portray himself, 
subtly, as the male who refuses any family crutch, any prefabricated 
maternal-like instincts for fear of being labeled a bourgeois, 
dominated by a lack of superior convictions.
M. Bazin exteriorly revolts against this natural paternity in 
order to better hide the fact that he loves his five children, for 
no explainable reason, and hence, he could be considered a typical, 
normal, devoted father. We understand Bazin and appreciate his fears, 
but we see through him. We see the contradictions and half truths 
when comparing his interviews to his works and life. Unconsciously 
perhaps, he has exposed his soul and allowed a peek into his own 
dilemma and indecision concerning the father and his position.
G. Le Matrimoine
Seven years later, Bazin wrote Le Matrimoine which is so 
enlightening it could serve as a marriage manual for young couples. 
Certainly thi3 is Bazin’s finest work about this institution. There 
are no monsters here, no disfigured personalities, no major character 
flaws, just the normal quotidian problems of living together in
the modem family. The major emphasis is on the couple, while 
children, in-laws, and friends, are only included to show their 
effects on marriage.
What is moot striking in this work is tho kocn oboorvation, 
tho pointed awareness, and tho doep understanding concerning 
marriage. In a large sense it is the portrayal of the battle of 
the sexes, complicated by love and affection, devotion and duty.
It is a demonstration of the difficulties in understanding and 
accepting roles, as each mate is both naturally divorced and attracted 
to the other, while each has extenuating roles outside their husband- 
wife role. Bazin depicts the behind-the-scenes events, the latent 
emotions, the inherent fears, the seamy-stormy of marriages, marriages 
which seem so institutionalized, yet so indefinable, variable, so 
readily acceptable before, so uneventful after, that only the 
wedding or the divorce is worthy of publication. "Le debut, la 
fin de l'amour, voila de bonnes histoires; le milieu n'est cense 
interesser personne. Je demande ou est le mariage: ce mariage
que les memes gens vivent, presque tous, et ou, presque tous, ils 
demeurentj ce mariage lent, long, quotidien, dont le lit n ’est pas 
le seul autel, mais aussi la table de cuisine, le bureau, la voiture, 
la machine a coudre, le bee a laver."^
Without a doubt, the most important problem for Bazin is how 
the male has his feathers plucked, his coxcomb raped, as he slowly 
assimilates into the family which he creates and accepts. On one
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hand, his superiority, authority and "masculinity" ebb away, receding 
into another level, contextually challenged, changed, and distorted, 
while on the other, there is an effort on his part to graciously 
accept and cultivate the responsibility of his new existence. Bazin1 
account is both tender and glorious, for if the male seems vulnerable 
attacked, and weakened, in this novel, he is gloriously rectified 
in the end by his mature, rational-sentimental reception of his 
marriage and his position. In this novel, as contrasted with Au Nom 
du fils, it is not a question of accepting that which is naturally 
pleasing for self-indulgence sake, on the father’s part, it is an 
acceptance of a largor idea, marriage itself and all it entails.
This is an acceptance requiring greater, more numerous sacrifices 
and rationalizations. But if this husband-father seems weaker, more 
victimized than M. Astin, his inevitable choice is more heroic 
since he adopts in toto and is revolutionized more completely than 
M. Astin in the end.
Again Bazin points out, more poignantly than ever, that women 
are right and comfortable in their roles, as are the children, 
instinctively. This is what grates and perturbs the young husband, 
causing mental anguish and torment, since vie suspect that their 
very comfortableness and naturalness sharply oppose his will to 
dominate and direct himself and his family. He needs to erect a 
substratum while they are already the firm columns of the house.
". . . l’emprise feminine tire son efficacite de sa nature meme.
Cela soigne, rdchauffe, amollit, vous sdpare du monde. . . Nos
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peres tenaient a peine, malgre leurs privileges. Devant la 
tendre 6gale, comment tiendr ions -nous ?"^
Once Abel Eretaudeau’s mother accepts Mariette Guimarch and 
their marriage, Mariette instinctively, traditionally, comes into 
the home, surrounds herself with the feminine touch, and industriously 
remakes the home in her new image, and the husband is already a 
partial outsider. She is reinforced by her mother and sisters 
who constantly call or visit, while Abel and his mother are conveni­
ently obscurred. "Elle seule ^Mariette] a change d'etat, comme l’atteste 
la langue qui veut que Mademoiselle devienne Madame, alors que nous 
restons Monsieur. Madame est un titre professionnel. Pour la fille
debutant dans le metier, le plus proche expert est sa mere. Pour le
6<fils, qui exerce au dehors, l'avis de la sienne importe moins."
This feminine world continues to grovi and shut Abel out. The conver­
sations settle around sales, articles on hygiene, and the latest 
fashions. Their friends diminish proportionately as the female 
power structure invades the household. Mariette narrows intellectually 
and seeks only diversion in her readings. There are small incursions 
of neglect on her part toward her husband and she is occasionally 
equally neglectful of her appearance. The female tribe grows and 
her circle of interest is tightened with the preparation and advent 
of their first child.
Bazin deftly delves into the seat of the husband's dilemma.
Despite Abel's isolation, and loss of direction, he cannot find an
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adequate scapegoat, V7omen, he discovers, are not only blameless, 
they are cleansed and purified by those very activities which anger 
him. They always appear to give more than they receive, and if they 
sin in minor ways, it is in the name of goodness, charity and 
responsibility— motherhood. 'They are disturbingly altruistic, self- 
effacing, humble and sacrificial, and their attitudes on finance, 
sex, religion, and above all maternity, forcefully prove this point. 
Abel notes that Mariette, like many women, is scornful of her sex. 
bho is so humble and willing to please, that she desires to have 
nothing but a boy. "Pourquoi les femmes (et surtout les plus 
vieillcs) craignent-elles si souvent qu’un enfant soit une fille, 
c'est-a-cire, ce au’elles sont? Mariette serait heureuse de m'offrir 
un gar^on."^ women suomit to the disciplines of a politico-socio- 
intellectual system dominated, by men. For example Abel realizes 
that they follow more closely and faithfully the precepts of religion, 
while feebly protesting their minor voice in its function. Mariette 
says: "Du pape au vicaire, rien que des hommes. Quand l’Dglise
discute de nos problemes, qui est consulte? Pas une femme. Mais 
de vieux celibataires en soutane. . ."°^
Bazin sees woman’s greatest strength in her maternity. Through 
this process, the woman finds a traditional existence, with extremely 
’well-defined codes to follow. Her obligation is not only fixed, 
it is natural. With her devotion to the child, her nourishment 
of it, she divorces herself more completely from her husband and
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society in general. Mariette talks baby talk to the "new king," 
she outfits him in the finest livery, and surrounds him with every 
possible toy and amusement. Abel feels that she not only alienates 
the child from him, implants her femininity in his future person­
ality, but that she endangers the couple’s relationship. This 
old problem of the "wife first, mother second," versus the reverse, 
is exceptionally well treated. Abel feels ridiculous because he 
loves the child but at the same time, he is jealous of the attention 
and affection it receives. "J’ai hurl6 pendant dix minutes, ddballant 
tout: sa faiblesse envers ce gosse, sa raoindre allegeance onvers
moi, ses dispenses pour le petit prince. . . . Je lui ai cite Tio 
[his uncle] qui parmi les femmes met au rang des pires, avec la
r opaillasse, avec le bas-bleu, l’espece redoutable de la meragosse.
Bazin points out that the woman is a majestic princess while 
carrying the child, a resplendent queen after delivery. Often 
however, she quickly becomes a slave, or so Abel feels, as he 
witnesses her through his jealousy, bitterness, and perplexity.
"Voyez comme elles se multiplient, autour de vous, ces esclaves 
ambigues, qui ne le sont plus de nous, mais de ce qui leur est 
tombe du ventre! Voyez comment, grognent sans cesse, consentant
Asans arret, elles sont ravies de se ravager, de substituer aux 
notres les exigences de l ’ e n f a n t - r o i ! " ° 9  At first, an obligation 
and a joy, motherhood becomes an obsession and a disease for 
some, like Mariette. Since the "personnage ouvert" is Abel, we
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suspect a distortion since he is wont to feel persecuted. Yet 
Tio observes that Mariette is infected more than some. "11 y a 
d6cidement des maladies speciales aux femmes. Metrite. Salpingite. 
La tienne fait une inflammation de la raaternite. J*appelle pa de 
la maternite."7Q Abel views this voluntary slavery as a form of 
escapism and protection. It excuses the wife from not always looking 
her best, from not pursuing other interests. It is a self flagel­
lation which martyrises and blinds. The very nature of this mania 
detours tho husband from objections since it would appear unjust 
and childish to object to such humane, selfless action which 
overtly taxes the contributor/suffering mother. The husband paces 
softly in the background, with pursed lips. "Je suis un pere qui 
trouve que leur mere en fait, trop pour eux. . . . Ce qui m ’exasp&re, 
c’est de voir Mariette non seulement installde dans l’esclavage, 
mais incapable de s’oter la plus petite occasion de l’alourdir."7̂ -
This slavery is not only attached to the umbilical cord, but
to the housework as well. Bazin perceptively realizes the dangers
and barbs involved in the "menag&re" role. The wife often has the
dual task of keeping house for the husband and running a nursery
for the children. The house takes on Ionesco multiplications as
toys and modern appliances crowd the husband out. VJhen the house
is topsy-turvy, Mariette defensively says: "Que veux-tu? II faut
72bien qu’ils s’amusent."' ’When everything is in good order, she is 
exhausted and complains of her Gargantuan task. Housework is
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parallel to the husband’s work and reduces the significance of the 
husband’s lament about his trying office affairs. Since it is a 
menial task, the wife automatically gains sympathy since, in a
t
major capacity, she simply "washes her husband’s underwear." The 
husband becomes both defensive and protective, yet the wife 
realizes what a wonderful whipping boy her task offers. "Elle se 
sent engloutie dans le servile. Elle la reconnaxt, du reste.
Elle le dit, Elle (sic) le repute meme avec insistance, ou perce 
un certain gout de jouer les victimes."73
Basin demonstrates tho modern male's anguish as being double.
Not only does he feel somewhat out of place in the home, even 
evicted, he in turn fears the erosion of his one "terra firma," 
his work. Mariette has her "bac," and has both intelligence and 
exposure to the so-called professional world. She questions his 
hours, his appointments, even his expenditures, and although she 
is proud of him, she compares him to more successful men and complains 
of their financial situation. She, representative of the modern 
woman, is very capable of unmasking the male who hides behind his 
professional duties. "Mais desormais consultations, memoires, 
plaidoiries lui £bo Mariette] semblent des marchandises . . . et 
ce qui compte en finale, c'est le chiffre d ’affaires."7^ Bazin 
shows that men often carry their professionalism on their sleeves; 
it becomes plumage and varnish, excusing a multitude of weaknesses.
"L’uniforrae, c'est encore ce qui a et6 invente de mieux pour en
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imposer a quiconque et notamment II soi-meme. Ah ce que 5a aide, 
quanri on plaide, cette toge un peu soutane qui vous habille de 
gravite. . . The greater the ritual, the more traditional
the garb of the professional, the more powerful, enigmatic and 
esoteric is his existence to the layman. This is certainly seduc­
tive (this is what seduced Isabelle Duplon) and advantageous for 
the male, and when the magic is gone, he is denounced and is left 
with only one personality, that of the domestic. M. Bazin has 
discussed this dualism throughout his works, but in Le Matrimoine, 
there is real exposure to the subject, a meaningful penetration. 
Unlike other Bazinian males who simply display and confuse the 
two roles, M. Bretaudeau struggles to separate, and maintain the 
two: to be an outsider in one sense, an activist in the other.
Often M. Bretaudeau’s judgment and authority, like other 
husbands, are questioned since he is an outsider, and there is 
often an attempt by Mariette to shelter and protect the children, 
thus alligning herself with them, against the father. Mariette 
has a mania for pampering. This oversolicitousness adds to the 
feminine role, seemingly demanding more of the woman, heightening 
her importance. The father's insistence on discipline is often 
seen as brutal, domineering and weak, and the mother rushes to 
the defense of the child. We suspect that Mariette feels that 
Abel’s discipline is a slap at her inability to succeed by 
psychological means, and she is readily defensive. When one of
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the children breaks an antique soup bowl, Mariette tries to hide 
the fact, but Abel sees that his wife and children huddle together 
"Femme et enfants ont, mine do rien, 1*inquietude si voyante et 
en meme temps si complice. . . .  II n*y a pas seulement faiblesse; 
il y a mensonge et coraplot. Mariette gives the children a wide
berth and they run rampant in the house, and if they overstep
bounds, it is worthwhile in the name of peace. But Abel sees 
this as a weakness; it is a laissez faire attitude, ostensibly 
for the children’s welfare, but realistically, it is a defense 
mechanism on the mother’s part to avoid disciplining. Abel 
explodes: "Pour leur eviter une paire de gifles tu n ’hesites
pas a t’associer h eux pour me raettre hors du coup, tu leur 
donnes un example de mauvaise foi."^ Abel insists that he has 
a part to play in the drama of childhood development. Ke fears 
that he is being reduced to the vegetable existence of some of 
his in-law fathers. "Qu’est-ce que je suis, ici? La cinqui&me 
roue? Comme ton p&re, comme ton frlre? Tiens-toi pour dit que 
je suis la motrice."?® M. Bretaudeau sees himself engulfed in 
a predominantly feminine world, and like a cornered dog, he 
lashes out at anything. He must preserve his right to direct 
and discipline, in order to maintain authority and a healthy 
ego.
It is obvious that Bazin has intensified and distorted the 
strength of the female invasion. Mariette, her female tribe, and
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her ally children present a singular case. M. Abel is also uniquely 
painted since his is overly defensive, sensitive and timid. Yet 
the glaring realism of the elements of this situation, found in 
countless modern families, i3 enlightening, shocking and impressive. 
The dualism of the husband and wife, their sins and virtues, the 
crippling force of the mechanized, modem society, the significance 
of contemporary thinking in the face of outmoded codes and traditions, 
are strikingly shown to diminish, corrupt and enslave all indivi­
dualism. The waves of propaganda from television, magazines and 
institutions filter into the family in an attempt to uniformly 
define and codify family values.
Mariette is the traditional wife and mother. Bazin offers no 
comparisons with the working mother or career woman, which would 
have been interesting. Mariette is content to follow the tradi­
tional precepts of motherhood in the same manner that she submits 
to the established disciplines of politics, sex, and religion. For 
the most part she is comfortable in a conformism that she does 
not question, and she seems strengthened and just in her position. 
Abel however, represents the modern husband who feels impelled to 
protect his role, his sagging masculinity, and his lost individualism 
by positing his career role. He wants to be a "bon papa" and 
a "bon homrae," not in that order however, and he feels that the 
roles are both dissolving and coalescing at the same time.
Abel tries to rebel. After an encounter with a former girl­
friend, and after a stay with his mother, the awareness of the
passage of time and his new burdensome existence weigh heavily 
on him. After a vacation with his wife and children, he especially 
feels complementary and supplementary. He desperately and urgently 
seduces Mariette’s young cousin as a means of revitalizing his 
anemic ego. This is a sobering and maturing experience for him. 
Psychologically, this action is an escapism for the husband. But 
while it does liberate him in one sense, it imprisons him also,
since he annuls his rights in the family. In essence, he rapes
Mariette, and his outside relationship reduces her to a nanny and 
a kept woman. In his guilt, Mariette seems more sympathetic and 
honorable. If she does sell herself to motherhood and housework, 
she does not sell her virtue, and she remains consistently good and
loving. A repentant, wisened husband, K. Bretaudeau will accept
the compromise, stoically and heroically— a compromise which 
presents a lifetime situation calling for sacrifices and deflations 
while offering limited joy and satisfaction.
Abel is perhaps Bazin’s Brasse-Bouillon as a father, and as 
such he answers the critic M. Nadeau, who says condescendingly after 
discovering that no details will be furnished by the revolte Brasse- 
Bouillon concerning his marriage: "Quel doramage! On aurait peut-
etre su ce qu'6tait l1amour pratique par les grands, en quoi il 
diff&re du notre."^^ M. Bazin again posits that revolt for revolt's 
sake is meaningless, as meaningless as revolting against all of 
life itself. And if Abel revolts, it is senseless and without real
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design, as he quickly learns. The choices are limited, one either
remains single, or one marries, accepting certain inevitable, inalien
able positions. For Bazin, the male, alas, must simply find his
niche in the family for which he is responsible. Abel finally can
say: "Je ne me sentais ni mome ni joyeux, ni content ni insatisfait
mais comment dire: Je me sentais & ma place. Absorbs, mais accords.
Regrettant a peine de l'etre, le trouvant merite, fatigue d’un
Anvieux refus, sauv£ de je ne sais quoi." And if this seems like
a resignation, a weak acceptance, Abel's submission is still
praiseworthy. For he is at last aware that this arrangement, this
agreement, has as its rock basis his personal awareness of the
situation's insolubility, i.e., that if it is not conquerable, he
can still rise above it by his cognisance of his position and
effort. Like Sysiphus, if he is not master of hi3 fate, he is
master of his attitudes.
Je suis mediocre, oui. Je suis un rSleur, mais un 
soumis, oui, tant pis I Au moins, je le sais. C'est 
beaucoup de le savoir. Le sentiment qu'on a de sa 
mediocrito, il la transforme et dans un certain 
sens il 1’annule. . . . C'est fini pour nous. . . 
c'est fini de penser que pa pourrait finir autre- 
ment. . . .  On s'ennuira beaucoup. On se disputera 
longtemps. Mais nous aurons des instants, qui sans 
friser le sublime, tu paries.' iront peut-etre, 
comme celui-ci, jusqu'au considerable.Cl
Bazin, the former revolutionary Brasse-Bouillon, has become the
paternal Abel, and his revolt against the exterior has become a
revolution on the interior. Bazin now sells conformism, but one
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which still allows self-styling and superiority. Husbands are not 
perfect, wives are not perfect, marriage and the world are not 
perfect. Such is life, and we must choose to live in it, changing 
what can be changed, accepting heroically when resignation is a 
victory.
H. Short Stories
The requirements of the short story do not, of course, allow 
for real character delineation. The family scene, the social 
influences and extorior forces, are carefully screoned so only 
the essential remains. M. Bazin has certainly learned to "tailler 
les rosiers," but with a virtuosity which still permits social 
perspectives to hover over the dashing plot. Many think highly 
of Bazin's skill in this area, and Le Bureau des maria^es drew 
this comment from Maurice Genevoix which was placed on the 
jacket: "Ce sont je crois, les nouvelles d'Kerve Bazin qui
permettent le mieux d’eclairer 1'oeuvre de ce grand romancier, ou, 
si I1on veut, qui r£velent le plus vivement ses 'eclairages,' 
ses tendances profondes, son temperament."
It is perhaps dubious that the short stories reveal as much 
of the author's theme or message as the novel, given M. Bazin's 
fine ability for analysis, and the length required for such an 
accomplishment. However, his short stories do manage to more 
strikingly hammer home M. Bazin's area of concentration, even if
some analysis is lost. The intensification, the meaningful snatches 
of life, the allusions, the climaxes, serve to pinpoint in a 
poignant fashion, M. Bazin’s principal concern. K. Georges Le Brun 
Keris says: "Pourtant, dans ces nouvelles si diverses, nous
trouvons deux constantes: l’enfance et la cruaute. . . . M. Bazin
excelle & recreer une miserable adolescence. . . une adolescence 
mechante et tourmentee.
Yet, if the adolescent is the principal study in these works, 
there is still ample treatment of adults and their marriages.
Although M. Bazin does not outline relationships between parents
and children as well as in his novels, he treats both quite thoroughly.
Le Bureau des mariages, produced in 1 9 5 1 , is an interesting 
collection of short stories offering several examples of marriages.
The first short story, by the same title, is an announcement of 
M. Bazin’s concern for the welfare of the institution. It i3 about 
two almost middle-aged people, brother and sister, who have lived 
together for many years. Each feels that the situation is embarrassing 
or uncomfortable for the other. Each also feels a sense of duty 
compelling him to seek a mate since this is the rather strict rule 
established by society. Through a marriage bureau or placement, 
they discover that, ironically, the computer-type selection decides 
that they are compatible. YJhen they discover that their chosen 
partner is their sibling, there is merriment and relief. Their 
conscience forced them to do the necessary, and thankfully, the
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discriminating bureau, without knowing their relationship, relieved 
them of any sense of guilt.
Bazin demonstrates that sex is not essential to marriage, since 
their relationship is totally innocent. Likewise, and more signifi­
cantly, he shows that arrangements such as these, in spite of 
society’s pressures, can be wholesome and fulfilling. Committment, 
honesty and understanding are more important ingredients for mean­
ingful coexistence than any sort of social or religious contract.
What is important in this short story is that each partner was 
weakened by his image of public sanction or condemnation, and the 
impersonal match maker was the "deus ex machina" conscience salver, 
replacing or nullifying a realistic, authentic, exploration of the 
issue by the partners. Bazin seems to point out again, as he did 
in Au Horn du fils, that earnest acceptance of any relationship is 
testimony enough of the validity of such an arrangement. Marriage 
is a contract of avowals. It must be personal and it demands 
occasional confrontations based on convictions: "Si la haine est
un combat, l’amour n’a que les apparences d’un combat et en 
realite c'est un pacte."®^
"La Raine et le crapaud" is another of Bazin's monster 
portrayals. But this time the monster wears white and the "normal 
individuals" go from gray to black. Bazin demonstrates here, as 
in other places, that there must be a distinction between appearances 
and acts. Like Quasimodo, the erratic beast can be more sympathetic
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and heroic than the conventional personnage. "La raine" is a wild 
savage who lives in the woods. Her lithe swimming and her agile 
terrostial movements liken her to a reptile. In sharp contrast 
is the "good" mayor of the region, who, having received his unmarried 
niece who is pregnant, fears scandalous repercussions. "La raine" 
overhears how he plans to get rid of the "crapaud" and is in the 
water when the victim is delivered to the murky depths. She wildly 
swims to her island with her catch where she will adopt the child.
History has given adequate treatment to the role of adoption, 
from St. Joseph to Amadis de Gaula, and Bazin certainly carries on 
the tradition as he time and time again treats this theme, in the 
short story as well as in the novel. Normally Bazin shows the 
father adopting (Au Norn du fils and LtRuile sur le feu), yet 
Isabelle (Qui ,j Tose aimer) as well as "la raine," adopt children, 
each in a different fashion. Each is purified and glorified by 
the experience, emerging as saints from their monstrous depths. 
Likewise, in "La Hotte," from the collection Chapeau bas, an old 
dejected Santa Claus adopts an escaped child for the night. In 
his drunken stupor, he is not certain whether the event took place. 
But it is a sobering experience and he orders up a new life for 
himself. In Leve-toi et marche. which will be discussed in the 
next chapter, we see the same theory at work. The crippled 
adolescent heroine, accepts and adopts a young crippled boy.
This helps her throw off some vanity and hardness to become a 
greater humanist.
Bazin also praises action between couples which is akin to 
adoption. The searching for and discovery of mutual needs and 
interests causes a measured dependency and independency profitable 
for both partners. In "Souvenirs d’un amnesique," a beautiful 
analytical work of art, the amnesiac returns to France and to his 
wife, thirty years after losing his memory. For the wife, the past 
is sealed, a relic that she placed in the recesses of her mind in 
order to live in the present. But this void of the past makes 
M. Lagruelle feel like a paraplegic and he seeks his former limbs 
by digging up the stumps of the past. Each finally admits that 
the;/- must recognize each other even though they are now total 
strangers and even though the scene is a mockery of a Ulysses 
homecoming. The fear of building on decayed foundations almost 
makes Madame renounce her husband. She would gratefully give 
him up as a frenetic nightmare and "bury" him in new style.
M. Lagruelle unconsciously touches his wife by his alluring 
combination of dispassionato appraisal and intimate awareness in 
the face of this past-present fusion. M. Lagruelle mouths Bazin’s 
thoughts on relationships when he says: "Nous n’existons vraiment
que 1& ou nous existons pour d’autres, la ou notre vie est une 
raison de la leur."®^ Madame surprises herself and gives meaning 
to her pastj she accepts his return despite the myriad problems 
of such a new union. They reconfirm an old avowal, renew an old
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contract. This new acceptance gives a sense of freedom and 
belonging to Monsieur and Madame Lagruelle.
"La Clope" offers an even more pointed portrayal of need and 
dignity between two people. This exaggerated, romantic stoiy finds 
the freakish, hideously ugly Marguerite (la clope) saved from 
celibacy by a blind man who falls in love with her beautifully 
clear, melodious voice. They salvage each other since she serves 
as his eyes and he as her support. Like La Fontaine’s pots, 
they boldly go "clopin-clopant" down the street, impervious to the 
din of vicious laughter— laughter which their contentment and 
completeness slowly drown out.
Yet M. Bazin is not willing to give total praise to these 
adoptive parents, to those who share their souls. Ke has 
reservations about such actions and does not wish to label them 
heroic. Ke states, superiorily and rather snidely I would imagine, 
la Rochefoucauld, that "c’est en sauvant les autres, qu’on se 
sauve le plus facilement.Despite this ulterior motive however, 
’’and despite Bazin’s unwillingness to idealize or even flatter 
humanity, as we saw in Au Korn du fils, the new resultant "hero" 
of such an action invariably comes out the better for the experience. 
Bazin then, advocates without underlining at this point in his 
writings. If Bazin were not so defensive about his prescriptions, 
he would probably add a post scriptum to his aphorism which would 
roughly be: "giving without a sense of attachment, without the
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joy of doing good is magnanamous and philantropic at best; it costs 
nothing." Certainly M. Bazin points out, without stating so, that 
consciontious, concerned giving never takes the form of charity, 
rather the donor gains back as much life blood as he has expended. 
If this is "saving yourself," it is at least an equitable exchange. 
Herve Bazin proves over and over that "giving is receiving" without 
making this action appear selfish. Bazin is perhaps less authentic 
then, due to his reservations about the motives behind the action, 
than his heroes who tenderly give without the fear of being labeled 
hypocritical. But Le Matrimoine, written the most recently, 
demonstrates that Bazin not only has learned to excuse those who 
adopt and give in order to receive in return, he sees this action 
as a possible salvation for the individual and humanity.
In pointed contrast, Bazin depicts those marriages which lack 
meaningful exchanges or "donations" as being prey to viciousness, 
cruelty, and lethargy, which all too often destroy; sharing is the 
best stopgap from these incursions. In "II n ’arrive jamais rien," 
an old couple dreams of doing things to break the monotony of their 
existence. Mhen their dreams become unexpectedly possible through 
a lucky chance, they salt the money away in the bank and calculate 
their new revenue, gladly realizing that their present humdrum 
life and relationship will continue unchanged. The obese, uncom­
municative Monsieur will continue to read his paper, Madame will 
still hopelessly build castles in Spain. They had dreamed of some 
sort of fate to free them yet now they would rather not take
the chance of unloosening the protective chains of a comfortable 
drab oxistonce. They will remain strangers living under the same 
roof, not even sharing their dreams.
Although Bazin perhaps does not envision adventures of the 
magnitude espoused by St. Exupery or Malraux, he does advocate a 
super effort for joy and compatibility in the ordinary events of 
family life as an antidote for cancerous marriages. The result of 
such efforts is seen in "La Clope" and "Souvenirs d*un amnesique."
The absence of rapport, understanding and willingness to share the 
adventures of the mate, lead to marital suicide. In "La Poison," 
for example, the weak foundation of an arranged, convenient marriage 
of an older couple, crumblesJcompletely when the wife, failing to 
appreciate or respect the dreams of her husband, causes the husband 
to try to kill her while destroying himself.
It is probably significant that Bazin arranges his stories in 
his collection so that the hope and tenderness of "La Clopo" and 
"Souvenirs d’un amnesique," ring out the loudest since they are 
among the last stories. It is they which leave the deepest impression 
on us and lead us to believe that 3azin*s confidence is somewhat 
on the rise concerning marriages.
CHAPTER II 
PROGENY AND YOUNG ADULTS
A. Introduction
It is obvious from the first chapter that 'A. Bazin is 
not only interested in the family in general, but that he is 
extremely sensitive to the child and his existence in a tur­
bulent society. From the parent’s viewpoint, a marriage is 
created and accepted by the free choices of the couple. Their 
decision to have children is also a choice, one which serves 
their needs. The mother receives through giving, is nourished 
by nourishing. The father has the joy of creating and the hopes 
of preservation through his miniature image which will grow in 
stature. The child, however, only has his existence initially, 
one for which he should feel a sense of indebtedness, and at 
the same time, one which all too often has the stigma of being 
subservient to the existences of the parent. "C’est 1’enfant 
qui n ’a pas souscript sa vie, qui la regoit comme un heritage 
impossible A refuser, sans benefice d’inventaire.
He is a "tabula rasa" entity whose shape and outline is 
in great part determined externally. He is an empty-headed clown 
who must imitate, caricaturize or satirize the adult world
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according to his developing character. The child is even forced 
to wonder if his character is alligned with convictions that are 
distinctively his own. Like Srnote in Sartre’s short story by 
the same title, ho becomes shockingly awaro that all novelties, 
all patterns of the adult kaleidoscopic existence have been 
arranged in advance and that he possesses nothing unique, ilia 
choices, like adult choices, are reduced to acceptance or rejection, 
he can add no now ingredients to the paste, no nuances to a 
situation which is irrevocably defined. The child can complacently 
accept his "mapped out" existence, ho can attempt escape, or he 
can resolutely consider and individualise the barrage of tradi­
tional propaganda which essays to fashion him.
Yet some of Bazin’s children, like his more recent parents, 
realize that retaliation and revolt are innocuous in themselves.
It is useless to "spit on statues," they remain. One must use the 
same tools and mediums to recreate another statue which ’.Jill still 
unfortunately remain a statue with many similarities. But as 
ilalraux noted, it is not the product of art in itself which is 
meaningful, it is the attitudes which foster such a production that 
historically and esthetically disclose man’s tradition and his 
progress. Destruction of the past, of the unjust system which 
attempts to mold is an inefficacious, stageless production, and 
it hinders new creations which are based on changing attitudes. 
Bazin’s children like St. Francis of Assisi want to know what can 
be changed and what cannot, and they want the wisdom to know the
difference. After rejection cones acceptance, with a new determined 
effort to give this acceptance an individual stamp. Acceptance 
becomes as intriguing and challenging as resistance, and there 
is enough elasticity in the system to take their punches.
So the child, with limited abilities and restricted character 
fiber, lives for a while at the mercy of his parents. In Bazin's 
world, the children are often suffocated or remain virtually 
hamstrung when deluged with the wishes of hostile, unconcerned, 
or unfit parents. Gome take refuge, while others fight the 
torrent to find their own values and thoughts, basing thoir decisions 
on their own experiences and observations, rather than basing them • 
on outside sources. These outside forces are always in play 
however, and the child has the added burden of trying to sort 
out the differences between his unique case and the other cases 
in society. He must decide if his parents are representative 
of others who purportedly follow the precepts of education, reli­
gion, and institutions in general. Thus all of society must come 
into review, and his revolt, if he decides to revolt, appears to 
be an awesome and perhaps unjust solution.
It is Bazin's young revoltes which impress us the most.
Seeing the injustice and weakness around them they revolt and 
appear more heroic, more concerned, even more conscientious and 
moral than their parents for the most part. Bazin says of his 
young heroes: "Tous affrontent une situation difficile. Je
crois d'ailleurs que c'est la situation du si&cle. . . .  Les
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miens QieroesJ ne s’abandonnent pas et il me semble que c’est 
une le^on de courage permanent qu’on peut puiser chez eux."®? In 
some cases, the child hero becomes aware of his limited successes 
in revolt, and he learns that he must ultimately assimilate into 
and conform with general society. But in the main, the spotlight 
is on revolt and the injustice that wrought it. We are intimately 
sympathetic with the child’s dilemma and vicariously enjoy sharing 
the unleashing of injuries against a system which has ill formed 
us. The Bazinian child hero has the appeal of the underdog and 
we applaud every bravado, but we, like Bazin, are concerned about 
these children as they carry these attitudes into parenthood.
Bazin, being a thinking observer, presents both sides of 
the coin. His first novels basically treat the torments and 
frustrations of children who are neglected, victimized and vul­
nerable to spiritual assasination. As Bazin becomes more of a 
parent, and as he reflects upon the same fate for his fictional 
children, he equitably presents the parents’ problems, as we saw 
in the first chapter. If Bazin does tone down the significance 
of the children’s problems in his later novels, he never obliterates 
their importance or their force on parents and society. Throughout 
his novels the children are hauntingly present, demanding justice, 
seeking exemplary guidance, imploring treatment which could be 
salvation for them and their parents. They willfully and stoically 
require individualism— 2n individualism which is uncertain and undefined.
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And although they must later live in a social framework which 
cannot be changed in general, we are convinced that through 
their experiences and trials they will be more sensitive and 
"engage" in their new paternal roles than were their parents.
They will be one step, one generation toward the slow evolution 
which will present to society a more authentic, humanistic 
foundation.
Brasse-Bouillon in Vipere au poing and La Mort du petit 
cheval is one of the most important literary child figures in the 
twentieth century. This character's youth not only closely parallels 
the author's troubled youth, he represents the neglected unhappy 
child of the dying bourgeoisie who is displaced and misplaced in 
a century which is avidly tearing down social foundations. The 
first novel was seemingly so vehemently scandalous and iconoclastic 
that most rebels heralded Bazin as a far left reactionary. These 
early sympathetic critics were so jubilant to find such a combatant 
in Brasse-Bouillon and Bazin that they failed to read between the 
lines, failed to see the seeds of evolution, and they were surprised 
when Brasse-Bouillon became "petit poucet" and "douillet" in the 
second novel. V/ith the advent of La Mort du petit cheval the right- 
wing critics claimed that Vipere au poing was a foible to obtain 
a best seller. Now, so they thought, Bazin, with his "fesses 
callees" in the Academie Goncourt (like his famous uncle of the 
Academic Francaise whom he condemned in Vipere au poing), with 
his property and children, had come to his senses and settled into
complacent bourgeois foundations. The truth is, both set3 of critics 
havo now como to soo the roal Bazin who is roally down tho middlo 
of the road politically, seeking courage in different avenues. It. 
is only surprising that their short-sightedness prevented them 
from seeing the real Bazin at the outset.
B. Bras se-Bouillon1s Transformation
In Vipere au poing, through Brasse-Bouillon, it is obvious 
that Bazin levels his criticism at his despicable family, rails 
against the social system which supports and engenders aristocratic, 
pretentious households. But it should be equally obvious that Bazin 
was only retaliating, reacting in order to define his past, to 
strangle it, and at the same time he wanted to exorcise himself 
in order to get rid of the lien with his family, the hate which 
caused him to react. For he, like Brasse-Bouillon had to cease 
revolting for revolt’s sake, had to cease to define himself by 
haunting pasts.
'Je should not be fooled by Bazin’s glorious rebel resurrected, 
rather, we should feel the pathos, sense the tragedy, which surrounds 
both Brasse-Bouillon and Bazin. They cry out for attention, flagel­
lating themselves and pitifully denouncing, in grandiose fashion, 
a family which rejected them and attracted them at the same time. 
Behind their ferocious exterior there is a deep hurt, and to the 
Judas who doubts, they expose their wounds, and tearfully enraged,
yu
they shake their fists. This dualism is significant and is made 
manifest in Brasse-Bouillon*s actions. His actions are really 
counteractions which can be measured and classified, betraying 
the symptoms of a wounded spirit. His reactions are proportionate 
in design and magnitude to the biased punishment doled out to 
him, and he seeks retaliations which nurture his glorious pride, 
branding him and isolating him.
Bazin has a keen sense of psychology and is quite convincing 
for the most part. Brasse-Bouillon generally reacts in a way that 
is logical and compatible with his age. Bazin’s greatest sin is 
allowing Brasse-Bouillon a too brilliantly perceptive mind, and 
in some of his striking thoughts and mature conclusions we feel 
that we have before us Bazin in child’s clothing. But despite 
this grievance, Brasse-Bouillon does come across. Although there 
is exaggeration, there is also an unabashed realism in this work 
which places not only one family on the line-up, but the very 
heart of France’s tradition and social make-up, in the wake of 
tremblings of the twentieth century explosive volcano.
At first view, Brasse-Bouillon in Vipere au poing does seem 
to live in an exaggerated, monstrous household, as the malicious 
"megere" and feeble retreating father cause extreme reactions in 
the family. Yet, if this family’s actions were toned down but a 
little, the general framework, attitudes, and conventions would 
suffice to create the same results: results which are in strong
evidence in France today producing discontented youths who are
casting rocks at their families, professors and priests. Fortunately 
Brasse-Bouillon will have the courage and wisdom to escape assassina­
tion or permanent damage, but millions of other children less bright 
or fortunate will forever bleed from these wounds, and tragically, 
senselessly, attack a society from the ostracized periphery.
Brasse-Bouillon matches hi3 mother's attack. At the outset 
when Madame Rezeau is simply overzealous in her disciplining, he 
reacts rather innocuously and in a typically childish fashion.
After Freddie, the eldest son, invents the name "folcoche" for 
their mother, Brasse-Bouillon brandishes V.F. (vengeance &
Folcoche) in the most obvious places, and like a child, he cries 
out injurious names in the privacy of his room. Ke retaliates 
against her imperious serveillance by practicing the "pistoletade," 
which means staring at her at the dinner table for record lengths 
of time. Ke takes pride in besting his brothers at this ineffica­
cious game. Al'though he is not the oldest, or rather because of 
it, he feels gratification in being the most outre and ingenious 
in their plotting for vengeance. He, more than his two siblings, 
has a real taste for the combat, a joy in reducing his enemy. It 
is this pride and determination which make it more difficult 
for him to ever retreat and forget, but it is also this strength 
which v;ill ultimately allow him to conquer himself and his past, 
while his brothers will remain attached and defeated in different 
ways.
Ke ingeniously hordes keys and supplies from his avaricious 
"folcoche," he effectively gets rid of an unwanted abbot tutor, 
and ho alone heroically fights back, physically, when his mother 
mercilessly beats him. "Folcoche regut dans les tibias quelques 
repliques du talon et j'enfongai trois fois le coude dans le sein
DOqui ne m'avait pas nourri." As he grows older, in his middle 
teens, and as his mother dispenses of any pretext for giving out 
harsh punishment, there is an evolution in his reactions, a more 
devastating viciousness in his rejection, while his need for glory 
becomes more insatiable.
It is obvious from his reactions, that he imitates his 
mother since the form of his retaliation is often based on the 
type of punishment he receives. After being accused of poisoning 
the Rezeau horses, after being forced to eat rancid fish, and 
after recalling his mother unsympathetically and cruelly shoving 
useless medicine down his gagging brother's throat, he tries to 
poison his mother. When the occasion arises, with this impetus, 
he also tries to drown her, although this was less calculated, 
less stimulated by particular actions on the mother's part.
In Brasse-Bouillon's minor reactions, his form of aggression 
is very telltale. Not only does he attempt to imprison his 
mother, he tries to seal her off. He shuts her out by jamming 
his door lock and he causes her stamps to fall off her letters, 
thus closing his mother off from the outside world. He fights
88. Bazin, Vipere au poing, p. 68.
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back and victimizes her in the most crass and vulgar ways. "Les 
hirondelles ne choisissaient pas avec tant d’insistance le plaid 
de Mine Rezeau, abandonne sur sa chaise longue, pour y fienter 
chaque jour. C*est moi qui ramassais leur crotte blanchatre 
pour lui dedier cette marque d’estime et d*affection. . . . Quant 
aux semis de fleurs, ne vous etonnez pas s'ils refusent de prosperer. 
Pisser dessus, regulierement ne les arrange pas."®^
He attacks indirectly also, against the supportive columns 
of his "spiritually bourgeois mother." For Brasse-Bouillon 
there is a fusion of education and religion since they are taught 
by helpless, weak abbots in their home. Although he is bright, 
he refuses enlightenment in education and religion since the 
mother is wont to have knowledge transmitted through the belt 
(more appropriately, the stick), and the abbot becomes but another 
disciplinarian of the system. For 3rasse-Bouillon, the abbot 
ostensibly peddles goods, but more realistically, he uses his 
products to restrict and enslave. Again Brasse-Bouillon reacts 
proportionately and directly to "atteindre Folcoche. De 
l’atteindre en ceux-lci memes qui semblaient lui foumir le 
meilleur de ces arguments."^ Brasse-Bouillon realizes that 
impiety is a destruction of the mother and what she stands for.
"Dans nos consciences d’enfants, nous realisons instinctivement 
le raeme processus qui a fait des republicains, durant plus d'un
89. Bazin, Vipere au poing, p. 175.
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siecle, des anticlericaux acharnes, parce que la royaute 6tait 
essentiellement chretienne.
But uhat Brasse-Bouillon, as well as many readers, failed 
to realize was that his actions were not rejections which attempt 
to destroy, but rather, reactions to a rejection, to a neglect or 
exclusion. Kis strong will and defiance are simply defense 
mechanisms. The very form of his reactions demonstrates his 
childlike desire for attention, his basic need to be recognized 
as a victim. Again, in his retaliation against the church, he 
reverts to blatantly obvious and fundamental tactics. In his 
pathetically juvenile fashion, he feels forced to "tracer au
fusain des inscriptions injurieuses sur les murs ou retoucher
92au stylo le texte des publications de bans," or to "chier
dans le confessional h l’endroit meme ou slassoirait le cure avant
93de tirer le volet sur sa penitente." Brasse-Bouillon attempts 
to debase by vulgarizing the hate object. He lowers himself to 
the same level of degradation by employing media which are 
horrendous and bestial. But more important, this degradation 
through the use of such basically vulgar elements is a most 
basic plea for attention. For a sixteen year old youth to 
utilize the childish methods of a much younger child to attain 
the same scandalizing and provocative results, proves the dualism
91. Bazin, Vipere au poing, p. 177.
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in his actions--to hurt and be hurt in order to reject what he 
cannot accept and to reject what will not accept him.
The system in general, his mother in particular, continue 
to haunt him and he still tries to define himself through hard­
line opposition. Bazin is very sentient psychologically, when 
he demonstrates that Brasse-Bouillon has taken on a personality 
which is only gratified when it meets resistive challenges and 
difficult conquests. In Vipere au poing, 3rasse-3ouillon becomes 
a thief and rapist when relating to others. Ke must remain 
superiorly aggressive, divesting others of their morals or values 
while defensively refusing sympathy or pity. Again Bazin demonstrates 
Brasse-Bouillon5s insecurity and demoralized character through a 
sexual media, and perhaps this most basic rapport between humans 
is as enlightening as all other actions for psychological pene­
tration. "La petite bonne ne daigna pas s’en apercevoir, 
tout d'abord, mais finit par me saisir le poignet en souriant.
Et ce geste et ce sourire de femme qui se defend me remplirent 
d’une grande consideration envers moi-meme."When he finally 
succeeds in seducing a farm girl, Madelaine, she says: "Vous
v’l& content, pas v r a i ? " 9 5  Kis destructive ego cries out to 
himself: "Je me souviens d*avoir eu envie de la gifier. J’aurais
voulu la voir pleurer, cette essoufflee."^ The sum of his 
gratification rests on his egotistical glory, as is evidenced
9 h Bazin, Vipere au poing, p. 207.
95. Ibid., p. 2 h 2 .
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when he quickly relates the seduction scene to his brother, who, 
according to Brasse-Bouillon, is made to only vicariously 
satiate himself through the exploits of others. Not so Brasse- 
Bouillon. He is made to master and conquer, to shield himself 
from any obligations or rapprochements which he does not will.
At the conclusion of his first "success," when Madelaine finally 
says: "Faut croire que j’ai bien de l'amitie pour toi, tu sais!",^
he interiorly rages. "Qa non, je ne le supporterai pas d'elle.
Ni d’une autre. Mais d'elle surtoutl De quel droit me tutoyer? 
D'elle h. moi, rien de changd. . . nulle familiarit6 priso. . . .
On a fait l'amour, et puis voila. On refera 1*amour et c'est
tout. Un point. 3t, quand je l'estimerai necessaire, un point
93final." ‘ For Brasse-Bouillon a woman is to be used and abused, 
an instrument 'which gratifies his vainglory while also permitting 
him to attack his mother. "LsHygiene publique a invente les 
crachoirs comma Dieu a invente les femmes."L*Homme qui souille 
une femme souille toujours un peu sa mere. On ne crache pas 
seulement avec la bouche.
Thus at the end of La Yin3re au poing, a strong willed, 
defiant, revolte Brasse-Bouillon is formed. He will live by 
hate, and venemously scorn dominated weaklings. Ke has strangled 
the viper for the moment, which was the total message for the
vicarious revoltes readers, and he will go out into society
with his fangs and claws extended.
Celui qui n*a pas cru en sa mbre, celui-lb n*entrera 
pas dans le royaume de la terre. Toute foi me semble 
une auperie, toute autoritb un fleau, toute tendresse 
un calcul. Les plus sincbres amities, les bonnes 
volontes, les tendresses h. venir, je les soup^onnerai, 
je les decouragerai, je les renierai. L!homme doit 
vivre seul. Aimer, c*est s'abdiquer. Hair c'est 
s'affirmer. Je suis, je vis, j'attaqua, je detruis.
This attitude should be recognized as a pitiful front, an
outward display of strength to cache a wounded interior. He
wears this defensive mask to prove that he is his own man, that
he escaped being defined by his mother. But this very maniacal
and tenacious opposition to his mother is responsible for his
character. In truth he is invjardly satisfied to see an enemy who
matches his strength and ingenuity and is ironically grateful to
her for teaching him the warfare of hate. Through hating her, he
can see the world with his eyes well opened and destroy everything
which opposes him: "Je m'avance dan3 la vie, avec ce trophie,
effarouchant mon public faisant le vide autour de moi. Merci
ma mere! Je suis celui que marche, une vipere au poing." We
cannot view this attitude as a sign of strength, it is rather,
the wounded figure of a bristled porcupine, worthy of pity, not
applause.
He will advance on society with his sword brandished, to 
destroy all authority which opposes him, as he seeks worthy 
monsters in society to nourish his monstrous force. Yet, even
101. Bazin, Vipbre au poing, p. 263.
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in Vipere au poing, Brasse-Bouillon begins to realize that he 
is wielding a double-edged sword which cuts him as he slashes out. 
Although he criticizes the hollowness and hypocrisy of his debili­
tating family, he refuses to allow anyone else the same criticism.
Vlhile he rejoices in his own victories against the weakness 
of his family and the system that they represent, while he is 
jubilant in denoting the rise of the merchant and the peasant 
eating away at the decaying bourgeois aristocracy, he defensively 
resists those forces which would submerge his family. Ke cherishes 
his right to dissent while denying it to others since it would 
destroy the glory of his unique revolt. On the one hand he refuses 
the sympathy of an abbot, the intimacy of servants, the pity of 
outsiders, and on the other, he is proud of the strength and 
viciousness of his mother which furnishes him resilient material
to pound on. Ke says during one of their horrible combats: "Je
suis fier de nous d e u x .  He shares in the dark notoriety of
his mother’s passions and is exulted when she says: "il n’y a
aucun de mes fils qui me ressemble plus que toi. Allez! Fiche- 
moi le camp. Ke must maintain and protect his particular
monsters in order to preserve his individualism and self-definition.
Any incursion of humanity and sensibilite steals the raison d'etre 
of his revolt. This is the legacy of indifference, hate and ambition 
from egotistical parents— a legacy which causes a dualism in Brasse- 
Bouillon. V7ith self-love on one hand, hate on the other he piti-
103. Bazin, Vipere au poing, p. I89. 
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fully pummels away while boating his breast in false victory.
Two years after Vipere au poing, Bazin wrote La Mort du 
petit cheval. Brasse-Bouillon is eighteen, living away from 
home, but still carrying the torch of hate. After numerous 
experiences and several acquaintances, he will marry and finally 
grow out of his dilemma. The "petit cheval" will not die from 
conquering or fighting, he will die from a lack of nourishment.
The raging-horse-personality of Brasse-Bouillon will be put into 
the stable where his bucking and kicking will be forgotten, at 
that time when Brasse-Bouillon finally realizes more completely 
that his mother had held the reigns and had placed blinders on 
him. When he totally realizes that he was simply imitating his 
mother, perpetuating the same hypocrisy and inauthenticity, then 
can he conveniently put his mother aside, along with his enigmatic 
rage.
At the outset of the novel, he is still haunted by his 
"Folcoche." Ke is a refractory student, escaping whenever he 
can, allowing no exterior knowledge to disturb the heroic drama 
he creates for himself. "Quels contes pouvaient rivaliser avec 
ceux que je me recitais h moi-meme, dans ma langue, et dont 
j56tais ci la fois 1*auteur et l1 a c t e u r . K e  purposely forms 
no friendships and isolates himself in his superior tower of 
condescendence. Ke invents a fantastically complicated, multipolar 
complex to better represent the arcane heretic.
10£ Bazin, La Mort du petit cheval, p. 22.
Like Bazin, Brasse-Bouillon refuses the desires of his parents 
concerning his ambitions. His father writes that "Fred, ayant 
rate Navale, fera l'Kydro. Marcel, une foi3 bachelier, ira 
pr&parer Polytechnique. . . . Quant & toi. . . nous te retiendrons 
une chambre aux internats de la Faculty Catholique de Droit.
He refuses in order to not weakly acquiesce like his "weakling" 
brothers, and perhaps he obstinately rejects following in his 
father's footsteps. More truthfully however, we feel that he 
renounces this profession in order to choose the scintillating, 
scandalous profession of journalism. A profession which, to the 
distaste and fear of the Beseaus, has opened its doors to the 
activists and anarchists who use this organ as an effective weapon 
for destroying the traditional mores and justice in France. Brasse- 
Bouillon' s decision is still based in part on his opposition to 
his parents, but it is also a decision to exploit his own experiences 
in order to expand his penetration into more general evils. Brasse- 
Bouillon has learned that: "On ne se revolte jamais completement
qnanc on n'a point cesse de se revoltor pour son propre conpte
"I HIet surtout quant on ne s'eat point revolte contre soi-meme."
But this is difficult for Brasse-Bouillon to practice since his 
general revolts are basically for personal satisfaction, nor 
is he strong enough to question the motivations of his revolt, 
to put his revolt to the test by trying to reject it.
lOo. Bazin, La iiort du petit cheval, pp. 18-19. 
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Bazin demonstrates that the misguided, displaced child 
cannot simply be convex*bod by coi'ibacbe with nobler, more humane 
elements. Many moderns readily blame colleges or other institutions 
for nob furnishing fruitful means of molding children. The truth 
is, these institutions, and society in general, are ready scapegoats 
for failing parents. Brasse-Bouillon is not predisposed to receive 
any benefits. Me seeks the devious, ulterior motives behind 
simple kindness. Me suffocates, for example, in the warm, affectiona 
atmosphere of the Ladourd household where he stays. Mvery overture 
towards him, every consideration, is considered an intrusion--an 
invasion of his private fantasy. Me is shocked and offended by 
the familiarity of M. Ladourd whose attitude portrays the rapid 
class revolution. "Le mor.de avait-il tant change, depuis trois 
ar.s, pour qusun Ladourd osat me traiter de la sorte?"-®'-' He 
shields himself from the motherly sympathy of a landlady, Polin:
"Mais je n;aimc pas qu’on ait pitie de moi et doclinai 1*invitation 
sous un pretexte honorable."-^9 n ±Q sexual contacts remain mean­
ingless conquests. "Pour ma part, je n'etais pas autrement 
satisfait. Une fois remporte, ce succes facile m!irritait autant 
qu'une defaite. . . . Comme ma mere j’apportions b cette categorie 
d’Stres qui sor.t les bourreaux de leurs actes."^^
Me also fails to melt into the mainstream of society as 
concerns his work and education, hhether he be working on the 
docks, selling encyclopedias or bellhopping, his background
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hinders him from belonging to the working class, whilo his 
work obstructs him from assimilating in tho acadornic community 
where woalthy, beneficial, supported students dominate. Ho senses 
a difference of rhythm and maturity which soparates tho fortunate 
and the not so fortunate youths, and he, the hybrid, belongs to 
neither. His action shows determination and ambition, yet it is 
soiled by his bravado in these endeavors. His actions remain 
gloriously scandalizing and ulterior as he attempts to compete 
with his parents while degrading them. This is where his revolt 
falls short and this is why society is helpless to succour and 
transform him.
It is Pauline, his middle-aged mistress anc mother replace­
ment, who finally gives him a just spanking. She realizes that 
not all mothers are saints, but can’t believe that Brasse-Bouillon’s 
is the ogre that he says she is. Host significant is the fact 
that she makes Brasse-Bouillon understand that his mother is both 
his crutch and executioner. Paule can reach Brasse-Bouillon since 
she refuses to pity him, refuses to fan his vengeful flames. She 
is self-sacrificing, self-effacing and altruistic, and thus, her 
criticism and disciplining are extremely touching and effective. 
Although he quickly tires of her sexually, he comes to realize 
that through her charity he does not conquer her, but is conquered. 
She magnanimously releases him so that he can form a more lasting 
friendship and possible marriage with a more equitable mate. She 
even establishes him in a business before departing for a missionary
nursing stint. She leaves hir.i with the desire to "revoltor contre
Asoi-momo" in earnest, and she forms a now sonso of justico and morals
in his character.
Paulo understands him perfectly, Bhe says: "tu as 6t6
oblige de resister, tu en as pris le gout, tu en as tir£ une
grande fierte et tu n’as plus de consideration que pour ceux qui 
> 111te resistent." She shocks Brasse-Bouillon by telling him that
he is lucky and should be grateful. "Ta revolte d’enfant t’a
permis d’echapper & ton destin, qui eut ete celui d'un insipide
et pretentieux Rezeau. Elle n’a plus de sens aujourd’hui parce
112qu’elle n ’a plus d’objet." Earlier, in a similar scene with 
Paule, he had already appreciated the fact that he was fortunate. 
After watching a degraded, worn out whore rifling through some 
trash cans, he thinks: "Que valent ici les plair.tes et la revolte
d’un Brasse-Bouillon, gosse mal aime, mais non martyr. . . qui 
fut tout de meme loge, nourri, instruit, prepare pour ses revanches, 
epargne par le sordide?"^^
This is the really first stage in his positive evolution.
He will realistically try to bury the smoldering ashes which 
caused him to violently react. He will still "vomit his youth,1 
but not in the face of others. Brasse-Bouillon will be sympathetic 
and even charitable. lie will marry the girl of his choice, produce 
happy children and live relatively happy. He must live in the 
same social framework as others, repress his desire to victimize
111. Bazin, La Mort cu petit cheval, p. 179.
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in order to remain superior, and heroically replace his hurt with 
a new revolutionary understanding of himself and others.
The end of the novel meaningfully portrays hi3 transition, 
his final mastery of himself and his destiny. He learns that 
his mother preferred Michel, the youngest, because he was illigi- 
timate, because he was b o m  from love, not convention. Outraged 
at first, because his mother was only normal, was not a vicious, 
proud, enigmatic enemy worthy of his glorious retaliation, he 
latently can feel sympathy for the first time. A little later 
therefore, when he has a chance to defeat his mother and humiliate 
her through exposure, he acts, if not charitably, at least kindly.
And when the mother leaves, she says that if Brasse-Bouillon really
thinks that he is happy, it is surprising to her, for "le petit
cheval" must certainly be dead. And indeed he is. As he watches 
his lonely, pathetic mother go home, he says of his past, his feeling 
about his youth: "Tu ne t'effaces pas, tu t’estompes comme cette
femme qui n ’est plus qu’un point noir au bout de la rue, qui lutte 
contre une rafale et qui semble emporter l’hiver avec elle."^1
Thus in La Mort du petit cheval there is a resurrected 
3rasse-3ouillon, a Bazin revisited and finally transformed. Bazin’s 
greatest accomplishment lies in showing the strength and force of 
the adolescent’s upbringing on his future, a force which competes 
with the child’s striving for individualism. These early formative 
years stamp attitudes which determine the child’s perception of
lilt Bazin, La Mort du petit cheval, p. 316.
all societal institutions and interactions, and he is inevitably 
branded. If the child appears victorious to some for hi3 revenge 
and retaliation against family and society, he is more victorious 
when he compromises and intelligently adjusts, ridding himself 
of former shackles and molds. Bazin does not kill "le petit 
cheval" in a fit of rage as Morvan Lebesque s u g g e s t s , h e  
capitalizes on elements already in force in Vipere au poing and 
leads his character and himself to a logical, intelligent 
solution. This adjustment is not a complacent settlement, it is 
a more useful make-up to better face the real quotidian problems 
of a normal existence in evolutionary, social mechanisms.
C. The Assassination of Arthur Gerane
La Tete contre les murs was written between Vipere au poing 
and La Mort du petit cheval and the actions of the major child 
hero demonstrate Bazin’s continued fears and anxieties about 
mistreated youth in an unthinking, unjust society. With Vipere 
au poing, Bazin says "J’ai voulu donner un grand coup de poing 
et j’ai reussi. Maintenant je dome un coup de barre et mon 
prochain roman, La Tete contre les murs, accentuera encore le 
movement." Bazin was perhaps not yet optimistic enough to
1151 "Herve Bazin, revoltd bien pensant," Carrefour, November 28, 
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hope that the child could escape spiritual annihilation in order 
to become a transformed Brasse-Bouillon. Arthur Gerane, the child- 
adolescent of La Tete contre les murs parallels Brasse-Bouillon 
to a decree in his family background, but he lacks strength and 
audacity to evolve. In his end results, he presents the contrast­
ing portrait of Brasse-Bouillon. He like countless other oppressed 
youths will remain helpless and finally defeated in the face of 
social and familial inflictions.
The fact that Arthur is mentally unstable, an escapist 
in need of special attention, aggravates the problem of discover­
ing the impact of the family and society on him. It is even 
difficult to know if he is truly sick, and if so, to what degree. 
But it is certain that he has a distorted vision, a deranged sense 
of justice, and therefore, we can at best only try to sort out 
fantasy and truth in order to find the real exponents of negligence 
and failure in society. The most flagrant truth of the novel is 
that those youths who are weak and somehow different, those who are 
unable to assimilate or be responsible, are irresponsibly dismissed 
or passed from one inefficacious institution to another until they 
resign themselves to their useless fate.
VJe are finally convinced, after many escapes and dark 
episodes that Arthur is in need of help. Although Arthur 
refused to remain at home at an early age, and has denied him­
self of positive expectations from his father’s corner, we expect 
the professional, educated father to rise above the child’s
earlier rejection. M. Gerane does evolve in his thinking} but 
only within tho confines of his professional role. As a judge 
he at first sees his child as a juvenile offender, guilty of 
small misdemeanors. But instead of placing him in the "maison 
de sante," he has him committed to an "asile." This is the first 
stage of shortsightedness which will be intensified by neglect 
and callousness, eventually condemning the weak personality of 
the youth. (His father only sees him first as a delinquent, then 
as a "desecuilibre,1 and finally as a public danger, never as a 
son in need of his help.)
When Arthur finally leaves the asylum he is acutely aware 
that it is a provisional trial as well as a "saving grace" 
gambit of his father and sister. Ostensibly his release is to 
show that he has simply recovered from a head injury, for the sake 
of his father's appearance and his sister’s impending marriage.
Kis father continues the same restrictions imposed in the asylum 
and announces that the future son-in-law will own the farm. To
add to the grievances, Arthur is to work as a secretary under the
supervision of a doctor. In the interim, under his father’s 
care, Arthur receives solicitous pampering and harsh disciplining, 
both of which are unacceptable. Arthur does not mention any 
serious probings, heartful discussions, mutual father-son 
undertakings during this time, and we realize that the judge lacks 
affections and sympathy to be a psychologist or a father.
It is indeed unfortunate that Arthur's first experience
after his return home is so disastrous. For at this time Arthur
still has a great deal of perception about his wrongs. Although 
his first consideration is to man, he i3 aware of the consequences 
on his future and aware of the infliction that such a flight would 
bring upon his fathor. But under such conditions it is not difficult 
for the rationalizing-prone Arthur to find substantial reasons 
to desire escape. Arthur feels, with reason, that his father 
has allowed Arthur's reputation to precede him and that his 
chances for a normal, undefined future are irrevocably destroyed.
Ke bolts again and establishes a pattern that he will follow 
the rest of his life. Like many ill-formed youths, he discovers 
that society and its institutions are relatively ineffective 
in their efforts to shape him and change him. Escape becomes 
the sole source of nourishment for his injured ego. Like Brasse- 
Bouillon he needs to discover why he escapes and retaliates, but 
he is much weaker and helpless than the formidable Brasse-Bouillon. 
With no strength to revolt against himself, he falls prey to 
those elements in the institutions which foster mistrust, hate, 
and immorality.
Arthur, having escaped from a neglectful, hopeless home 
situation, is totally defeated by an even more unconcerned 
helpless machine, the mental institution. Bazin perceptively 
attacks the weaknesses of such systems. He sees these institutions 
as outdated, short of funds, understaffed, and their managements 
in the hands of incompetents. Although the psychiatrists are 
aware of modern techniques, they readily espouse the historical, 
theoretical approach. They label their victims, aiscriminately
arrange them, and conveniently forget them. Their major concern, 
as Bazin sees it, is to attempt to categorize the patients’ reactions 
in order to document their theses and perpetuate the strength 
of their theories. They lack creativity and openmindedness which 
nullify experimentation. The patients remain defined case 
histories, never individuals. And often, through years of 
failure, in the sense of not obtaining positive results or any 
amelioration in their patients, the psychiatrist is reduced to 
following a prescribed formula, and he takes on the attitude of 
a righteous, protective warden.
In this stifling, hopeless situation, the patients feel 
imprisoned, and like prisoners, their life in the institution 
becomes a way of life-in itself. Like rowdy children, they receive 
praise for every bravado against society and the institution, from 
those who count— their comrades. Arthur and his friends try to 
form their own codified society, especially through improvised, 
unsupervised, group sessions. Normally a modern effective approach 
to treatment of the mentally sick, these enactments, self criticisms, 
and reproaches become deadly when in the hands of the inexperienced. 
The sessions become railing catharses and slanderous imprecations 
against the unjust system. Those who are most enlightened and 
most experienced among the inmates, thus the most hopeless, are 
often the most impressive and the most imitated. Arthur will imitate 
the most outre, ingenious escapist in order to obtain more renown 
in his new "home." He finds that there is no escape on the outside,
and in the sanctuary of the asylum, each escape lifts him above 
his colleagues.
The psychiatrist fails in the most important task of all, 
to convince Arthur of his sickness in order to cure him. This 
increases Arthur's anxiety to escape. Each patient fails to see 
his own sickness, only the aberrations of others. "La lucidity 
de Gerane et de Heurtevent \another escapist! leur donnait 1'impres­
sion d'etre d'une autre race, et ils l'etaient en effet, comme un 
fleau est different d'un autre fleau."-^ Arthur bravely tries 
to discover the relationship between will and action, but is help­
less by himself. "Les psychoanalystes pretendent qu'un malade 
conscient de son mal est un malade gu£ri. . . . J'accepte. . . .
Ha psychologie, il faut que je demonte ma psychologie. L'Horloge
U Speut-elle se demonter, se remonter elle-mene?" In his helpless­
ness, he will call on others to prove to him and to the psychiatrist 
that he is normal.
It is in this aspect that society fails most often. Parents 
and friends are too close to the subject, too accustomed to parti­
cular ties, to deem the subject's acts as extraordinary. There 
is always a desire to protect in order to feel stabilized in 
turn, and this does more harm than good. "C'est uniquement 
grace a de telles femmes. . . qui. . . les (the maladjusted 
males! stoppent au besoin sur des voies trop dangereuses. . . .
Le truand, le vrai truand a un sens tres vif de la famille et ce
117. Bazin, La Tete contre les murs, p. 196.
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119sens tient lieu chez lui de sens moral." For example, the 
father and sister, especially the latter, are willing to discount 
Arthur's actions as serious. Stephanie, a Walloon peasant girl 
whom Arthur married, carries on the same fight against the 
injustice of the "misinformed" institution to show that her choice 
of a husband x̂ as valid. This confrontation with the institution 
makes the psychiatrist more determined than ever to simply prove 
that the patients' actions warrant stern considerations to ward 
off this biased sympathy. The psychiatrist is wary of releasing 
the patient into society where he will be protected and excused 
until he commits a violent offense— one too damaging to overlook 
and one which alienates and condemns irrevocably. The psychiatrist 
then, has a tendency to protect society first, to cure second, 
and thus in this protective isolation, the patient has no oppor­
tunity in the institution to simulate the atmosphere of the 
"outside" society.
When Arthur is released, or escapes, he is like an animal 
in the jungle. Ke remains a stranger, carrying with him the 
traces of his codified, protected, institutionalized existence 
which is arhythmic with society in general. Released from the 
seeing eye of the family and the institution, he is condemned to 
make his own reputation within a society which, he feels, should 
have no restraints on him. In his desire to be completely 
vindicated and liberated, he abuses society, contemptuously
119. Bazin, La Tete contre les murs, p. 207.
trying to destroy its codes while victimizing himself. He must 
react against something, resist it, which makes him "bump his 
head against the walls" outside prison or inside. He, like 
Brasse-Bouillon will be the "bourreau de ses actes" through his 
false concepts of society, a society which he sees as an extension 
of his family and institution. But unlike Brasse-Bouillon, he 
will not see his self-destruction in time and he will be crippled 
for life.
Bazin perceptively leads Arthur through the morass of 
society, watching him unleash his vengeance in a fashion that 
indicates that Arthur' must conquer and rob society for his own 
shaky resurrection. He is an automaton, devoid of sentiments 
and ethics, programming every action to conform to his own image- 
ego: "l’horizon n’avait aux yeux d'Arthur qu'une seule vertu:
celle de changement. II ne savait pas voyager: il se depla^ait.
“I <n/-\II obeissait, dans l*etat de mouvement, a la loi d’inertie."x 
Lodged hospitably by an escapee and his sisters, he irresponsibly 
seduces one of the sisters, and on a fabricated pretense that they 
are wronging him, he steals their money and flees. During the 
chaos of occupation, he again befriends a girl, seduces her, and 
leaves her to an uncertain fate while he pillages on his flighty 
route. When he marries Stephanie, it is basically from a desire 
to possess her. He keeps her in the dark about his past, and 
quickly comes to feel superior to his simple bumpkin wife after 
his desire subsides. Constantly defensive, he physically waylays
120. Bazin, La Tete contre les murs, p. 232.
interrogating officers who were not out to have him recommitted. 
Arthur balls up in a solid rock and as he rolls he crushes all 
obstacles, unthinkingly and irresponsibly.
Bazin envisions the worst possible fate for Arthur, but 
one which offers a partial solution. He becomes crippled after 
a fall in an attempt to avoid capture, and is confined to a 
wheelchair. With his legs gone, he is forced to review his insti­
tutionalized existence as a final existence, and he finds that 
it offers a greater liberty, a safer sanctuary, than that society 
which allowed him to ruin himself while deluding him with a false 
sense of freedom. He discovers that society is helpless and 
useless in treating the helpless and useless. Now, ironically 
confined when confinement is certainly inefficacious, Arthur is 
completely protected by ridiculous walls, protected from his 
desires to escape. Ke feels that he has found his niche in 
life and has earned this final freedom. He will continue to 
think of ways to escape, he will vicariously thrill at other's 
escapades, while feeling glorious about his past and certain 
of his future. He will even sympathetically review the efforts 
of his father and friends and will come to respect the patience 
and devotion of Stephanie. But we wonder how he will react to 
his unplanned daughter whose early adventures already project 
a similar future for her.
This explosive capsule is released by Bazin at the end of 
the novel. Bazin thrusts the knife once more, for good measure,
to pique our consciences. Andre Wurmier disparagingly asks:
"Kais quelle est l'actualite de ce livre? Sa necessite. Qu’apporte-
-i 21t-il au lecteur de 191+9?" Ke wants to know why Bazin depicts
reduced humans, humans who are deformed images, sickly deceivers,
and presents this book to them? Obviously the book is not for the
ill, but for the sane in society who would govern the ill. Bazin
shows that we fail as parents, educators, and as humans to salvage
those in limbo. They are hopelessly cast into hell. We in
society must challenge the barriers or walls which we erect to
protect ourselves in order to accept a new mode of responsibility.
The import of the novel should not only be a study of the
institutions and their unfortunate prisoners, but the conditions
necessitating institutions. Juliette Boutonier says that we
must see in this novel the hope for "la prevention des consequences
122catastrophiaues des conflits familiaux." We must conscientiously 
find solutions which, although requiring sacrifices and revolutionary 
experimentation and thinking, could rid us of complacent regimentation 
and hypocritical formulae. We must quickly learn to be devotedly 
involved to save every weak faction of society so that vie can obtain 
a just freedom and salvation for all constituents of society.
121, "La Litterature bourgeoise n ’est pas un mythe de propagande," 
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D. Three Young Heroines
Basin's next three novels have child heroines as the main 
pivot for his drama and philosophy. In Leve-toi et marche he 
develops the tragic, brave efforts of a crippled girl who attempts 
to conquer her defect through demonstrating superior strength 
and through manipulating others. In L'Huile sur le feu, Bazin 
treats another crippled child, one who is spiritually torn by 
her xi?arring parents. In Qui j 'ose aimer Bazin delves into the 
moral and physical development of a young girl who is prey to the 
shortcomings of adults who surround her.
The heroines are quite different owing to their distinct 
family milieus. Bazin wishes to show that despite these differences, 
they are all prospective slaves, endowed with different capacities 
to do battle against those elements which would destroy them.
For the most part, they are blindly strong-willed, conquering their 
own passions to rationally determine their fate. Like the Cornelian 
hero, they sometimes sin through exaggeration as their tenacious 
will causes occasional injustices on their part. But in light of 
the weaklings and hypocrites around them, they indeed cut a praise­
worthy figure.
It is significant that Bazin elects to use heroines in his 
next novels. In his first three novels, with the exception of 
Kme Rezeau, women were simply faithful, subservient creatures who 
stayed in the background. They were but secondary forces which 
acted as a catalyst to help determine the hero's choices. Bazin
has decided that they should have equal time. They should be no 
more predetermined by mores and conventions than men and they have 
the right and responsibility to be more than the "deuxi&me sexe." 
Philosophically Bazin is also wise in choosing women since they 
are more handicapped, and thus, their victories are more stunning 
than those of their advantageous male counterparts. It is also 
obvious that Bazin has finally overcome the devastating effect 
of his mother. He understands at last how the feelings of infer­
iority of women, and their penchant for passionate devotion and 
sentimentality, permit them to be readily exploited by society 
in general, males in particular. They too must rebel in order to 
avoid becoming the disgruntled "folcoches" or aimless Paules of 
tomorrow. They must live depencently, avoiding becoming prey to 
those who abuse them while expecting them to remain virtuous and 
unimpaired. In short, in an evolving equalitarian society, they 
must feel forced to live on new principles snc attitudes.
Constance Orglaise, the unique, astonishing heroine of 
Lcve-toi st viarche is 3azin*s first real attempt at the woman's 
world. In a sense however, Constance does not represent the 
general female faction of society since her paralysis, her 
crippling disease, desexualize her and rob her of normal parti­
cipation in a '.roman's role. But we are well aware that she is 
a woman, and that her battle to determine herself is complicated 
by emotions which are generally associated with the 'breaker sex." 
In her struggle, her reactions are not sexually neutral, rather,
they are consistent with the feminine spirit, Ue wonder how the 
emasculated male would react in a similar situation. '.'Jo are forced 
to wonder if ho could live with any satisfaction when gaining only 
limited victories. Given the male’s greater ego, his dependence 
on success through a career, his need for virility as a source of 
strength, his low resistance to pain and defeat, he would probably 
fail to utilize the same outlets as Constance to overcome his 
deficits. Brasse-Bouillon and Arthur C-erane would most surely 
have died deploring their condition, struggling to physically conquer, 
while avenging themselves on those who didn’t accept them as superior 
cespiue uheir siuuauaon.
Constance Grglaise is ir. her element. After several futile 
attempts to prove that she is still physically competitive, she 
adjusts to this fate. She realizes that she will not physically 
overcome this handicap to the degree that Franklin hoosevelt, 
her idol, overcame his. She will also realize that overt 
intellectual prowess is rather inefficacious since careers are 
closed to her. A young "bacheliere," she scarcely complains of 
the menial tasks that she is forced to undertake to help support 
herself and her aunt (her only surviving relative).
Like a woman, she submerges and inactivates, to a degree, 
her intellectualism to dominate in a unique fashion. She remains 
feminine in her early resignation to work within her capacities.
She quickly understands that subtle ingenuity, passionate consistency, 
and quiet heroism, are more effective than desperate exaggerations
and grandiose acts for gaining respect and satisfaction. Although 
she wants to be useful and helpful, whe will scorn praise as much 
as sympathy, and she will secretly take pride in her accomplishments, 
attempting to let others feel that she was not responsible for 
their improved actions. Unlike Arthur, she cannot hide. Her 
malady encompasses and follows her like the shell of a snail. To 
distract attention she will make others look at themselves in 
critical review. She will become extremely important while the 
significance of her illness diminishes in other's eyes. She 
refuses to use hor illness as a crutch for herself, but only as 
a blatant reminder to those around her who would shy away from 
living up to their potential. Defensive about being helpless, 
the paralytic seeks ways to be needed, and Constance, for one, is 
very susceptible to the call of others who need her services.
The more demanding the need, the more challenging and attractive 
it becomes to Constance.
She has the opportunity to become reacquainted with former 
friends when she decides to force her dead brother's classmates 
to honor their promise to have their ten-year reunion. She 
is appalled at their lack of aspirations, their desire to live 
complacent existences and to hide behind titles and money. Out of 
this reunion, two contacts will present real challenges to her:
Serge Kouy, a smalltime shyster and racketeer and Pascal Bellorget, 
a sanctimonious, contented preacher. Added to her collection are: 
Luc, a peddling, day to day artist, who is a constant guest;
Catherine, a young, empty-headed narcissist; Claude, a young 
crippled boy whom she takes into custody; and "p&re" R6n6gault, 
an embittered old man who prides himself on living so long.
V/hat beautiful soil for a flower bed.
Basin astutely shows how youths perceive a world which is 
unworthy to furnish examples or a basis for an authentic existence. 
Constance sees the meaninglessness of the varnished life where 
success is measured by prestige. The bloom of youth quickly 
fades in the intensity of competition to attain an acceptable 
position in society. Many of her friends, judging from those 
around her, have been hypnotized to accept a hollow existence 
which is supposed to be satisfactory, one which allows them 
status while snuffing out ideals. Catherine and Luc are carried 
along from day to day, no longer even caring what they should do 
for their spiritual welfare. Pascal and Serge feel confident 
that they have found their niche, and they attempt to resist any 
outside penetration which would prick their consciences. Like 
a hungry fisherman, Constance will cast her net and ensnare them 
all together. She will be the central cable connecting them all, 
in order to communicate and propagate her message.
Like other young Bazinian characters, Constance is bright and 
sensitive. Yet when we compare her scheming and ingenuity to 
Brasse-Bouillon’s, we discover a distinctly different quality 
in her plottings. In the vicious retaliations of Brasse-Bouillon 
there was an overwhelming desire to take credit for the scandals,
a need to be recognized as a superior activist among his brothers.
Although Constance seeks salvation from similar oppression,
Bazin has her quietly working behind the scenes to bring about
a fraternal unification, a singleness of ideals among her friends.
She realizes that "c’est en sauvant les autres qu'on se sauve le 
123plus facilement,1 and in this aspect she announces Bazin's 
evolution which will lead to Au Norn du fils and Le Matrimoine. 
Although she deplores humility, she will work in humble, self- 
effacing ways to achieve without recognition. Unlike a Brasse- 
3ouillon, she will not seek superiority by self-satisfaction, 
rather, she will receive nourishment by giving, and by directing 
outside herself. She becomes a director of consciences, a mother 
poule who stoically remains in the shadows vicariously enjoying 
the changes that she works.
And yet Constance is not a saint. Through her feminine 
medium sho can produce some miracles, but we must beware of the 
•wolf in sheep's clothing. For Constance must succeed, and her 
basic "mobile" is pride. "Que mon orgeuil bouscule mes defaillances. 
She must establish glory in others for her own glory— the glory of 
being useful: "Est-ce qu'on refuse d'etre utile, meme sans gloire
quand la gloire est de l'etre a sa mesure."^^ She will set 
standards for others which are distorted by her own visions, since 
they are based on her handicap. She seems to say that she xfould
123. Herve Bazin, Leve-toi et marche, ed. Bernard Grasset (Paris 
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"act this way" if she could, so how much more should others do 
since they can. This is her weakness, the weakness of those 
who live for and in others. This is the danger of those who 
would rule others principally for their own benefit. They 
confuse what is good for them with what is good for others, and 
thus they expose themselves to disappointments and frustrations 
because of their pride and ambition. For some, Constance displays 
this portrait alone. Jacques Peuchmaurd, for example, only sees 
her as another example of "poor quality universe," where there 
"ne fieurissent que les sentiments les plus gates, les plus 
‘modes, ’ ou l!incroyable pretention du h§ros. . . ."-^6 Yet if 
this is a weakness, it is also a strength and Bazin sympathizes 
with and praises the b r a v e Constance. She must be excused since 
this is perhaps her only course for salvation. Her effort is 
the only source of involvement preventing her from becoming an 
isolated, pathetic vegetable.
Bazin is very much aware of the problem of being gravely 
crippled. He conscientiously displays the agonies and anxieties 
of those cast in the outer ranks of society. \-le don’t know 
how much information Bazin received from studying the life of 
Janie Kofman, who supposedly inspired the work to a degree, but 
we are forced to appreciate such a perceptively detailed account 
of the potential frustrations and humiliations of the paralytic. 
Like their treatment of the mentally ill, society would have the
12b. "L&ve-toi et marche," Arts, August 22, 1952, p. Iw
physically defective accept what they are in order to "charitably" 
receive the good wishes and sympathies of society. But Constance, 
in her first form of rebellion, says: "Et je me demande pourquoi
on exigo toujours des infirmos ou des pauvres qu'ils s'acceptent
127au lieu de s’oublier." Like Arthur Gerane who feared that his 
reputation preceded him and that he had no chance to start at 
zero, to be equal, she too will want her infirmity overlooked or 
ignored. She wants to be judged on what she does, not what 
others, who label cripples and determine their existence, expect 
her to do.
3rasse-Bouillon and Constance both use intelligence and will
to dominate. Brasse-Bouillon must crush anyone who breathes his
air, Constance will be buoyed up by other’s oxygen. At this
stage in Bazin's writings, we are aware of the first glitterings
of a theory which develops to gem-like quality in the more mature
Bazin. Stoic, strong women, who find challenge and glory in
serving and developing others, can offer their counterpart males
an example of living in a new society which does not compromise
ideals and individualism.
Constance heroically battles to find herself and give
dignity to her last days. She does not fear failure. For her,
"on ne trompe jamais quand on marchej on peut tout au plus se 
» 128derouter." But she meets strong resistance when trying to better
127. Bazin, L&ve-toi et marche, p. 36.
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the lives around her and she is constantly thwarted and disgusted
by her essays. For a crippled woman facing death, acting heroically
and determinedly, is to sometimes invite grave disappointments.
She is especially vulnerable since she is a woman, one who tries
to check her emotionalism. In so doing, she exaggerates her
strength, her fortitude, and takes on super proportions as she
wills against her passions. In her early efforts she says: "Je
n’6tais pas folle. Kais femme. Done une particuli&re, interess6e
129par des particuliers. Par des cas precis, chauds. . . . "  Later
after failures, when effort and ideals are all that matter, she
realizes that: "II ne faut pas s’attacher a des gens, mais des
130causes. . . .  On risque d1avoir noins de deceptions." In her 
effort to conquer herself and others she neglects her aunt and 
Luc who are the most attentive to her needs— needs which her 
pride rejects. In her desire to never relent she ceases to be 
understanding and humane. She pushes Claude beyond his capacities 
and leads Pascal to a position which really compromises his faith. 
This is her weakness, and her vulnerability.
Like a small child, she begins to play her game. At first 
she thinks it ridiculous that anyone could take her seriously.
But later she takes herself seriously and is caught up in her role 
to the tragic end. Bazin beautifully mixes her different emotions 
toward death and toward success. 'While the painfully slow death
129. Bazin, L&ve-toi et marche, p. 89.
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takes her, she fights off any last sentimentality, while bravoly 
facing death like life. In the face of her disappointments, with 
the awareness that she has not changed anyone's life a great deâ . 
she attempts to isolate herself. Yet she is human. She is lonely 
and wants them to see her again so that she will be remembered.
Like a melodramatic, moralistic play, they all gather around her 
deathbed and she dies superiorly, leaving them with remorse, 
guilt, and momentary inspiration. Although her tragic, monstrous/ 
saintly existence was relatively useless exteriorly, she won her 
personal battle which was to have "plus envie d'effort que de 
succfes.11̂ ^
Constance's life is a tragedy and a success. To have success 
she ruins any chance of simple happiness. She pursues the unattain­
able and ignores the available, while convincing herself that 
pursuit is happiness, effort is conquest. She has nothing but 
scorn for what is humane in her. She ridicules her love for ITouy, 
even though they both are superiorly determined as compared to 
others. She is attracted to him because he is the most difficult 
to move and doesn't need her, thus she detests her love and her 
efforts, since loving him is loving herself. Like one of Vigny's 
"paria," she cries to be released from her role in order to be 
human. "Et la vierge folle se revolte contre la vierge sage. Elle
braille: 'J’en ai assez de ton orgeuil. Je n’ai rien eu de la
132vie.'" She hides her jealousy of the beautiful Catherine, checks
131, Bazin, L&ve-toi et marche, p. I2if>.
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her tears for the most part when witnessing Claude’s pathetic 
failures to walk, dismisses reciprocating affoctions with Luc who 
adores her. For what? Pride.
These are the classical elements for a new heroism in line 
with Halraux and St. Sxupery, springing from Corneille. Constance 
also represents the existential school since she dismisses religion, 
restrictive codes, and friendly persuasion in order to live only 
by her own convictions which are authentic and in good faith. She 
is a "sainte et martyre" whose very suffering assures her that 
she is following her self-imposed restrictions. Her altruism is 
not a weak defense to stave off penetration into her motives; it 
is the natural result of her determination to be involved in ' 
order to live and perpetuate herself. This is her creation and 
her bequeathment to her dried up "children" around her. And even 
if this moraliser’s fountain does not overflow to her would-be 
disciples, it does quench the sage. This is Bazin’s message to 
the afflicted, suffering children who are probably less handicapped 
than Constance. He answers those children who only react ineffectively 
to their unhappy, misfortunate circumstance, by offering a positive 
action, an action which can fire up a new spiritualism demanding 
sacrifices, possible failures, and external involvement. And 
how sweet the fruits. For if one fails, one does not fail himself, 
rather society fails, and if one wins, the profits are shared.
The same desire to penetrate the secrets of human emotions 
and actions is evident in L’Huils sur le feu. It is Bazin’s
insistence upon psychological development that prevents this work 
from being a short story or a "roman policior." In this work, tho 
intrigue is never gratuitous as M. Bazin attempts to discover 
human principles behind the scenes.
As we saw in the discussion of this novel in chapter one, 
the mother is the flame sweeping through the Colu household, 
leading her husband to destruction and placing Celine in the 
unenviable position of choosing between them. If Bazin does persist 
in displaying the hateful, deceitful wife/mother, he does add a 
distinctly new element— the tender, concerned father. Yet even 
this welcome character is not enough to stop the disintegration 
caused by the unhappy mother.
Like many of Bazin's characters, Celine is very sensitive 
and pensive. Although she is obviously popular and attractive, 
she is extremely reticent, content to hide her emotions and retreat 
into her family shell. She is basically a family girl and all 
her thoughts and activities revolve around her family situation.
In a sense she is very avaricious about sharing her family secrets, 
relying on no one but herself in the gravest of crises. This 
is her form of heroism. It is an independence which indicates a 
strong character, equal in force to Constance's quest for glory.
Celine has a deep sense of moral justice and fair play.
Children with less character, with less maturity or perception, 
would quickly be eroded by such a crumbling family. It is not 
the glorious challenge which prompts her to act as with Constance.
She would gladly avoid this troubled perplexity. Rather, she is 
moved to savo two human beings whom she loves equally in spito 
of their shortcomings, while devoiding herself of much consideration 
of her own sacrifices.
Like Constance then, there is an altruism in her actions. But 
an altruism which is less exaggerated, less fulfilling individually 
than vias the case with Constance. For those who only saw monstrous 
ego gratification in Constance's maneuvering, they now see before 
them a more normal, toned down adolescent who handles a common 
problem in a realistic, yet nonetheless heroic fashion.
VJhat is obvious is that Bazin is enlarging his horizon, 
his psychological study, to include a more general sociological 
area. It must be remembered that 3rasse-3ouillon, Arthur Gerane 
and Constance had unique milieus. Although Celine's parents react 
in the extreme, they are still, basically, but another poorly 
mated couple who love their child equally. Each of the former 
child heroes had a personal vendetta to settle with his family, 
and by extension, society, in order to erect a suitable existence. 
Constance was forced to create her "family" in order to give 
rise to a unique situation which would present her with a role. 
Celine, like countless numbers of children, does have love, a 
partial fulfillment of a decent home, but it is soiled and 
destroyed by the actions of the donors. The very fact that their 
love is not a triangle weakens the separate individual links and 
the circuit is broken. How this dangling adolescent attempts to
avoid family fragmentation, by simply grappling consistently 
within lior limits, i3 really the primary purpose of the novol.
The high adventure and susponseful episodes involving the father's 
pyromania are secondary. Although the family portrait is still 
unique, particular and melodramatic, as with most of Bazin's less 
recent works, it is a portrait which reveals “total family" and 
the underlying symptoms of each member's grievance.
Bazin underlines this new progression by exploiting a
heretofore ignored subject— acute tenderness. M. Bazin's
new experience with his children shows up in beautiful illustration
in this work. Celine is at that age where fathers are still
idols, yet at an age which contains the first glints of maturity,
making her aware that she is becoming a woman. 3azin treats this
aspect with special care since he obviously desires the narrator
to belong somewhat to two worlds, comprising two outlooks. In this
sense, we feel that she is a perfect narrator, thus disagreeing
133with the critic K. Andre Billy.- Celine can still sit in her
father's lap, caress his hideously scarred neck, win him over 
with a conspiring wink, and follow him around constantly on her 
bicycle. In short, Celine can still have that tender rapproche­
ment with her father for whom she is "daddy's little girl."
She is still naive and innocent, ignoring at the outset of the 
novel, the many ramifications and overtones of sex. Yet she is 
old enough to realize the import of her mother's flirtations, her
133. "Histoire d'un pompier oui boutait le feu," Le Figaro, 
March 2 k , 19 $ k , p. 13.
father’s humiliations, jealousies, and frustrations, as well as 
the seriousness of her parent’s unshared bed. Her tenderness and 
affection balance between a natural outpouring and a guarded 
reserve.
It is Celine’s growing maturity and awareness which make 
her tactfully toe a straight line. An overbalance of affection 
in one direction could topple the scale and destroy the already 
weak foundation of the marriage. Because Celine is so diplomatic 
and perceptive, she does not abandon her mother who is apparently 
less deserving of Celine’s attention. It is not foresight or 
intuition about the disappointing outcome of the father’s actions 
which causes her to adhere equally to her mother. It is a heroic 
stand on Celine’s part to withstand the tide of one-sided emotion 
which would inevitably breach her parents beyond hope.
Fortunately Celine, unlike some girls her age, imitates her 
father's attitude of strong, passionate, but subdued reactions.
She will busily tend to her needlework to avoid becoming involved 
with her mother and friend who seek ways to break up the marriage.
She will ignore efforts of outsiders to bring her into their 
confidence about her family problems. She will pretend to be 
asleep after furious parental battles. There is no cry for attention, 
no effort to make them consider her feelings first. Celine will 
become a stoic solitary, strategically seeking every psychological 
gambit to serve as an unbiased, inactive go-between. And although 
she is victimized, she never protests orally; she clenches her teeth
and thinks of answering her mother: "Victime d'une victime,
voil2t ce que tu es. Mais pourquoi en faire une troisi&me."
Yet ahe is silont.
Basin does not treat tenderness in a general way. There 
is a particular ring to it which announces an experimentation 
on his part, one he will exploit much further in the future.
All of the tenderness is reserved for the father. It is time 
that Celine has a natural penchant to protect her more threatened, 
weakened parent and that her function is to look out for the 
parent most damaged. Yet Bazin is at that stage in his psycholo­
gical evolution where he demands to know the child/father rela­
tionship, and their roles. In spite of Bazin’s claims that a 
father can never be on equal footing with the mother, he disproves 
his theory in this novel, as he will do in Au Norn du fils. Celine 
reads her mother’s thoughts when the latter is disappointed that 
Celine will not abandon her father: "N’etait-ce pas injuste
que les homines, surtout un ’Colu, 1 f us sent proprietaires de 
leurs enfants au meme titre que leurs meres. . . . Et pourtant 
jamais un enfant, jamais une Celine ne serait pour son pere ce
qu’ello etait pour sa mere: une portion de son ventre, un mernbre
13d.cotache d’elle!" But Celino is as much a part of her father as 
her mother. His complete adoption of her, his unselfish concern 
for her welfare, are more important elements of parenthood than a 
distant physical attachment. The mother’s "physical claim" of the
13U. Herve Bazin, I’Huile sur le feu, ed. Bernard C-rasset (Paris, 
19?U), P. 77.
135. Ibid., p. 132.
child .is not enough to override hor serious faults, and a bright 
child will disavow any such flimsy lien baaed on the past. To 
Bazin's statement "Pater is est quem nuptiae deraonstrant," can 
wo not add that "mater is est quem nuptiao dcinonstranb"? The 
father may have to gain the role, but the mother has to maintain 
it.
Celine's tenderness toward her father is natural and merited. 
But in this fast moving novel, this tenderness is put to the test. 
i-Iot only is her affection for her father continually stymied by 
her mother's jealousy, it is forced to evolve to a new level.
Celine is forced to mat/ore more readily than her carefree friends. 
Her mother notes: "J'ai une Celine touta mignonne, mais conme
elle se veut vieillc." 1 All the foundations for her tenderness, 
and its raison d'Stre, are placed in question when she discovers 
that her father is the anguished pyromaniac. her tenderness become 
precautionary and concealed to more objectively watch over her 
father. Although, Basin has painted Celine throughout the novel 
as more moral and authentic than her parents, especially her 
mother, she now becomes superior in courage and audacity.
In her last actions she becomes very much like Constance. 
Mainly listening, prodding only occasionally, she becomes her 
father's confessor as ho purges himself of his crimes. She 
takes on the form of a conscience for her father, leading him 
to his final exorcising in the flu. 133. She will not denounce
JO'
lii.in to of Cicinls, will not shore this (brie secret with bar mother, 
olio piquoa nor father into responsible reaction, analogous bo Albert 
Camus * "L'Mo be," causing him. to Make decisions based on sound 
convictions. Again Bazin mixes tragedy and glory, with the child 
being the Major spring in the Mechanism. Celine is as responsible 
as her father for his pathetic end, but she also salvages his 
past and her future.
Bazin adheres to Cornelian principles again in this novel.
As it was with Constance, Celine3s emotionalism anc passions 
are subdued by a strong will and the child becomes a super child, 
superior to the acults around her. But we must remember that 
there arc no exaggerations in Celine*s character, no desire for 
the glorious anc the grandiose, only a desire to live by self- 
imposed standards for justice!s sake. Che is much more within 
the range of imitation, than uas Constance, proving that Bazin 
is seeking a more natural courage as an example to today's 
youth living in a defeated society. "Apres une generation. . . 
celle de la dofaite, une generation oui n ’a retenu de I shumsin 
quo le cote sordide, jo voicrais pouvoir etrc considers comne
1-jg
un rornancier du courage." J From the sordid can come the positive. 
Bazin is a unique type of existentialist, even though he may not 
consider himself one at all. he sidesteps the "angoisse" and 
the "neantisme," which are the first steps of the existentialist's 
journey, in order to jump directly into action. The "blackness"
138. Andre Bourin, "Les Bnfants du demi-siecle," Les Nouvelles 
littsrsires, February 21, 1957, p. U.
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of his works never calls for a primary denunciation of values 
and human dignity before progressing further, rather, it calls 
only for an immediate positive heroism. Bazin then remains on 
the light-sided periphery of existentialism, drawing from the 
school, and adding to it, with his own brand of hero portrayal.
This work also demonstrates, to round out his philosophy,
that Bazin is trying to produce "une oeuvre" of his "ouvrages":
"Voyez-vous comrae cisait Andre Chamson: lon ne doit pas ecrire
des livres, mais faire une oeuvre.1 Kon ambition est de me situer
139pour ma generation, entre Colette et Montherlant. . . and
it is evident that his "oeuvre" is in no small way an illustration 
for child guidance. It is for children who can be better than 
their parents, for children who can be good fruit from bad seed.
Qui ,11 ose aimer, written two years later, brought about 
a furor of criticism. Many complained that M. Bazin was over­
working an already overworked theme, the Phedro theme. Others 
felt that Bazin abandonned his sound techniques of event/character 
mechanization and had sacrificed structure for moral exposition.
Yet Bazin proved that he could treat an old theme uniquely, cached 
in modern trappings, with his singular brand of psychology and 
philosophy. "Ce sujet n'est rienj Bazin le prouve en prenant un 
theme qui a deja beaucoup servi. . . pour en faire l'un des
139. Andre Brissaud, "Herve Basin," Carrefour, October 9, 195>8, 
p. 13.
romans les mioux construits, les plus prenants que nous ayions 
lus ces derniers temps. Encore une fois, tout est dans le ton. .
Franz Vfeyerganz critically says: "On pourrait prSdire sans
crainte le deroulomcnt du recit. Isa n'est pas librc. Elle va 
vers un dostin prevu d'avance parco qu'ello ne cesso pas d'etre
I Jj-j
dans les mains de son createur." V/ithout attacking M. 
Weyerganz' theory that characters can exist independently of the 
creator's will, it is evident that Bazin's psychological develop­
ment of his characters lays a solid foundation for their choices. 
If Isa is "led," it is subtly done, and her actions demand an 
analysis based on psychological premises. This is Bazin's true 
medium, as he desires to dress up skeleton themes with an 
important thesis about life today.
Isa is in the same black milieu which earlier characterized 
K. Bazin's novels. But as has been said, Bazin is moving toward 
more natural colors and tones. If Isa lives in darkness, there 
are streaks of light to guide her weak character. For Bazin has 
also reduced the heroic stature of the child even more in this 
novel. Bazin more realistically gives Isa moral supports which 
were lacking with Constance and Celine. Isa does not have the 
perception, ambition and determination of Bazin's other heroines. 
She is forced to take refuge in an established tradition which 
saves her from making authentic choices. This refuge is La Fouve 
which possesses her and determines her, for it represents shelter
lUO. Jean Rousselot, "Terre en nue," Les Cahiers du nord, p.




and victory against outside evils. La Fouve is a conscience 
salver, an easy out for the victim, and La Fouve1s victory makes 
us wonder what choices Isa, and others like her, would make 
without such a force in the background.
It is La Fouve which in essence causes her seduction and 
then later reminds Isa of her commitment to her family. I3a is * 
a sheltered child, dominated by her desire to stay at home; she 
surrounds herself by her mother, sister, and Nathalie the maid.
Her home is a protective embryo which makes her remain young and 
naive. The outside world is the alien, and her new step-father 
is a bold representative of that world. Ke seduces Isa like he 
seduces the Fouve, by slowly slipping his personality and masculine 
presence into the "hallowed," feminine walls of their sanctuary.
Kis victory spells a certain divorce for Isa and the Fouve, and 
K. Bazin makes this obvious for us. After Isa!s seduction she 
can hardly make it back to her room, although ordinarily 
accustomed to nocturnal promenades in the familiar domain: 11 Je 
m ’enfuis, butant deux fois dans I 1ombre de cette maison oil je me 
reconnaissais d !instinct et qui ne me reconna'lt plus."^^
After the seduction, Isa tries to rationalize her act. Was 
it a deep passion that overtook her? Could she possibly love 
this weakling who abused her mother? Or was it simply an accident? 
"J'avais perdu ma virginite comme on se creve un oeil, par accident. 
Isa is not very lucid about her act and continues to wonder why
1U2. Bazin, Qui .j }ose aimer, p. 135*
Hi3. Ibid., p. lUO.
she succumbed. Accepting any ready excuse, she remains an alien 
to hersolf. If it was an accident, she should have seen it coming, 
considering M. Meliset’s discreet advances as well as her ovm 
desire to quit playing herisson out of jealousy. This is her 
deepest analytical penetration, and in her suspension, she repeats 
the act allowing a rniscue to become a new condition, as she becomes 
his mistress. Isa then balances between accepting this love as 
authentic, and rejecting it as a sin. K. Bazin’s psychology is 
superb at this point. M. Bazin fails purposely to develop Isa’s 
character sufficiently, fails to make her actions plausible and 
responsible. For all of Bazin’s efforts up to this act were 
directed to demonstrate Isa’s sheltered naivete, a naivete 'which 
was burdened by the struggles of adults with dubious purposes, 
tearing her asunder and clouding up her few ideals in an atmosphere 
of hate, rivalry, and suspense.
It is not 3azin’s purpose at all to paint a paragon of strength 
and virtue in Isa, even in the "final" Isa. There are no longer 
the black and white choices facing a consistently determined, 
decisive, child hero. Isa is a mediocre, simple child in a grey 
world. She tries the 3rasse-Bouillon tactic of retaliation 
against M. K6liset, but lacks motivation since she is torn by 
hurt and love for her mother. She attempts to evolve like Constance, 
to change her mode of life, but she is uncomfortable in the outside 
world and is plagued by a feeling of betrayal toward Nathalie and 
her sister. She floats in imbalance and indecision since her
reaction is determined not on her own decisions, but basically on 
her feelings about the relationship of her mother and Maurice, as 
well as on the sentiments of Nathalie. She could perhaps excuse 
herself and love Maurice if he had married her mother out of love 
and then found his wife's grave illness too exacting. She could 
also excuse her actions if she were not badgered by Nathalie's 
directive conscience which recalls her duty.
She remains a "stranger" even at the time of her mother's 
death. A complete victim of unconsciousness, she formulizes 
childishly that: "Elle sait maintenant, elle sait!. . . Vivante,
elle nous a rapproches; morte, elle nous separe."^^ Her state­
ment supposes two things, both of ‘which prove that Isa is still 
very much a child. Her thought suggests that she now rationalizes 
that Maurice and she found mutual support and comfort in their 
love during the last days of her mother's illness, and that such 
a condition could somehow have been perpetuated indefinitely 
under these circumstances. Secondly, her feeling announces a 
certain credulity about afterlife which indicates a juvenile imagina­
tion of the role of the deity, placing it in the ranks of goblins 
and fairies. It is really only when her last column of stability,
La Fouve, is challenged that she reacts.. In her simple fashion 
she reasons that: "Si Maurice condamne La Fouve, il a ses raisons.
II faut choisir l'un ou 1'autre. L'un sans 1'autre. Et comme tu
ne saurais vivre ailleurs qu'ici, le choix est tout fait entre
deux chatiments, dont ceci est le moindre."^^
lliiu Bazin, Qui ,j 'ose aimer, p. 195*
HitL Ibid., pp. 19^-19^.
In spite of the weakness behind Isa’s decision, there is 
a certain amount of strength and courage in her last act. Wo 
must admit that her decision to return to the terre, to stability, 
rather than deciding what obligations should be necessitated by 
her lien with Maurice, is in essence an escape from decision-making.
Yet this choice is not without sacrifices since she must bear 
her child and her shame alone and since she must publicly confess 
to a crime which could have been hidden had she married Maurice.
At the risk of seeming childish and insecure, she will 
remain in her comfortable nest while refusing another escape 
with Maurice, which could have been equally scandalous. In this 
sense, she is simply choosing the lesser of two evils and she is 
not entirely responsible and authentic. But her decision to remain 
at home also carries a moral responsibility which strengthens her 
proposal and solidifies her character with a new principle of 
morality. By refusing Maurice, she nullifies her acceptance of 
their affair and she becomes more moral, after the fact, than her 
mother. She refuses to perpetuate a relationship that would divorce 
her from those who love her more than Maurice— her sister and Nathalie. 
She becomes more principaled and conscientious than her mother, who 
sought an escapade, sealed it with a pregnancy and marriage, and 
abandonned the future to fate. Isabelle becomes superior in a 
sense to both Maurice and Nathalie who pulled her from side to 
side. By refusing Maurice, she places their affair in the proper 
prospective, relegating him to the ranks of a simple skirt-chaser.
By making her decision when she does, she lessens Nathalie’s 
rolo of domination since she did not heed hor advice -in the 
past, and she thus appears more individually responsible for 
her future existence. (This is her strength, her new definition, 
even if it is an existence chosen instinctively and passionately.)
The reader then remains in a quandary when judging Isa. We 
certainly cannot compare her strength and courage to Celine’s 
or Constance’s. Both of these girls, although they profited 
from their decisions like Isa, based their reactions on a rational 
basis, compelling themselves to follow their will in spite of 
their passions. Isa acts and reacts instinctively, accepting 
and rejecting one passion as easily as another while reserving 
reflection for the aftermath. She appears to be a "racinian 
character" saved by the fates. What moral can be deduced from 
such a "normal" girl produced by a Bazin who invariably illustrates 
for a purpose? What credit can Isa take for surviving the storm?
It is true that Bazin adds force and vigor to Isa as she 
climbs out of the abyss. But. we cannot forget that Bazin did 
set the tono and erect the props of the attractive Fouve which 
in a large sense predetermined and postdetermined Isa. He 
did indeed "dresser son heroine dans cette froideur si brulante, 
cette agressivite si aesarmee, cette rigidite si flottante, cette 
sterilite d’ame si pregnante. We must agree in part with 
Kleber Haedens who says: "II n ’en reste pas moins que ce recit,
1U5. V.-K. Debidour, "Qui j ’ose aimer," Bulletin des lettres, 
December 15, 1956, p. b2$.
tres moral en fin de comte se lit avec aisance et que si I 1auteur 
a voiilu faire le portrait de deux araants laches ot m6diocres, il 
a reussi completenent. " ^ 7
If there is a moral it could be as dangerous for children 
as La Fontaine’s fables. As adults, it is perhaps more intelligent 
to believe that Bazin desires to leave a nagging neutrality in 
our reactions, a feeling that Isa’s victory is a compromise. And 
he succeeds. We are forced to look around and beyond Isa, which 
was difficult to do with the other strikingly successful Bazinian 
children. Isa’s instincts, faulty choices and insipid rational­
izations are the results of a betraying mother, an overzealous 
naid anc a Ion Juan step-father. If Isa is a product of La Fouve, 
it is because she originates from nothing else. If she clings 
to La Fouve, it is because it is all that is stable in her life, 
after her mother’s adventure. And Bazin proves that if her 
decision is lacha, her foundation was even worse. Bazin shows 
that some children are ensnared forever in mediocrity, unable to 
find that rare phenomenon of decisive will power. And although 
'there are the Constances and Celines who can generate will power 
defensively and individually, there are many more Isas, betrayed 
and ostracized, who must naturally fall back on former premises 
’when confronting powerful challenges to their way of life. Bazin 
coaxes the parent's reaction in this novel since the parent is 
not so viciously attacked as in Bazin’s earlier novels.
11;?. ,!Qui j'ose aimer,1' Paris Presse, November 2i|, 195>o, p. 6.
Ke does not ferociously lash out at inane, incompetent adults, 
rather, he paints their bright and dark shades. For the first 
time Bazin brings about a sympathetic desire on the adult's 
part to know where he and others fail as exemplary guides.
Bazin reduces the parent's defenses, and he launches out on a 
new territory to be explored further in Au Norn du fils and 
Le Matrimoine.
E. Bazin’s hew Accent on Children
There is not much M. Bazin can add to his child heros at 
this point in his novel writing. Instead, as has been said, he 
shows the parent's side of the problem. Bazin shows how children 
affect marriages and reactions of adults. In Au horn du fils for 
example, the children are well delineated, compared and contrasted, 
yet the emphasis is on the father. It is the father who is 
strangely attracted to his illegitimate child, Bruno, and who 
opens up the possibility of a tender, unique relationship. In 
Le liatrimoine, the children are even less outlined, yet they 
still continue to play a very important role. The father objects 
to their demanding presence and resents the loss of his wife’s 
attention as well as his own prestige.
In both of these novels, it is the parent’s reaction to 
the child, not the reverse, which is carefully studied. Children 
can simply be a joy or a handicap in marriage, depending on the
attitudes of the parents. In both novels the child furnishes 
responsibility to his parents and gives them a new perspective 
about life. Daniel Astin in Au Nom du fils finally discovers 
a meaningful role for himself. Kis son's requirements and demands 
bring about an evolution carrying him out of his lethargy, his 
feelings of insignificance, and his dependence. He gains stature 
by being attached to his son, by being needed and useful, some­
thing he v?as not able to accomplish before. Abel Bretaudoau in 
Le Matrimoine leads a struggle as vain as the young Brasse-Bouillon1 
before being convinced that he cannot steal away the importance 
of his children. The significance of the child, his place in the 
family, is the center of debate which almost leads to marital 
catastrophg. in the Bretaudeau family. When Abel finally realizes 
that children and the family can offer him essentially what they 
offer his wife, then can he quit trying to avenge himself and 
find a new sense of freedom 'within the confines of his home.
As we have mentioned, there is a certain tone of naturalism, 
a display of the quotidian in Bazin's quest for a complete survey 
of the modern family in these last two novels. If there are out­
rages, exaggerations and occasional spurts of the bizarre, it is 
found among the parents. The children are quite normal, living 
at ease, in their right, surrounded by parents who seem bewildered 
and confused about parenthood and marriage. Yet in Au Korn du fils 
there are contrasts and differences among the children. They 
are not simply homogenous entities affecting their parents in the
same way, as they do in Le Matrimoine. It is Bruno, in his 
mediocrity and need for support, who moves his father the most.
It is he who allows his father to be useful, important and 
responsible, his own children, Louise and Michel are distinctively 
superior and independent, and have negative effects on their 
father’s originally weak personality. Bazin makes this contrast 
in the background, in simple fashion. He proves that relationships 
require a double avenue, a balance of need and giving, and that 
this is only accomplished by mutual effort. But it should be 
sbrcssod that oven the "bad" children are infinitely more normal, 
less troubled than their literary antecedents. Nor is the "good" 
child, Bruno, a hero comparable to those we have studied. He 
finds a normal, natural existence in his home, ignoring hardships, 
singular decisions, and ambitious enterprises for his own ego 
development.
Certainly in these two novels, Bazin is not advocating 
mediocrity, the release of proud sentiments, and the abandonment 
of critical survey, for his children. He creates a situation, 
a grounds for action, which all but nullifies revolt from the parent 
or the child. In a relatively stable family where concern and 
devotion unite the members, there is a greater capacity to 
comprehend obstacles than to tear them down mercilessly. Bruno 
would be unjust to revolt and so is M. Bretaudeau. M. Bazin 
has seen fit to kill all his "petits chevaux" for the moment, 
ridding his scenes of the monstrous, the melodramatic and the distorted.
This new portrayal of the child, Bazin’s new accent, is 
very noticeable in the comparison of his two collections of 
short stories. In his collection, Le Bureau dos mariages, 
written in 195l> there are two short stories which indicate Bazin’s 
early sentiments. The collection in general presents a foreboding 
dark picture, and the children are distorted negatives. In "Jeux 
de main," children rival in pretend battles, imitating their fathers, 
we suspect, who recently underwent World War II. Their game ends 
when a make believe grenade turns out to be real and they all 
perish. The same elements of war exist in the play world: fear,
hate, competition and defiance. The children become monstrous 
in their play acting because they understand all too well the 
rules of the game. The disaster itself is less important than 
the psychology of their actions. Undoubtedly saturated by 
glorious propaganda about war, they would esteem themselves 
through destruction and conquest. The enemy becomes anyone on 
the other side who offers resistance, or even an unwillingness 
to engage himself for "honors." Frightening is the realization 
that these children are already isolated, abandoned to hazy 
concepts and principles, a pliable tool for dubious missions in 
life.
Even more eerie in this collection is Bazin’s character 
Michel Lemaire in "Mere Michel." He is already developed beyond 
repair and armed with his distorted values. Physically handicapped 
and repulsive to look at, he cleverly covers up his black soul
with a pleasant Mien. Rejected by women, he detests their sex, 
and rejected by society, he takes vengeance on the human species 
in general, preferring his male cats. He is a hopeless character 
bordering on the insane, imbued v/ith a perverted sense of justice 
This justice turns against him when his beloved cats eat poison 
intended for a poor, defenseless woman. Six months later he dies 
in an insane asylum. At this stage Baain paints a society of 
sick, misguided children, too ready to turn rejection into 
retaliation, too willing to imitate and exploit the baser element 
of s.-cioty, for tlioir personal recovery. V/o nro aware that it is 
at this time that Bra3so-Bouillon, G6rane, and Constance were 
created in shocking fashion. Bazin projects out of the eyes of 
the mistreated, the ignored and the crippled youth during this 
period, creating a dark world filled with macabre nightmares, 
and it is as evident in his short stories as it is in his novels.
Chapeau oas, produced in 19o3, demonstrates Bazin’s new 
breadth and tone. With his new accent on parents and children, 
there reigns a new confidence and optimism, and it serves as a 
just conclusion on Bazin’s evolution. At this time, Bazin had 
already created Celine, Isabelle, and Bruno in his novels. He 
still envisioned a maze of obstacles for children, but saw them 
rising above them through their own merits, or, more recently, 
being helped by a more understanding adult world. And if we 
review the parade of Bazin’s child characters, we see fewer 
heroics, fewer outstanding actions on their parts since the
imbalance is picked up by the new, progressive, unique adulthood 
that ho creates. In Chapeau bas, there is a fusion of the two 
generations as adults and children seek meaning in authentic actions 
and relationships. We have already noted the optimism in “La Kotte," 
"Souvenirs d*un amnesique," and “La Clope" when treating parents 
from this collection.
By extension, the child profits in a world when adults seek 
values in relationship to others. Gabriel, a young teacher in 
"Bouc emissaire," does not settle the town feud, which has created 
a schism between two elements, singlehandedly. The stupidity 
of the clash, the hypocrisy which generates senseless hate, spurs 
him on, but it is the selfless acts of an old man, the confidence 
and encouragement of some other adults which cause him to carry 
out his meritorious designs. Ke is a willful hero, a singular 
figure, but Bazin leaves room for encroachment on his glory, and 
establishes a lieu between the missions of the young and the not 
so young. In essence, the main theme of Chapeau bas is adoption, 
acceptance of others, fraternity and humanity. In short, Bazin 
has a new confidence in humans, based on interaction rather than 
on splendorous, grandiose, individual achievements. He has found 
a new medium, based in part on old foundations, but with a greater 
design to situate himself in a more conformist milieu, all while 






Like all revolutionaries, interior and exterior revolution­
aries alike, Bazin feels a basic need to study religion, to test 
its weight and significance both as a faith and as a social 
institution. Bazin realizes the import of religious ideas 
and practices, and its force on societal make-up. He notes that
1U8"on a generalement la foi ce sa mere," and with it, all the 
formulae, trappings and attitudes as accepted by the family.
The very rudiments of Christianity are buried under the solid 
foundations of a concrete, cemented, systematized structure, 
very resistive to corrosion. Bazin challenges that the 
structure should not hide the principle, that the family’s 
unreflecbive following of traditional disciplines should be aired 
for interpretation. Above all, H. Bazin spotlights the varied 
attitudes within the family: the difference between the thoughts
of youth and parents, between a man and a woman, between the 
clergy and the laity. These differences, if undebated and unsolved, 
can disintegrate the family since, oftentimes, the religious 
attitude carries over to politics, social classes, and education, 
forming total concepts of life.
II18. Bazin, Vipere au poing, p. 177.
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Religion is an integral part of Bazin’s philosophy and ho 
has not failed to incorporate some aspect of religion in all of 
his novels. It is difficult to deduce any systematic set of theories 
in Bazin’s pronouncements since he mainly undertakes to outline 
the forms of religion, its conditions and effects. He is icono­
clastic, sacreligious, and heretical at times, yet he empatheti- 
cally and charitably treats those who follow instinctively and 
in good faith. There is an evolution in Bazin’s designs as 
there was with his treatment of parents and youth, and this is 
natural because of the interaction between religion and family.
From the original blind attacks of Brasse-Bouillon against religion, 
there emerges in Bazin’s works a trace of tolerance, a desire' to 
see courage in the ranks of the religious. What he seeks, and 
flushes out, is authenticity and inauthenticity on both sides of 
the religious ledger. What counts for 3azin is that we believe 
in ourselves and follow principles which maintain or establish 
an effective milieu for preservation and improvement in society.
In the horrendous Rezeau family where family confessions, 
inept tutors, daily masses, and tonsures, are the order of the 
day, Brasse-Bouillon is forced to reject religion as a corollary 
of his mother’s disciplinary system. He cannot accept the 
pretentious hypocrisy which metes out such injustice in the 
name of Catholic tradition. Not only will he balk at the abbots 
and their tutorial rigors, he will attempt to oust them since 
they simply represent paternal allies. He will not play "confessional
games" since he sees behind the scenes of such a practice. Most 
of all, he will reject his honored place in a religious linoage 
whose head is his famous Monseigneur uncle. For him, the whole 
system is rancid since his closest authorities treat religion in 
bad faith.
For Madame Rezeau, the religious system, as she sees it, 
is a profitable disciplinary tool which readily hides her vengeful 
spirit. She attempts to command respect under a priest’s gown 
since she cannot do it as a mother. We must agree that Madame 
Rezeau exaggerates in this arrangement, yet Bazin has pegged 
down an important stake. Many mothers use religious discipline 
as a tool to keep their children in line, rather than stressing 
simple ethics or religious principles for use in guidance. M. 
Rezeau is a rather typical bourgeois father. Ke is rather indif­
ferent to religion in the main and all that really counts is the 
ostentatious honor of belonging to a "spiritually bourgeois" 
family with all its rights and privileges. He only pays lip 
service to religion and revels in his glory when he can finan­
cially contribute to the Church for his own prestige. He pays 
off the Church and his conscience while he lets despicable abbots 
make a mockery of his household, ruining his relationship with 
his children. For him, belonging to the right Catholic tradition 
is necessary for belonging to the right social class, for they 
both constitute the supportive pillars of France’s glory. M. 
and Madame Rezeau are the false high . :• . .vus sacrificing their 
children to the slaughter.
The effects on Marcel and Fredio are not clear. We presume 
that Marcel will obediently follow in his parents' footsteps. Fredie 
shares many of Brasse-Bouillon's sentiments yet lacks the strength 
to carry through bQ-jond nominal retaliation. According to Brasse- 
Bouillon, his brother does not understand revolt. 3rasse-3ouillon 
feels that his brother and Max, his cousin, continue to revolt 
against religion and other authority in the old style, which is: 
"celle du denigrement interne, que nous avons toujours pratique 
et qui n'a rien ct voir avec la revolte. To attack the personal
elements of religion, interiorly, to attempt to debase it by 
attacking weak representatives is to remain under the auspices 
of such a system. Brasse-Bouillon sees his brothers as being 
thum'onailed under the system in different ways.
The ferocious Jean was not always so rational however, since 
in his earlier aggressions he followed the same pattern. It 
was perhaps the only pattern available, given the situation and 
his character. For Brasse-Bouillon must brandish his hate to 
attack and destroy. There is little room for reflection on God's 
existence and His plan for the world; he is much too occupied in 
destroying the religious artifacts and the personal religious 
structure created by his family. He must destroy his monster 
which he corollates with his ogre mother and indifferent father—  
destroying their idols, he would nullify the validity of their faith.
As we discussed in chapter two, Brasse-Bouillon attacks in 
crass and coarse ways (witness the atrocities he commits against
1U2 Bazin, Vipere au poing, p. 52.
the Church on pace 176). Ilia groatest pose is defiance. For 
him, if God allows such a world, he is responsible, and is open 
to scorn. God represents a rather anonymous symbol, difficult 
to reach, one ’which is impervious to Brasse-Bouillon1 s attacks.
Such an impersonal, distant, but powerful enemy adds scintillating 
scandal and grandeur to Brasse-Bouillon5s revolt. Most of his 
sentiments toward God are impious and sacr iligious, but not 
atheistic. God exists for him in the same sense that his mother 
does, and he ’wants to harbor his personal monsters.
He also closely associates the deity with the vileness of 
his unique situation. Vfnen his mother escapes death, he says:
"Deux jours apres— mieux oue Jesus Christ,— Folcoche etait 
ressuscitee. Outraged at a flagellating-prone abbot for
demanding the use of Petrograa instead of Leningrad he adds: 
"Svidemment, Petrograd, cela fait beaucoup mieux. Tu es 
pierre et, sur cette pierre, je batirai. . . . This associa­
tion is very obvious in the area of sex. VJhen his family is pray­
ing to the Virgin he thinks: "Au fait qu5est-ce que c 5est qu*une
vierge? Petit Jean dit que c 5est une femme qui n 5a pas eu d'enfants.
1^2Mais la sainte Vierge en a eu ■on." Or again: "L5hygiene publique
1^3a invente les crachoirs comme Dieu a invente les femmes." His 
most outrageous rebuke, associated with his personal vengeance
150. Basin, Vipere au poing, p. 8 3 .
Ip3. Ibid., p. 156.
Ip2. Ibid., p. 80.
133. Ibid., p. 236.
is: "Toute ta vie, tu vomiras cette enfance, tu la vomiras &
la face de Dieu qui a ose tenter sur toi cette experience."
It is only when Brasse-Bouillon can detach himself from his 
revolt, from his hatred, that he is able to reduce the evil 
aura that he places around God.
Ke must first realize that his attacks against religion had 
only been directed against a system created by his family to remain 
in tune with their principles, a system which in their wrong hand3 
never allowed for charity, love, or humanity. In his hate, he 
saw religion as a garnished accoutrement of the "spiritual 
bourgeoisie," allowing them the privilege of dispensing with an 
honest conscience in order to follow prescribed rules. He had 
been obliquely attacking religion by attacking complacent 
conventionality. Because of his blind rage, Brasse-Bouillon 
had set his own convention, which was in bad faith, while avoid­
ing to seek the source of his despair. "Au fait. . . j'en 
connais un autre, sous ma peau, qui s'est aussi oppose & des
personnes et qui 6prouve soudain 1 'impression a'avoir frappe
v a. , nl $ S  a coue."
Only when Brasse-Bouillon learns to love, to accept 
humanity, can he respect a God of love, all Xfhile excusing the 
weakness of man. At first he is afraid to admit this, fearful 
that he is rationalizing and lowering his powerful guard. But
l51i. 3azin, Vipere au poing, p. 219.
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his admission is finally so forceful and imposing that we are 
convinced that he has created a new God, One who is still unique, 
but One who exists out of love and need. "L1 amour, voilci qui 
rend un etre unique (comme Dieu), ce qui le sauva de la mediocrite. 
Je le soupconne depuis longternps: Dieu ne peut exister que par
1 *amour des hommes. " ^ 0
Bazin makes this partial conversion very plausible. He 
transforms Brasse-Bouillon's hate into love through exposure to 
simple living people who love God and each other. Bazin also 
classifies Brasse-Bouillon's idea of God, making it correspond 
to his new concept of society and his place in it. Through 
Brasse-Bouillon's discovery of his new revolt, which is his 
evolution, he realizes that there is room for God, just as there 
is room for forgetting his mother. Love makes us magnanimous; we 
exist for others and in others, and God can have a role in such 
a universe.
let his new acceptance of God is still individualized, 
completely in allignment with his personal search for authenticity. 
He continues to object to the practices, the ceremonies of religion 
which seem to discipline and command, as is witnessed when we see 
his feelings about being married by the Church. He apparently 
does not object to his wife's faith, but to her nonchalant, mean­
ingless practice of the Christian role.
Brasse-Bouillon's ego and desire for honesty will not permit 
him to accept the simple doctrines which simple folk follow
l£& Bazin, Vip&re au poing, pp. 171-172.
religiously. As he had to have a singular mother, he must per­
petuate a singular God, and he suffocates and remains skeptical 
in comfortable belief. Yet, what is obviously important, is the 
fact that God is not dead for Brasse-3ouillon or even absent; He 
only fails to make meaningful, persistent contact since the 
medium is so poor. Just as Brasse-Bouillon discovered that his 
hate was but a mask to hide a need for affection, he also realizes 
that his defiance was an outward protest to not be swallowed up 
by fakery and dupery. Both of these awarenesses coalesce when he 
ceases to pretend to be a glorious rebel, and he is capable of 
sympathetically and earnestly accepting an individualized, 
humanistic religion.
There is no evolution in Constance Orglaise in Leve-toi 
et marche. She remains true to her pride, true to her personal 
enterprise of living only in this life, through others. Despite 
her sins, she is a unique character whose self effacement, 
humilities and sacrifices devoid of religious sentiment cause 
her to be a singular challenge to the principles of religion.
She practices saintly virtues without recognizing a source 
outside herself, and she proves that Christianity has not 
cornered the market as the only directive force for consciences 
and valid acts. She remains an enigma for Christians who believe 
that terrestial efforts should remain under the auspices of celes­
tial aspirancy and that life is but a stepping stone for the 
newt life.
Bazin beautifully counterbalances Constance's heroism 
with her need to be wanted and useful, causing her acts to appear 
vile and selfish at times. Yet he adds Pascal, a preacher, to 
the situation, as a representative of authoritative Christianity, 
and by comparison, Bazin places the question of religion up for 
grabs. In this portrayal of self endeavor versus Christian 
principle, Basin favors Constance, but not before demonstrating 
the pluses and minuses on both accounts.
At the outset of the novel, it is obvious that the crippled, 
impoverished Constance gains our sympathy and worship and that 
Pascal is but a hollow, role-playing minister. Constance beats 
Pascal at his own game when she "ramasse des crapules pour en 
faire des saints." She believes that: "Par lachete, on ne
choisit pas le courage, and to her, Pascal detours courage 
by remaining comfortable in his self-imposed prescription. Pascal 
has all the formulae down pat. lie knows the proper pious gests, 
has learned to imitate the necessary oratorical resonance, and 
has convinced himself that his life is a dedication to his 
flock and to religious doctrine. Constance is Bazin's spokesman 
when she does not attack religious principles, but rather, the 
inactivity and bad faith of those who practice them. She does 
not attack Pascal’s beliefs, but his lassitude and smugness 
which prevent him from being responsible to himself, from seeking
1^7. Bazin, Leve-toi et narche, p. 70. 
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a now meaning in life through a new definition and extension 
of his role. To her, Pascal is a ridiculous symbol, a "pieux 
serpent & lunettes sifflant son homelie.11̂ ^
Constance is not aware that in urging him to be authentic, 
she may endanger his religious supports and compromise his faith. 
She is only concerned that her "flock" live up to their potential, 
regardless of their milieu or line of endeavor. Self determina­
tion and realistic appraisal at any price. She is repelled by 
Catherine's severe, inane criticism of protestant service when 
Catherine is only "Catholinuc du type quatro-fois-dans-la-vie 
(baptone, communion, nariage, enterrement). . . . She 
sees this same narrowness and dependency in Pascal and hopes for
than Catherine. Without destroying his relationship with God, or 
Christian principles, she would urge him to realize his responsi­
bility to himself with emphasis on success in this life. Che 
would transfer her courage even if it would ini mbit a foreign 
soul and destroy that spirit, my ploying the role of a conscience 
pricker, she is like a manipulative, busy-body G-od on earth, givir/ 
goals where means are absent.
Constance's goals and aspirations are well illustrated in a 
confrontation with Pascal; a confrontation which is like a meeting 
of "le diable ei le bon Dieu." Pascal feels cornered from the 
oeginnmg or o..e c..allonge m e  reacruy roses on nis relrgicus
15y. Bazin, Love-toi et marche, p. 72.
-LOG. J-OIC . , p . Ixy..
columns say-big that hi.-; actio.,;: are bused on twenty con!,uric:;
01 fai th whereas Connbanco1 s are founded on twenty yearn of courage. 
IIg says: "jo veux, pcut-etre r.al, une chose quo je connais bien.
Vous voules, sans doute beaucoup nieux ouc i.ioi, une chose que 
vou3 no connaxssez pc3.,r Coriouance roiraino irora asking nira 
about lic-r life, her "earth.” She is vary of telling him that 
she depends on him to live, and she realises that if she is 
quiet, Pascal will think he has found a weak link in her theory, 
and thus, he will bo in his proper role, and she will be in hers.
supposed spiritual need of him, she vill give hin food for action.
hi i
oho finite, but piques his reflection v;hon she asks vhy he does 
so little about it. The b-od of meditation and fasting is forced 
uO axso ilxihJ c»ra uG gug gospcu. oy acts * one reaches Pascal arc no 
says: "II est vrai cue cette generation se rnefie des conseils qui
f 162ne sont pas illustres par des examples.11 She is an attractive 
existentialist advocate, not one vho asks him to renounce his 
faith and enjoy Bacchian pleasures, but one who turns his eyes 
to earth, appealing to his ego to accomplish something tangible, 
replacing the guardian of the faith by the propagator of the 
faith.
’.Then Constance finally does sway her sheep, she expects 
complete obedience to her principle. She is a tyrant, a possessive
l6l. Bazin, Leve-toi et marche, p. 120.
lo2. Ibid., p. 121.
ogoiob whoso ambitions and struggles phase oub charity. Gho is 
a parasite who must completely phagocytize her host until she 
reaches the skeletal framework, and there she would insert her 
flesh. She is greedy and becomes constantly jealous if her 
creations begin to walk on their own, as in ITiebla. This is 
the case viith Pascal. His nev; zeal and involvement seem cold 
and unrealistic to her. VJhen he is not around seeking her 
guidance, she says sarcastically: "Agneau de Dieu, ou done
Sties-vous parti beler vos cantiques?"^0^ Pascal scarcely 
recognizes Constance’s weakness, he is captivated by her 
superiority and zealous tenacity, and he would believe that 
her potential energy is God, if not her kinetic energy. In 
this contest then, Bazin has the Christian transformed for the 
better, but through a gambit, a false interpretation of Constance’s 
designs, and thus he seems to lose what he gains, since he poorly 
imitates. But Constance has exposed her soul also, and has like­
wise revealed unsightly splotches; as a representative of the 
liur.iar.istic, "torricn," philosophy she shows a greater desire to 
be significantly attached and efficacious than she does to seek 
her subject’s salvation.
iVhen Pascal finally does decide to do missionary work, to 
enter those "savage" areas where "ils seraient obliges de nous 
subir, Constance is enthralled. She has taught him force 
and will, and undoubtedly he will nourish his ego by conquering,
163. Bazin, Love-toi et marche, p. 182.
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;junt as Constance does. Pascal will utilizo Constance’s formula 
as is evident when ho says: "La-bas. . . il s’agit do tissnge.
Avsnt de maintenir une communaute nous avons d’abord h la creer 
de toutos pieces. He will create his flock as Constance
created hers.
Pascal and Constance have their final reunion during the 
agonizing, closing moments of her life. She had realized earlier 
that Pascal would need the illusion of having saved her before 
he could save others, and she was willing to carry out this 
deception. In the most touchingly dramatic and revealing scene 
of the novel, Pascal almost convinces her to accept in good 
faith when he appeals to her most sensitive, moving spot— God’s
belief in her, God’s need for her. "Lui croit en vous, puisaue
/' / > 66nous etes. . . . (Hieux Pascal! Voyez: elle a tressailli).
But her pride holds firm since she feels the pressure, and not
the attraction. Pascal has already lost his first convert when
he appeals for any sign from her of acceptance or resignation.
This argument demands a nullification of the raison d’etre of her
former acts, a submission which would not allow her to save
herself, but ’would only allow someone to save her. She is
weakest when Pascal asks her to help him by submission through
him, thus she would be giving, not taking. 3ut Pascal, desperate
with impatience, crazed with the heat of such a propitious moment,
seizes her pitifully paralyzed hand and makes the sign of the cross
l6^. Basin, Leve-toi et marche, p. 226.
166. Ibid., p. 265." ’
on Constance. "Pascal se releva lentement, etonna, effraye de 
sa violence, so demandant pout-otre. . . s’il otait sublime ou 
ridicule."'*^
Bazin effectively utilizes this symbol to capture the essence 
of both souls. Her sign of the cross is a meaningless gest, a 
mockery of the requirements of such an act. This sign which 
should portray victory for Pascal becomes a horrifying failure 
under these conditions and Pascal is defeated by his success. 
Constance must share in this failure, even though she appears 
victorious and consistent, since her pride and determination 
have divested her of magnanimity and she cannot compromise
her faith for any purpose. In the final analysis, she will
not accept Pascal and his religion since they demand obedience and
"nea culpas." He in turn will not succeed since she has branded
his style with a zealousness and volition which all but submerge 
humility.
Bazin perhaps wants to demonstrate that there are weaknesses 
and strengths in both camps. Both Constance and Pascal believe, 
but in uniquely different ways. Both are courageous, experimental 
and involved in the end despite their religious differences. Pro­
bably the most authentic, effective and satisfying religion for 
Bazin, is a combination of attitudes and ideals where Constance 
and Pascal overlap. For a meaningful experience, religion should 
demand the humane attention of the finite first, then through
167. Bazin, leve-toi et rnarche, p. 267.
extension of humanity, to God and the infinite. God and the 
infinito are only personal possibilities for belonging to a second 
stage not always necessary for authenticity and satisfaction. 
Salvation of others can bo meaningful, but the medium should be 
love, not glory, and results of this effort should be secondary 
to a conscientious consideration of others rights and reasonings.
In L*Huile sur le feu, Bazin basically levels his criticism 
at the common hypocrisy of churchgoers, and there is not the same 
penetration or attention as there was in the other two novels.
3azin depicts one Sunday in the small village of Saint-Leup 
to point out the meaninglessness of the service, the inability 
of the Church to assert its rightful place in the lives of the 
"faithful." The women and the young girls are the life blood of 
the Church, taking their place devotedly in the front of the church, 
making themselves bonne distance des hommes,. . . tenues 
I’assistance e f f e c t i v e . T h e  men have the right to simply 
be present, "dans le perimetre compris entre la maison 3elandoux
et la maison Car6, ou ils restent plantes, parlant chevaux, cours
, 169du ble." They enter only during the Gospel and leave five
seconds after the "ite missa est."
Yet Bazin is not overly charitable to the women. He makes
it obvious that most of them prefer going to high mass, the better
to show off their finery. They ritualistically follow the dictum 
of the Church since the double standard expects them to be more
moral and religious, and hcnco, their devotion seoms mechanically 
obedient. In attending mass, they ostensibly show that they are 
good and innocent, under the law of God as well as under the law 
of their husbands, firmly believing that "le genou sauve la cuisso."
Bazin demonstrates the lack of emotion, the passionless
submergence of conscience and the useless posture of Celine's
mother before a ceremony which should evoke reflection on her
sins of adultery. Celine thinks: "J'aurais voulu lui voir des
yeux ardents, des mains nerveusement serrees pour une terrible
priere ou, au contraire, les epaules effrondees, la tete molle
de la suppliante. Ou etait done sa verite? Rien dans son
attitude n'exprimait autre chose cue le souci de donner satisfac-
171tion aux usages. . . The Church simply fails to make one
responsible before the facts, instead, one can easily obey the 
letter of the Church and not the spirit. This is especially true 
with Catholicism where the cevout are guided rather unconsciously 
through the service by missals and rosaries and where priests 
dictate penances for the penitent. Although the Church requires 
conscientiousness and attention from the individual in order to 
obtain grace, this aspect is often ignored and personal responsi­
bility is referred to the anonymous, abstract Church.
K. Colu seems much more authentic than his wife, and he 
does not attend Church. M. Basin seems to admire him through Celine 
eyes in general, and her reaction to his failure to attend Church
J-O/
is no accoption. "Teto-do-drap" lives in notoriety, a unique indi­
vidual whose courage, responsibility, and freakishness place him 
above others. If he were to go to Church, "il lui aurait fallu se
d6couvrir et, cola, decemment, il ne le pouvait pas sans goner
172au moins vingt travees de fiddles." This has a significant 
double meaning. If he were to expose his hideous scar he would 
discourage the weak for whom humility and humanity are meaningless 
bywords of Christianity. It also carries the implication that if 
he were to discover that the source of his strength is individual 
and inherent, without props, he would protray gratuitous goodness 
which would challenge the very disciplines of religious doctrine.
Celine also admires him for distinguishing himself from other 
men who only pay lip service to the Church.
Celine symbolically imitates her father by quickly escaping 
from the Church at the end of the service, by way of the side 
entrance, so as not to make a grand, spectacular exit like the 
debutantes. She has the same distaste for this circus which 
clowns and apes frequent. Bazin is thus quite harsh on the moti­
vations and actions of the hollow faithful. Ke praises virtue 
and honesty in the ranks of those who set just standards which 
are superior to those practiced by the unconscious Sunday parti­
cipants. At this stage in his writing, he still must criticize 
and attack poor faith, and as yet, he has not found the courage 
he seeks among the religious lot.
172. Bazin, LTHuilo sur io feu, p. 22l±.
In Qui .j *oso aimer, Bazin finally portrays a Christian 
warrior who is admirable and authentic. Nathalie, the maid, is 
the defender of Church tradition, of principles by Church defini­
tion. She is constantly ready to drop homelies to guide the 
imbalanced Isa, and in comparison with other Christians we have 
encountered in Bazin*s works, and by comparison to the unfaithful 
around her, she appears correctly motivated and saintly. Yet, like 
all of Bazin’s heroes, she is not a paragon of good will and good 
faith. She too sins in narrowness and tenacity, in greed and 
overzealousness, but through it all she demonstrates courage and 
fidelity which are so attractive to Bazin.
Isa is like other Bazinian characters in that, for her, the 
service of the mass is a useless experience. Sometimes she skips 
mass if there is something "more important" to do. She is little 
concerned about the "faithful’s" opinion of her actions since 
they themselves are scornfully obedient. She knows that "ces 
bonnes filles se laissent parfois degrafer et le ruban bleu 
leur sert en somme a porter leur vertu en e c h a r p e . " ^ 3  But 
she also realises that the sins of the hypocritical do not excuse 
her own. She does not have faith however, in the prowess of the 
Church to solve her problems, or her mother’s. She possesses 
only "une piete de convention, une de ces mecaniques qui s*arretent 
des qu’une faute les coince et qui se mettent bientot a tourner 
a l’envers."^^ After submitting repeatedly to the sin of illicit
171 Bazin, Qui ,j ’ ose aimer, p. 173.
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love, she asks herself: "Mais comment ne pas se demander, avec
irritation, quolle hypocrisie vous faisait auparavant rerauer 
les lovreo?1’-'-̂^
She must feel that despite her adherence to the Church rules, 
she was still vulnerable and victimized, and the role of the Church 
is diminishod and impoverished in her eyes. She is perhaps not 
even aware that her unconscious obedience rendered the Church 
helpless in her ov.n situation, having sinned, she readily blames 
the Church and its followers for continuing a practice which people 
sin by, yet perpetuate in "bad conscience." At this point she 
now sees her mother in a new light and respects her courage to 
place her love against religious principles. Therefore, she 
cannot follow Nathalie's advice— to pray that her mother disavow 
marriage for salvation. Tor Isa, love is now stronger than reli­
gion, more natural and purposeful, and "s'il existe, l'enfer ne
17oreqoit pas 1*amour." This is a new stage in her life where 
she is no longer dominated by Maurice, or by her obsession to 
avenge her mother's "sin." V/ith this new evolution, she also 
emerges beyond the realms of the Church and its powers, and 
becomes personally responsible for her actions. Like other 
Bazinian child heroes, she is now ready to confront the situation 
with her new found principles, and in so doing, she places herself 
at the opposite ends of the religious pole in contrast to Nathalie.
175t Bazin, Qui ,i 'ose aimer, p. 173-
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Yet if Nathalie and Isa travel different paths, they meet 
at the common crossroad, La Fouve. Both are desirous of pre­
serving their family and their tradition. Isa will defy the Church 
by not getting married, even though pregnant, and Nathalie will 
silence the tongues of the churchgoers by defending Isa’s heroic 
actions. There is thus a coercion, a rapprochement of the two 
types of faith in a common bond against evil, as there was with 
Constance and Pascal. But in comparing Nathalie and Pascal, it 
is significant that Nathalie has a simpler faith than Pascal’s, 
a truer sense of justice and humanity, and a natural instinct for 
charity and fidelity. Pascal seeks a new grandiose role for his 
own salvation while Nathalie fights determinedly and staunchly 
to preserve faith in those she loves. Nathalie’s desire to domi­
nate and direct is for others, since she is convinced of her prin­
ciples, while Pascal’s is to justify the foundations of his faith.
Most important is the fact that Nathalie conquers where Pascal 
fails. Constance was a failure for Pascal because he could not 
fashion his religious spirit to match Constance’s integrity. But 
Nathalie can compromise and be elastic in her principles without 
damaging her basic belief in faith and Church teachings. With 
the advent of the illegitimate child, both Nathalie and Isa put 
their individual faiths to the test and both appear admirable.
Isa will be satisfied to find her place, while maintaining her 
strong willful character, under the rightful discipline of Nathalie 
Nathalie must, in turn, develop a compromise in her thinking, a now
element in her principles, to accompany a sacrificial role which 
is dominated by her love and new responsibility. Bazin has found 
his heroic, authentic Christian in Nathalie. He also shows more 
and more that his God is a God of lovo, and if God can require or 
stimulate courage, humanity, and fidelity, He deserves the same 
respect and attention as philosophies and movements which stimulate 
the same attitudes in society.
In Au Nom au fils, Bazin only lightly touches on religion, 
but in a significant fashion. Daniel Astin is one Bazinian 
character who has perhaps more weaknesses than strength. Daniel 
is very opinionated but never has the courage to carry out his 
convictions, with the notable exception of his relationship to 
Bruno. Very convinced of his own ideas, he does not need support 
by making others believe in him, nor does he believe in troubling 
their water if they think they see clearly. "Pour moi, la religion, 
c!est d’abord une certaine alimentation de 1*esprit. On est ce 
qu*on nait, on mange un certain pain, on s’y habitue, on n*en 
veut plus; la pitie filiale s*en mele, avec le gout des pompes, 
des explications simples, des assurances-survie; I’apologetique 
est censee faire le reste. Je n’etais pas fach£, au fond, que 
1*abstention de rces fils leur economisSt une formation que je 
tenais pour une deformation. . . ."-*-77
But M. Astin should realize that his criticism is on shaky 
grounds, for is it not possible that his children are not
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"rationally" inclined to reject this "deformity," but rathor, they 
are simply following his indifference by being accustomed to his 
example. Their decision to reject religion is no more individual 
or heroically unique than the decision of those who follow it in 
established Christian families? Had K. Astin debated religion 
with his children, brought it to the surface, tested it by 
experimental participation, coupled with individual and familial 
interpretation, then the children would have had a choice.
It is difficult to know M. Bazin's design since we cannot 
be sure that Astin mouths Bazin's thoughts here. Adding to the 
problem is the possibility that 3azin may be unaware of the 
implications and weaknesses of his thoughts as conveyed by M.
Astin, if indeed they are Bazin's complete thoughts. Or, on the 
other hand, perhaps we are dealing with the subtle Bazin, which, 
admittedly, is rare, and through understanding the weakness of 
Astin's character we see the feebleness of his religious attitude, 
thus placing Bazin within the ranks of those who arm Christians 
with weapons as formidable as their enemies’. The latter conclusion 
does seem most plausible however, in noting Bazin's quest for 
authenticity.
As we saw in Chapter I, Basin moves us to empathy and 
praise of M. Astin in spite of the fact that Astin’s actions 
are injurious and greedy in the main. For Bazin, Astin still 
represents a father who challenges a situation and formulates 
a new existence, and this is cortainly Bazin’s major thesis, as
it is with his heroes in general. Yet Bazin’s criticism, his wari­
ness of acceptance and sacrifice, shines through, and we are forced 
to question Astin*s motivations even if his tenderness and blind 
passion are touching, and thus, at best, M. Astin comes through as 
a stumbling but likeable character. If Constance then is a courageous 
"sainte laique," Y. Astin is a rather sympathetic, myopic doubter, 
and whereas she is strong and convincing, he is weak and unassuming. 
She puts nor particular brand of faith to the tost while he submerges 
his in order to not influence and to not be responsible. And in 
reviewing K. Astin*s dualism, as well as M. Bazin’s reservations 
about him, it is perhaps the 'Wisest conclusion to witness his 
religious attitude as indicative of his shortsightedness and 
neglect. And surely if Constance and M. Astin are both equally 
representative of the Bazinian anti-religious hero, it is obvious 
that the latter "hero" leaves himself much more open to attack, 
demonstrating that Bazin has turned a critical eye on one of his 
allied critics.
In Be_ Yatrimoins, we witness as has been said, the final 
thesis of Bazin’s evolution. This work deeply explores and 
exposes the phenomenon of two people living together, with their 
joys and dilemmas, in a modern society. Bazin’s critical view 
is not lost, but his criticism, his desire to fight false values 
and traditional inanities, seems overshadowed by his attempt 
to understand the positive points of a static social system. As 
3rasse-Bouillon learned that he was striking only at the flanks of
society when attacking his parents, Bazin realizes that his blovrs 
at weak representatives of the social system are also short of the 
mark. It is in this work that Bazin best demonstrates that "accepter 
n'est pas toujours rendre," but that acceptance in good conscience 
is a superior awareness worthy of new heroes. This attitude is 
very noticeable in his treatment of religion.
To Abel Bretaudeau, religion is simply another element which 
usurps his freedom and individualism. It is, for example, reli­
gious mores and principles which hamper relations between him and 
his wife, for they must decide at the very outset of their marriage 
whether to obey the Church or their consciences about having 
children. And this very practical question, confused by considera­
tion of Church doctrine, even interrupts the natural intimacy and 
spontaneity of their first marital consummation, './here is God's 
rightful place in this relationship? V/as God really a master 
planner? Abel says: "’Au commencement etait le pere. . . et
rien n’a ete cree sans lui!’ II a fait l1amour, le bon bougre,
178et, le reste, il ne I1a pas fait expres."
Abel feels that women are abused by the system. They are 
requested to carry the banner without having the right to discuss 
the maneuvers. Their total social interaction is defined by the 
masculine Church which automatically fails to understand the 
female’s role. And even the distinction of the Virgin Mary 
belonging to the holy ranks does not carry the necessary essential
rapport for them. "Lo seul honncur fait h son sexe, honnour qui 
vraiment n'est pas mince, c'est 1'Incarnation, en favour de la 
Vierge-Kere. Encore est-il que dans 1'exaltation de la virginita, 
etat priviligie, il y a quelque affront pour les femmes. . .
For Abel religion greatly excludes women, teaching them to band 
together, in a servile fashion, to mechanically carry out their 
functions in order to appease the judicial Church and their wary 
seigneur-husbands. As Abel sees it, women do not question, do not 
care to put belief to the test, and they only disavow when it 
strictly opposes their sentimental nature. For example, Mariette 
cannot accept hell, since such punishment would require a wrath­
ful God, bent on vengeance. But, on other religious matters, it 
is impossible for Abel to understand their naivete and principled 
adherence to a system which betrays them. He says of his wife 
that she is "plus sensible aux contiguites qu'sux continuites,
elle vous lache, par bribes, des aper^us qui ne relevent pas
180de la doctrine, mais au sentiment." And this is apparently 
the sum of women's religious convictions for him.
This attitude toward religion, as toward any doctrine, can 
establish a schism between man and wife, and it can become a clear 
demarcation which is perpetuated by daily activities. Abel 
perhaps feels that his wife's allegiance to the Church is blind an 
irrational and he begrudges his loss of authority and influence, 
he stands on the sidelines, watching her play a game which his
sex invented, while he remains incredulous and inactive before 
her seal. This sontimont is beautifully portrayed at the baptismal 
scene of their first child. Only the women know how to follow the 
ritual which seems all the more ridiculous to Abel since it is 
in modern French. The priest looks at the men, and Abel realizes 
that he is simply an insipid witness, allowing his son to have a 
choice made for him, without the son-s or the father’s real consent. 
The men and women are in different camps, both victimized in 
different ways, and the child submits to the first imposition 
outside the father’s discipline. 11. . . ces femmes trop bien 
rises qui ne viennent point offrir au Createur sa jeune creature, 
mais plutot lui emprunter ses pompes pour glorifier l’etat civil;
et ces honmes attentifs a se bien dormer 1‘air de chercher a avoir
, . ..181 l’air seneux."
Abel is fighting to remain free anc individual in a society 
that scarcely allows it. The "band" of women affecting his 
household, the children demanding his attention, the lack of 
outlets for personal satisfaction outside the home imprison 
him, and religion is a very binding, strapping force in play.
The baptismal scene is typical of his place, his feelings of being 
a "stranger." When he at last dominates, by following passionately 
his need to conquer, he realizes through the extramarital seduction 
that this is not the answer for his ego. He cannot forget the 
motivations behind his wife’s actions, the significance of her
181, Bazin, Le Matrimoine, p. llii.
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unconscious fidelity and her religious morality. He can no longer 
authentically criticize tradition and Church discipline, since, in 
his own realm of awareness, the Christians around him seem to guide 
their lives better and more comfortably than he, and he has been 
profiting by it.
vtfe certainly do not expect Abel to become religious, but he 
does become tolerant and appreciative. He will never be able 
to objectively play the Christian role, utilizing all its 
trappings, but he will not destroy its "idols" so efficacious 
for Christians. He discovers that it takes courage, discipline 
and sacrifice to live within the shadows of religion, avoiding 
shedding damaging light on it, for his family!s sake. To destroy 
it for his own gratification, in order to display his superiority 
and individualism, would be tantamount to destroying dreams that 
bring results. In truth, the humane acceptance of his family’s 
beliefs, the tactful suppression of his iconoclasism, adds to 
his stature, giving him both superiority and charity, incorporated 
in his new role in a conventional life. The production of goodness 
and humanity, regardless of the source, is acceptable to Abel 
in his new magnanimity. And perhaps we do not err greatly if 
we see Abel as the latest, and perhaps finalized, Bazinian 
representative of social and religious thought.
3. Sex
What is most significant in 3azin's treatment of sex is his 
timidity and gentleness. He eschews the purely sordid, the 
licentious and vulgar elements of sex. He barely exploits the 
physicalness of sex and the interesting peripheral highlights 
so apparently essential for the "best seller" today. In an 
age where psychologists, scientists and philosophers carry on 
Freud’s work, exposing and exploring the most outrageous and 
devious sexual activities in the name of science and humanity,
Bazin remains constantly aloof. In an age when Celine, Genet, 
and Sartre examine the baseness, the animalism of sex, with an 
eye to redefining man, Bazin still chooses to work within the 
old system. His goal is narrower, but perhaps no less utilitarian, 
as he discloses man’s attitudes on sex, his personality formation 
and reformation in the wake and aftermath of sexual contact. Bazin 
reaches out as a sociologist, and with expansive, realistic vision, 
he notes the force of sex on the individual and on the family.
Evidently Bazin realizes the import of sex on human condition, 
as he untiringly treats the subject throughout his novels. Jean 
Rezeau and Arthur Gerane have several affairs in their formative 
years. Mma Rezeau, Mme Meliset partake of extramarital sex, deeply 
affecting their families, while M. Meliset, M. Bretaudeau and M. 
Astin carry out the same designs on the male side of the chart.
Even the young girls are not overlooked, as Catherine Rumas, 
Isabelle Duplon, Louise Astin and Annick (Marietta Astin’s cousin),
succumb to sexual promiscuity. In none of these cases is sex utilized 
by Bazin for any purpose other than personality exposure. For Bazin 
sex is but another element in play in society, a rather natural force 
■which, when misunderstood and abused, like religion, can cause 
serious repercussions. Sex can uniquely situate and define man, 
disclose his personality and his relation to the family; this is 
Bazin’s concern.
He portrays, in the main, man’s attempt to experiment outside 
the codified bounds as a means of individual expression, while 
limiting his praise of conventional sex mores to one novel, Le 
Matrirnoine. Yet this praise is not out of character since Bazin 
demonstrates the weaknesses and pitfalls of those who capitalize 
on sex for ego gratification, and he also shows the harsh effects 
on those who are victimized by indifference and naivete. There 
is no "hero worship" of those who defy in this area as there was 
with the religious offender acting on sound principles. For Bazin, 
sex is not a good tool for heroic individualism, it can only have 
negative effects when used for this purpose. Sexual experimentation 
is a weak means for gaining responsible stability since it is 
generally natural, unconscious, and passionate. Only when sex is 
critically examined and appraised, placed in its rightful perspec­
tive, to serve humanity, can it be a useful ingredient for man’s 
self-determination.
Brasse-Bouillon, Arthur Gerane, Maurice Meliset use sex as 
revenge, an attempt to dominate and escape annihilation. Brasse-
Bouillon, being in a home where sex was not discussed, where sex 
was only for propagation purposes, delights in his scandalous 
seductions. He conquers through sex, glorifying his own virility 
through the debasement of the seduced object, destroying his mother 
and her values, but destroying himself in turn. For Arthur, seduc­
tion is but another escape, a voyage without luggage which frees 
him from commitments. Sex is but another appetite, to be appeased 
whenever the hunger strikes, and it fills a need which remains 
meaningless to him. For Maurice, his digressions with Isabelle 
are an escape from his sick wife, from the marriage trap that she 
concocted. He seduces Isa in order to dominate the prison created 
by La Fouve and the female tribe, to seek the same respect and 
submission that he finds in the outside world. Abel Bretaudeau 
feels compelled to sexually experiment outside his home because 
he feels ostracized and ignored in his fatherly role. For self- 
respect and confidence he seduces his wife’s young cousin, thinking 
to find a fountain of youth and a role as glorious as Ponce de 
Leon’s for the salvation of his aging image.
Bazin depicts his male offenders as needing recourse to 
the sexual act several times in order to make their effort mean­
ingful. Brasse-Bouillon seduces several young girls, repeatedly, 
after the initial contact, for the preservation of his image and 
for complete domination over his submissive mate. Only then is 
the affair worthwhile to him, after he has established his glory 
by situating himself in his rightful place. This attitude allows
no room for mutual exchange, only approval of his prowess as he 
sets up a master-serf relationship. Arthur G6rane violates his 
women as frequently as possible before discarding them on the 
slightest pretext. Maurice M6liset quickly seduces Isabelle the 
day after their "sexual accident" to guarantee his position 
and to set the tone for their roles in the future. Abel Bretaudeau 
must prove to himself that Annick's submission was not a submission 
of the moment, that her attraction for him did not simply belong 
to a propitious occasion. He will take risks, act indiscriminately 
and childishly to perpetuate the affair, to prove that he is 
competitive with the young suitors. Daniel Astin will keep abusing 
Karie while remaining uncertain and irresponsible about their future.
Bazin sees males as basically insecure, with concepts of sex 
which are hazy at best. Their ignorance, lack of respect for 
the opposite sex, their immaturity in the face of such an important 
social and human contact, overwhelms them, causing them to liter­
ally punish and subjugate the opposite sex for their own ressurrec- 
tion. Sexual superiority must be maintained by domination, this 
is the surest sign to them of the strength and glory of the male.
This action and attitude is an extremely dangerous position if 
compatability is to be reached. As Paule points out to 3rasse- 
3ouillon, men constantly put women to the test while expecting 
the virtue of women in general to remain intact. Daniel Astin 
realizes this same phenomenon: "si brute qu*il soit, si faneur
de femmes, tout homme attend de sa fille la resistance qu’il
182attaque ailleurs." It is this dualism in men which hampers 
them from reaching an efficacious harmony with the opposite sex.
Only when they reduce their ego which demands victory, only when 
they can treat all individual women as representative of women 
in general, can the male find peace and satisfaction in marital 
arrangement or rearrangement which follows these excursions. This 
theory is deducible from Bazin’s depictions of the suffering, 
confused male, who remains such until he changes his attitude on sex.
Sexually permissive and irresponsible women also receive 
Bazin’s harsh criticism. All too frequently women repay that 
society which places them in servitude by selling themselves all 
the more. Through sex they feel that they are liberating them­
selves, asserting a new independence which places them on equal 
footing with men. Some of Bazin’s women seem to attempt to rival 
men, seeking revenge for their inferior position, and thus, mis­
understanding the male’s motivations behind the sexual contact, 
they lose more ground than they gain. Bazin also shows how the 
bright lights, luxury, and glamour of the modern world seduce the 
innocent and naive by projecting a glittering, progressive, com­
petitive role for women, which they are incapable of responsibly 
following. Still others are seduced by their isolation, inexperi­
ence, and protective background. In almost all of these cases, 
the weaknesses and vulnerability of women can be traced to their 
unhappy home life and to their lack of sex education. For the
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most part, they are ignored and mistreated, expected to be moral 
because men in general, the Church and tradition in particular, 
demand it. If Bazin points out women's weaknesses in the area 
of sex, he also discloses the conditions which generally account 
for their actions and attitude.
Mme Rezeau takes revenge on her insensitive parents, who 
sold her to an uncaring husband, by having an illegitimate child. 
Perhaps her adventure is parallel to her son's as she sees this 
sex gambit as a means of vindicating herself. She probably 
lowers herself in order to retaliate against her parents cold 
disciplining and the Church's desire that sex be a duty. We 
cannot imagine lime Rezeau submitting unconsciously. Given her 
strength, her fierce tenacity and dominating will, we realize 
that such an affair must have had calculated results for her.
'We know also that she is positive that Michel is illegitimate, 
meaning that there was undoubtedly some sexual abstention between 
her and her husband, and thus the affair had the added dividend 
for her of secret domination over her spouse.
Mme Colu follows a quite similar pattern, although Bazin 
does not at all excuse her transgressions even though he poignantly 
discloses the sources of such actions. Married young, to a handsome 
young man, she cannot stand her loss of prestige and lack of luster 
after M. Colu is disfigured. It is impossible for her to compromise 
her old dreams with the obviously drab future which her earnest, 
kind, but ugly husband projects for her. She must recapture her
youth, remain attractive and popular before her younger admirers, 
until she finally capsizes joyously. She gives herself to a 
"man about town" who is quite reputable in this field, and in so 
doing, she shows that love is not what she seeks, but rather, 
the pride in thinking that she is actually competing with younger 
women. In her distorted thinking she feels that she is conquering, 
rather than being cheaply conquered, and hence she feels superior 
to her sexually faithful husband. For her, this is her best 
means of vengeance against her husband and unhappy marriage.
Qui .1 *Q3e aimer, which has illicit love as the principal 
leitmotif, Bazin draws an interesting parallel between mother 
and daughter. Both belong to the cloistered tradition of La 
Fouve where only the female influence is visible, and both fall 
prey to the same man because of their naivete and sheltered 
personalities. Yet there is a significant difference dividing 
the two generations. While both use Maurice as a revenge tool 
(the mother against her former husband, Isa against her mother), 
the mother consciously submits for a purpose while the daughter 
posteriorly realizes her motives. The mother’s calculated act 
clouds the daughter's moral opinion and she follows suit 
irresponsibly to pay the mother back. 3azin shows how sexual 
promiscuity is passed down the lineage, how poor example is 
imitated by the offspring, either by rejection or ignorance.
Catherine Rumas and Louise Astin are neglected children, 
living the dreams of children. Both are vulnerable to money and
fame, and both are seduced by their naive vision of society’s 
demands. Louise receives little help from her father, who 
guardedly gives out minimal guidance and rare dialogues concerning 
sex. He feels that his children should be independent and respon­
sible by being released from his auspices. Like a humanist, he 
believes that unrestrained free men alviays work for good, and 
he is shocked to discover that Louise even suggests that her 
father have a mistress. "Que tu la voies, je ne dis pas, c’est 
normal apres tout, tu es seul. Mais pourquoi l’epouser?"^^ She 
will simply chase the candelabra life and all it entails, while 
being devoid of real values. Constance notes that Catherine is 
only a shell of a person also. A bright veneer and a glamorous
front hide her shallowness. She is like the stamps she collects,
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notices Constance. This "nymphe au coeur infidele," lacking 
intelligence and experience, will fall prey in the show business 
world that Constance opens up for her— another of Constance's victims 
who have "buts sans les moyens." She will cuckold Serge Houy and 
he will continue to climb the business and social ladder off the 
backs of women— a well-matched couple acting in ignorance and 
possessing false values, who abuse others and themselves.
The results of such ill unions are clearly outlined in 
Bazin’s works. We must admit that Bazin is perhaps not always 
conscious of drawing moral conclusions from the sexual exposure, 
but we see that it is an important element in personality structure,
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and it delineates the scene more fully. Obviously good writers 
seek plot tension through major conflicts, and the sign of a good 
artist is to utilize sex in a secondary capacity, as a footnote 
rather than an interpolation, and this Bazin does. Even in 
Qui j *036 aimer and L’Huile sur le feu, fairly saturated with 
sex elements, the sexual aspect adds but another dimension. It 
appears to be both a catalyst for personality solidification as 
well as a psychological reflector of motivations, augmenting the 
tone of the novel. But vie cannot be mistaken about the importance 
of the results of inauthentic sexual relations, deduced from Bazin’s 
portrayal.
Once sexual attitudes are formulated, the individual seems 
branded, forced to incorporate them as an integral part of his 
make-up and outlook, and he will continue to allow sex to help 
determine him until there is a new sexual awareness. Fredie 
Rezeau reviews his sexual awakenings as another problem, an 
inconvenience added to the others, and with this initial attitude, 
adjustment will be difficult in later endeavors. Brasse-Bouillon 
rises to the challenge to kill this new viper, and with his initial 
feelings about sex, he quixotically challenges women until fate 
pulls him out of a dive that would have forever mottled his rela­
tions with women and society. Witness the extreme aberrations 
of Mme Rezeau viho reacts to her past sexual disgrace by reigning 
with a blinded sense of injustice toward her legitimate offspring. 
Catherine Rurnas quickly learns the value of her sexual power and
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she has no qualms about giving herself to an official to release 
her husband from jail. Mme Colu will offend her daughter, to the 
point of losing her, even have herself beaten up, in order to 
break her contract after she has tasted the forbidden fruit. Mme 
Duplon will forsake La Fouve and disregard her faith and her family 
after an illicit love takes hold of her, while Maurice Meliset 
will seriously jeopardize his career in order to maintain his 
image as a dominant seducer.
Most of these characters fail to evolve sexually; they 
remain patterned after their early attitudes and experiences.
However, there are notable exceptions and we realize that the 
new sexual outlook is a significant element in the transformation 
of character, leading to a healthier stability. Such Bazinian 
characters review their sex pattern and realize how it psychologi­
cally points out their weaknesses and confusion, their incomplete 
character.
Brasse-Bouillon discovers, through his sexual contact with 
Paule, that he has been abusing women as a means of revenge and 
for ego fulfillment. Paule gives in graciously, mothers him, and 
for the first time, establishes a meaningful rapport for him 
between the sexes. Most significant is the fact that through 
her sexual attitude she is able to show him that women do submit 
sexually out of love and respect, therefore, he should take this 
into account before he pushes his intended into a premarital 
sexual experience. With his current attitude on sex, such an
experience could relegate his fianceo to the ranks of hi3 detest­
able mother in his eyes. Erasse-Bouillon1s acceptance of this dis­
covery comes at a time when he is experiencing various revelations 
about himself, and this adds to his personality which will now 
seek new definitions about love and humanity. Arthur Gerane 
will arrive at a similar conclusion. He finally realizes that 
his sexual exploits were pointless, diagonal attacks against 
society ’which caused him to place his wife among those who were 
to be abused. VJhen he discovers that her patience, fidelity’ 
and love are superior, he realizes that he has in essence raped 
and dishonored his wife. Because of his confinement, there is 
no occasion to witness the sexual change brought about by such 
an attitude, but Arthur’s atonement and repentance are good signs 
that a new sexual agreement will be in force if and when he is 
released.
Isa Duplon first tries to justify her seduction as the 
exploitation of deep, mysterious passions which enigmatically 
forced her to succumb. Then for a week she submits to Maurice’s 
avaricious demands, while rather hypnotically attempting to 
convince herself that Maurice needed her, that her sick mother 
compelled her to find release, and that the relationship was a 
just revenge against her traitorous mother. Her mother’s death 
brings her out of her "trance, " and she awakens to the fact that 
her relationship was abominable. Again we have no way of knowing 
how she will react to sex in the future since she condemns herself
to La Fouve and to her illegitimate child. But her sexual contact 
was instrumental in her discovery of horsolf, and if sho is defen­
sive and somewhat discouraged about the designs of sex, she is no 
longer vulnerable and naive.
Abel Bretaudeau’s extramarital sexual relationship also has 
a renascent affect. He learns to be contemptuous of his alter 
ego which demands superiority through sex. He discovers that 
he is risking losing his wife and family for the sake of a dubious 
glory. Kis sexual union becomes stale on the outside, incongruous 
at home, as he realizes the imbalance in his character caused by 
an impossible desire to recapture his youth on one hand, and the 
need to gain a respectable position in the home or. the other hand. 
Through comparing his two relationships, he realizes that his 
wife’s condition and rapport with him, based on honesty, trust, 
and concern, now place her in a new light, and his mistress appears 
to be a flighty, irresponsible adventure-seeker.
Bazin changes his tone, as regards sex, in his last two novels. 
The sexual adventures of Daniel Astin and Abel Bretaudeau still 
fit in the general pattern of sexual experimentation as has been 
outlined, but there is a greater desire on Bazin’s part to diagram 
the attitudes on sex, in the family, and to utilize its quotidian 
aspect as an important element for rapport between the members.
In his earlier novels, there is scarce reference to the actual 
physicalness of sex and attitudes about it. Scarcer yet, is any 
discussion between members of the family concerning sex and its
problems. With few exceptions Bazin seemed satisfied to describe 
sexual activity as a personality outlet, while abandoning psycholo­
gical penetration of the passion. Bazin's new emphasis and breadth 
on sex in his last two novels, is in keeping with his new, evolving 
project— to delve into the very soul of those elements which deter­
mine societal interaction.
Au Worn du fils is a beautiful portrait of a father trying to 
raise three children. Bazin shows how the father's individual 
needs, the generation gap, and interference from the outside cause 
serious conflicts. .For the most part, M. Astin is frustrated in 
his attempts to guide his children; they constantly slip out of 
his grasp and he seems quite awkward and helpless. Yet he remains 
extremely concerned, albeit timid, and his awareness of his children's 
development is very perceptive.
Sex is of course an integral part of development, and M. Astin 
appears constantly shocked at the distance between him and his 
children in this area. Pie sees, by chance, his daughter exploring 
her sexual awakenings in the arms of "un gaillard en blue-jeans, 
and he wonders if he has given his children the necessary sexual 
preparation. He says: "Je tremblais a l'idee d'ouvrir la bouche
pour avertir mes enfants et remplacer chez eux la vieille peur, 
melee ^ la vieille curiosite de 'ces choses3 par cette bonne
186franchise familiale qui est la seule veritable education sexuelle."
185. Bazin, Au Horn du fils, p. 77.
He say3 that he gave Michel "’ce qu’un jeune homrne doit savoir,1,1 and 
that, "il [Michel] l’avait rang6 entre deux dictionnaires et j'esperais 
que Bruno l'y avait deniche. C’etait tout. Je laissais le re3te 
a lour innocence. . . .
M. Astin cannot repress his feelings of failure, his isola­
tion before the sexual development of his children. He is horri­
fied when his daughter suggests that he have a mistress. He says 
to himself: "Monsieur Astin, vous n ’avez pas m e  fille sur mesures,
mais telle que les taille en serie sa generation. . . . Notre 
morale de concurrence lui semble m e  autre hypocrisie. Le rnal
-> op
pour elle est le nuisible." The ethical formula of this
generation considers the practical, realistic consequences rather
than the universal traditional values of such involvements, and M.
Astin seems old and lonely. He has serious doubts about his
daughter’s virginity, and hopes that his guidance, his willingness
to liberate her to her own conscience, was not responsible for
any of her misconceptions. "Une affreuse formule d5etudiant
m’impeste les levres: ’je ne mettrais pas ma fortme en actions
sur son pucelage.’ . . . j’ai beau dire, moi qui t’ai lachee trop
tot, qui t’ai sacrifice a ton independence, j'espere m  peu, beaucoup,
189que tu es encore ce que tu pourrais etre, apres -.tout sans miracle."
He doubts his daughter because he doubts that his laissez-faire 
guidance was in good faith. He is incapable of demanding or commanding
187. Bazin, Au Korn du fils, p. 83.
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since he realizes that his generation, he in particular, fail 
to live by a codo which could be exomplary; this generation will 
not follow what is preached and not practiced.
What is most revealing is the tender, mutual relationship 
between M. Astin and his "adopted son," Bruno. M. Astin is joyful 
when he discovers 3runo’s naturalism and honesty, and he gains a 
great deal of understanding about the younger generation through 
him. Bruno reveals his intimate struggle with sex which is just 
beginning to blossom in him. After seeing a strikingly seductive 
girl, he confides to his father: "Tu penses, comme e’est commode,
apres, le soir, de se resister! Tu y arrivais toi?"-^0 The father
a  Q*|manages to answer: "Nous sommes tous les memes, tu sais." 7 The
confidence of his son fills him with pride, a new sense of belonging 
and participation. The child actually clarifies the past misgivings 
of the father concerning his own initial sexual contacts. This 
reversal of the didactic process is a grounds for a meaningful 
rapprochement between father and son, and the father is elated to 
be resurrected.
Bruno’s reaction to his sister’s sexual experimentation is 
also revealing to the disgruntled, anxious father. Bruno says:
"Le temps est passe ou les filles attendaient preneur, comme les 
salades chez l’epicier, en priant Bieu d’etre encore fraichesi"^2 
And Bruno, to convince his aunt, adds that such girls will not
1?0. Bazin, Au Korn du fils, p. 112.
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be denounced by his generation: "Pas nous: voila le changement.
Nous, nous ne meprisons pas les filles apr&s nous etre servis 
193d’elles." 7 Tliis is the new Bazin, the more emphatic Bazin 
who is more concernod vrith modern, universal sox appraisal, and 
its affiliation with social living, than with sexual activity 
and its explanation of character. If tnere is a universal 
sentiment on sex, an authentic agreement on its character and 
role, the fitful, irrational, irresponsible sex acts of the past 
will be rendered hypocritical and immoral by the new label of 
morality.
Bazin draws this moral in flagrant fashion when Bruno accepts
his love and responsibility by marrying Odile, his pregnant
girlfriend. Ke becomes more moral than his father and in his
naturalness, goodness and honesty, his values seem superior to
the preceding generation’s. H. Astin notes that the young couple
"n’ont pas honte, tous deuxj ils sont settlement ennuyes, ils ont
eu peur de rendre des comptes a ces parents qui vivent encore
sur des notions abstractes et semi-religieuses de puret6, d’integrite,
de legalite, quand suffisent si bien, du coeur qomme du corps, la
1 9 l ifranchise et la simplicite." 7 This is Basin's final message in 
this novel. He shows that the younger generation has really 
bested M. Astin’s, has even weaned him on its new sexual ethics, 
and finally, through the ensuing rapprochement of the generations, 
there arises a new appreciation and harmony between father and son.
J.7U
Le Matrimoine is perhaps one of the best sexual guides in 
popular package to ever be produced. In this work Bazin exposes 
sex naturally, and frankly, with a perceptive psychology which 
relates extremely well to the modern. Thoro exists both the 
intimacy, based on livid experiences, and the rather universal 
flavor in this novel. Bazin manages to maintain a plot with 
the trappings of a unique tone \7hile utilizing underlying elements 
which are in force in most marriages. Abel Bretaudeau is a 
singular character in many ways, and the work is novelistic 
because of it, yet his relationship to his family and to society 
is a common one, paralleled in many homes.
The work is divided into chapters, comprising individually 
the years from 1953-1967, paralleling the years of their marriage.
Bazin establishes the importance of sex from the outset. Abel 
says that he marries Mariette, instead of his mistress Odile, because 
it is a more advantageous marriage, considering their familial back­
grounds. Yet the sexual aspect is also a major consideration. "J’ai 
sans doute epouse Mariette parce que. . . c’etait le seul moyen 
de l*avoir; ce qui n’avait pas ete necessaire pour O d i l e . H e r  
sexual resistance is the major cause for his respect, and her 
other qualities soon bring him around to devotional love, proving 
that Bazin believes in the traditional importance of chastity 
as a headliner attraction for marriage.
Bazin then strikingly delves into sex, as he does into other 
areas, in order to demonstrate the basic differences of male and
195. Bazin, Le Matrimoine, p. 13.
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female as they try to maintain their marriage with some semblance
of compatability. And sex is one of the dominant elements in
this union— an element to be reckoned with constantly. "Et toujours,
et toujours l’6ternel probleme, trois cent soixante-cinq fois
nocturnes: 1*amour a faire. A faire r6guli6rement comme on fait
196la cuisine, comme on fait le menage. . ." This is not to 
suggest that 3azin advocates an avaricious appetite in sexual 
contact, rather, he wishes to show that the attitudes, desires, 
and needs surrounding sex, need daily attention if intercourse 
is to be meaningful.
This constant survey is necessary if the partners are to 
resolve their fundamental differences concerning sex, since 
their attitudes are variable and their sexual expression is basic 
to their sex. For Abel Bretaudeau has an esprit gaillard, notice­
able in his expressions such as: "C’est tout de meme pratique,
la beaute, chez une fille. Pour reussir elle n*a plus qu*a
197oter, legalement, sa culotte." Like other Bazinian males 
he also needs to sexually dominate, reducing his wife while 
elevating himself. "Je l’aplatis, tout habillee, la mince patronne! 
Je me la fais c£der a son seigneur. . . . Quanh tu haletes, mon 
tresor, une chose devient certaine: c'est que je suis le maitre
a bord de son plaisir."^^ Mariette on the other hand sees sex 
a3 the most basic exchange of affection and belonging between ■
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man and wife. "Elle prefere confusement la rente. La rassurante
rente. Le rite, la preuve par la fonction. J’allais dire: le
199devoir. Je dis: la politesse." Because the sexual act is
a means of nourishing and fulfilling her husband, Mariette
possesses that attractive admixture of quiet joy and sincere
chastity in her sexual activities, causing her husband to remark:
"Tout ce qu’elle ose est comme sacralise. C’est a becourager le
cochon qui sommoille: quoi qu’il tente, elle le beatifie."^^
Abel is caught up in the glory of sex, the physicalness of
the act, and he attempts to seize the moment and conquer it
physically. "Cette chair fraiche, prise, reprise et dont on
n1arrive pas a se rassasier, elle seule vous inspire cette
201gratitude, qui monte haut et soudain participe au sacre."
Kariette, however, is either imbued with St. Paul’s warning 
about the flesh, or relegates the physicalness of sex below the 
spiritualness of sex.
As if the natural differences between the sexes are not 
difficult enough to resolve, other ingredients are soon added 
which cause damaging blows to fall on their unsteady union. Abel 
wishes to maintain a naturalness, a spontaneity in their relation­
ship, but he quickly learns that the modern woman considers the 
advent of children from the very outset of the marriage. The 
husband soon learns to consult the spouse before liberating
199. Bazin, Le Matrimoine, p. 172.
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himsolf to his expectations. "Voyons, ma cherie, qu'allons-nous
employer? Quel preservatif? 3i tu ne veux pas, dis-moi au
*  202 moins ou tu en es de ton calcul Ogino. . . ."*■ The beauty of
the moment and the delicious nonchalance is overshadowed by the
possible results. To the concern about the arrival of children
is added the concern over the woman's health. "La Chronique
glandulaire, elle a bien sa vertu: c'est le plus sur antidote
203de la romance." The husband, as Abel sees him, becomes a 
ravager, an infectious symbiont capable of injuring his host, 
and he is seemingly misplaced and ostracized.
Abel wants to remain at a distance in a sense. Familiarity, 
over-exposure to his spouse, detracts from her seductiveness. He 
wishes to stay unseeing and divorced from the intimacy of the 
female world. He is repulsed by the sight of his wife being 
"harnessed" with her girdle, stocking attachments and curlers.
He would like the transformation from attractive attire to seduc­
tive nudity to skip the intermediate stage. Yet he is also very 
possessive and believes that nothing should come between their 
attachment, their unique lien. Kis wife, however, desires to 
extend her love, seeing in her children the expansion of their 
union, and she encompasses her children with her voluminous love, 
not realizing that her two loves are somewhat divorced in her 
husband's eyes.
202. Bazin, Le Katrimolno, p. 23.
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Abel does not want to see Mariette*s sexual physicalness
deteriorated by the insistence of mechanical or "base" physicalness.
Abel happily abandons his wife during delivery, gladdened that
he is so advised and can avoid seeing his wife as "cette fernrae
hagarde, suante, sanglante, ecartee comme une grenouille, "20U
because it is possible to "prendre le risque de desoler pour
20$longtemps la fragilite du desir." Ke is appalled that his 
wifo, in caring for tho children, can go from "ravi33ar.it au
2q5repugnant, du miel a la crotte." He jealously witnesses the 
transformation of her physical appeal when she nurses their 
child: " . . .  elle exhibe en fanille ces objets jusqu*ici
esthethiques, erotiques, reserves a ma paume, maintenant
207fonctxonnels, irapudiquement, volumineusement mammaires."
Thus the marriage seems fractured, as it follows a rather 
natural course owing to the distinct sexual attitudes of both 
partners. It appears obvious to Bazin that such a problem is 
inevitable and somewhat unavoidable so long as each partner 
fails to compromise or fit into the sexual complexion of his mate. 
Yet, upon close inspection, Bazin seems to stack up the praises 
on the female side of the ledger. It is she who is more expansive, 
more totally devoted and more sacrificial, while Abel is more 
egotistical and restrictive in his demands. She of course could 
compromise, carefully separating the sexual from the maternal,
20li. Bazin, Le Matrimoine, p. 97 •
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the seductive from the natural, but this at the risk of endangering 
her maternity. The distinction between wife and mother is indeed 
marginal. Abel, however, could revise his sexual appraisal which 
bears so greatly on his desire to simply possess his wife, and 
evolve to new heights of paternal involvement, sharing his wife 
with the mother role while coalescing his husband role with the 
father role.
This is what Abel discovers that he must do after his 
escapade with Anniclc. His wife will never again bo the mysterious, 
novel creature that she was formerly, before she engaged herself 
to a family. Abel realizes that his sexual urge was a sign of 
his immaturity, a desire to keep his youthful fires burning 
instead of accepting a tepid stability with his wife. And in 
their private moments, in the respite from children's intrusions 
and old sexual conflicts, a new tenderness and singleness of 
purpose will unite them as never before.
There is a concern for perfection in this work, and the 
same Bazinian ferociousness to sharply focus is discernibly 
visible in Le Matrimoine. Perhaps there is a great deal of 
the personal Bazin in this novel. It is probably significant 
that he dedicates this work to his wife. Significant also is 
Odile, Abel’s former girlfriend, who is revisited in the novel, 
for the sake of comparing the past and the present, the mistress 
and the wife, since Odile is also like the name of Bazin’s fir-st 
wife (Odette). Notable also are the four children in the novel
and the role they play, since Bazin, with his "brood" has commented 
at length on his relation to children which parallels Abel’s rela­
tionship.*^ Suffice it to say that Bazin’s clarity of design, 
his perceptive outline and realistic delineation, point to a crea­
tion based on experience. The sexual aspect is treated well, with 
a design to demonstrating that fundamental attitudes about it must 
be aired. And if sex is to maintain a commanding role in marriage, 
the feolings toward it must evolve so that sex is in harmony with 
the marital pattern seeking a meaningful unity.
C. Social Classes
There is probably nothing so strikingly telltale of Bazin’s 
evolution as his treatment of classes. It is his study of classes 
which best traces and situates his revolt and his recent 
enracinement. With some measure of victory already assured for 
the lower classes by 19U8 in their struggles against the high 
bourgeoisie, Bazin rakes over the coals of the past to reconstruct 
in flamboyant style the social situation twenty years prior to 
Vipere au poing. He heaps more ashes on the dying "spiritual 
bourgeoisie," thus finding himself suddenly alligned with the 
left. What many people failed to realize was that Bazin’s 
attack was diagonal and personal— a desire to crush the parti­
cular bourgeoisie mold which fashioned him, as represented by
208. Danielle Hunebelle, Elle, August U, 1961, p. $.
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his parents and the system that they established. His attack 
against the bourgeoisie was not a commitment to the ideals of 
the lower classes, but rather, an attack to sever the lien 
with his family.
Overnight he became a glorious rebel to the masses, another 
Rousseau to their defense. His very success shocked him and 
he was probably immediately aware that he had now been fashioned 
more than ever by his past, by his bourgeois foundation. The 
people had been mistaken in seeing in his retaliation the seeds 
for lov:er class revolution. His attack against the bourgeoisie 
had been narrow, designed to distinguish himself and resurrect 
himself to new heights of individualism, and now that the "rabble" 
felt that he had espoused their cause, now that his work was being 
exploited for universal propaganda, he felt the necessity of 
clarifying and reiterating his stand on classes.
He learned like a multitude of authors before him that 
controversial works are like an abstract painting, and different 
factions of society read into it what they desire to read. La 
Kort du petit cheval clarifies Bazin's principles, much to the 
disappointment of myopic lower bourgeois. This work fulfills 
the prophecy underlined in Vipere au poing, a prophecy conveniently 
cast in the shadows by the glorious left-wingers in their delight 
over the illumination of the damnable "spiritual bourgeoisie," 
which was: "Tu n'os pas ce que tu veux, mais tu seras ce que tu
voudras. Tu es ne Rezeau dans un siecle ou naxtre Rezeau. . . Tu
es ne Rezeau, mais tu no le restores pas. Tu n'accepteras pas 
le handicap que tu sens sans pouvoir encore definir exactement 
en quoi il consiste.Brasse-Bouillon will reject his family, 
but not necessarily the total "spiritual bourgeoisie," since 
his vision is limited to his personal vindication. Brasse-Bouillon's 
association with the lower ranks is not an affiliation based on 
respect for the lower class principles so much as it is an abne­
gation of his parents' control. Brasse-Bouillon's exposure to 
the "haute bourgeoisie" as represented by the Rezeau family, fills
him with disgust and revulsion, yet he is branded by this upbringing,
marked with a superiority which alienates him from the lower classes,
and he, like Bazin, seems condemned to be classless.
It is obvious why Brasse-Bouillon is reviled by the "spiritual
bourgeoisie." The Rezeau family is cold, haughty and pretentious,
ever desirous of distinguishing themselves through superficial
means. The father forever lectures on the role of the "spiritual
bourgeoisie," so distinct from the "bourgeoisie de professions
liberales," the "bourgeoisie financiere," and the "bourgeoisie
commercante." The Rezeau family must take up where the nobility
left off. "Les Rezeau sont 1*elite de la societe contemporaine,
le frein, le regulateur, le volant de sdcurite de la pensee
moderne. La noblesse est une caste vaine qui a trahi sa mission
historique et ne presente plus que l'interet de relations ou
210d*alliances flatteuses." The Rezeaus would maintain their
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rights by hoarding servants and abbots, by digging into the geneo-
logical past in search for an emblem, by maintaining the presumptuous
Belle Angerie, while lacking necessities on the interior. They
would isolate themselves, and, at a safe distance, they would
"charitably" pat the heads of "le peuple (a prononcer du bout
211des levres comme ’peu* ou meme comme !peuh. ’)'
"What is most objectionable to Brasse-Bouillon, what prevents 
him from accepting the role of the Rezeau family, is not their 
pride or their traditional honor, it is their froiaeur and insensi­
bility . he is sheltered and protected, in order to foster and 
perpetuate this spirit of the "spiritual bourgeoisie," and he realizes 
that he is but another tool for their glory. It is evident that 
Brasse-Bouillon rejects most violently to his exclusion, to the 
■void in the household where love, or even affection and tenderness, 
are lacking. It is this which causes him to seek out the lower 
classes, to find love and affection so scorned upon by the Rezeau 
family— a love which recognizes talent and individualism, rather 
than tradition. He hopes to find in their ranks a lust for humanity, 
a fraternity which unites them distinctly, in contrast to the 
sterile objectivity of the fortunate class. In contrast to 
the pretentious Pluvignecs, who are a "race de girafes! qui se 
montent le cou et qui, pommelees de prejuges, broutent solennelle-
ment quatre feuilles dessechees aux plus hautes branches des arbres 
212geneologiques," there is one of his simple humble relatives.
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She is but "deadwood" to H. Rezeau, in search of glorious ante­
cedents, but to Brasse-Bouillon, "elle etait morte, voil& deux
cent dix-huit ans, mais son acte de naissance etait toujours
213ome a*un p£tale de rose, qu’avait coll6 sa maman. . . . "
The tender concern and simplicity of a maid moves him to compassion 
while sharply lowering his esteem for his family. VJhen she feeds 
him in bed, he thinks: "Dejeuner au lit! Je ne croyais pas
que ce privilege put appartenir & toute autre personne que 
Folcoche. . . Marguerite continuait a m’expliquer comment la 
horlotait feu sa mere. . ." These are his first real exposures 
to the "bas peuple," and he is impressed by their naturalness, 
goodness and mutual support.
But although he has sympathy and respect for this lower 
order of society, it remains to be seen if he can choose to 
assimilate into it in an effort to participate in their movement 
against the "spiritual bourgeoisje." Can it furnish him with a 
sense of belonging, an appreciation of his talents, and most of 
all with an individualism which is opposed by the tyranny of his 
family?
It appears that he is desirous of accepting the benefits 
derived from affiliating with the lower classes as a medium for 
his own struggle, rather than espousing their cause for their 
goals. Brasse-Bouillon’s rejection of his parents, as a stimulant 
for his choosing middle/lower class values, rather than his
213. Bazin, Vipere au no i n f ; ,  pp. 139-11*0.
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conviction of the justice of !,le peuple!s" principles for this end,
is brought out when he has his first taste of freedom. He smokes
a cigarette and reads Le Populaire— "La cigarette, parce que mon
pere ne furae presque jamais, et Le Populaire, parce que ce journal
215est socialiste, done anti-Rezeau."  ̂ In his first encounter with
liberation we see that he cannot submerge his pride and egoism 
fostered by years of contact with his family, and he is readily 
defensive about being placed in the classless ranks. YThen given 
a shoddy treatment by his grandfather Pluvigne^s butler, he is 
offended. "Tout rnal habille que je sois j'en ai le droit, j’en 
ai le devoir. Cet homme en habit n’est qu*un larbin de premiere 
classe. . . .  II faut qu'il sache bien que, nous autres, les 
Rezeau desargentes, nous sommes d’une classe au moins egale h 
celle des riches Pluvignec.
Vipere au poing leaves us with a striking pronouncement at 
the end of the novel. After the glorious Rezeau feast, in honor 
of his famous Monseigneur uncle, Brasse-Bouillon and his father 
watch the "bas peuple," ostracized in the court. Brasse-Bouillon 
thinks:
Le monde s*agite, il ne lit plus guere La Croix, il 
se fout des index et imprimateur, il r6clave la jus­
tice et non la pitie, son du et non vos aumones; il 
peuple les trains de banlieue qui depeuplent ces 
campagnes asservies, il ne connait plus 1‘ortographe 
plus votre, et pourtant il pense, il vit, infiniment 
plus vaste que ce coin de terre isole par ses haies, 
il vit. . . et nous allons mourir. 217
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This was the sweet music that the "masses" wanted to hear in '
Bazin’s novel, the announcement of their resurrection, of their 
powerful march. Yet they should have listened to the complete 
orchestration, for Bazin leaves himself open for interpretation.
In this same page, Bazin shows Brasse-Bouillon’s imbalance, his 
hesitation, regret and confusion. "Bile my hate sait aussi 
que je serais un des plus detestables artisans de 1’irremedi­
able decadence, preparee par la devaluation des prdjuges et 
des titres. Bt je souffre un peu, j’en souffre, parce que, malgrfi
moi, je ne les deteste pas tous members of the "spiritual bour- 
01 ^geoisie" it is not that 3rasse-Bouillon must live within
the "masses," but that he must live "ailleurs" for self-definition.
It is not that he wants to destroy the bourgeoisie, this is regret- 
ably inevitable without his action, but he subconsciously wants 
the bourgeoisie, his bourgeoisie, to remain as another viper which 
he can singularly oppose in order to form his new existence. This 
same vicious hate, his vengeful opposition, will never permit him 
to melt into the mainstream of the masses, and the "lower class" 
readers will realize too late that Brasse-Bouillon is not their 
hero.
In La Hort du petit cheval, Bazin seems to have his last say 
on the subject. After this novel, he is extremely silent on this 
matter, only rarely distinguishing the classes and their differences 
as he tones down the exaggerated in general. "Ces h&ros d’Herve
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Bazin passent & l'infirmite roconnuo et surmont6e, de la condition
219de pauvres bougres a la condition simplement humaine." He proves
in La Mort du petit cheval that Brasse-Bouillon cannot live in
harmony among "le peuple." As a valet, a salesman, a dock worker,
he is never fully accepted. "La societe n ’aime pas ces metis.
Laveurs de carreaux, brosseurs, porteurs des Hailes savaient
me rappeler au sentiment des convenances, de la segregation sociale.
220La xenophobie est une tendance naturelle des hommes. . . . "  He 
realizes that classes *are in perpetual motion, forming a classless 
society, and that once one has reached a certain social level, he 
can no longer profit from his position because of his past senti­
ments, nor can he have rapport with the milieu that he has created 
because it is not homogenous. "Ceux qui sont n£s avec un complexe 
de superiority font rarement des egaux. . . . le peuple en marche 
vers son trioraphe ne sera pas le peuple qui en profitera. II faut 
a3abord que ‘plebs3 se hisse a ’populus,* qu'une generation oublie 
l 1autre. Ceux qui sont nes avec un complexe d*inferiority ne
feront pas non plus des egaux. . . .  Au nom du passe ou au nom
221de l*avenir, nous sommes tous des sacrifies."
It is Paule who enlightens Brasse-Bouillon, who makes him 
realize that he has not accepted "le peuple," but has only 
created a role to scandalize his parents. He has only superficially 
lowered himself to their ranks in order to use their condition 
for retaliation. He must learn to accept himself as a hybrid,
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never to belong to either class. He will marry a "working girl" 
and even start a business, thus paralleling closely the author’s 
life. Yet we know that he still only ostensibly belongs to the 
"middle class." Like his author, Brasse-Bouillon will probably 
get out of business and try his hand at journalism, and if success 
brings money, possessions and fame, he will probably deny any 
affiliation with the bourgeoisie, or the lower class.
With classes generating, degenerating and regenerating, the 
measure of a man is not in his classification, but in his effort 
and his production. Bazin probably feels that any more special 
attention to classes would unduly have him alligned with a parti­
cular social faction, perpetuating the significance of a social 
element which is really secondary to human endeavor. Bazin wrote 
Vinere au poir.g to demonstrate the weaknesses of the high bourgeoisie, 
but he realized immediately that there was nothing socially solid 
to turn to, that the world of L’Kuraanite was also empty, at least 
for him. "J’ai ete eleve dans une famille catholique et bourgeoisej 
j’ai pu constater que les gens qui nous combattaient avaient raison. 
Du milieu ou je me trouvais, le socialisme, le communisme m’apparais- 
saient comma une sorte de mythe. De plus pres, j’ai du reconnaitre 
qu’il existait, 1& aussi, l’hypocrisie d’un certain faux socialisme 
et j’ai revise une fois encore mes jugements."'^ In writing 
La Kort du petit cheval Bazin clearly showed that he denied the 
"rights and privileges" of either class as necessary for forming
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his new existence. Rather, contact, assimilation and dissimilation 
within both classes, formed him.
Bazin vehemently denies today that he is a bourgeois, and 
he denies that his family was all that he painted it to be, thus 
casting doubt on the validity of his damaging arrows against them. 
But he does not deny that his family, his class, was in part 
responsible for his evolution. In his rejection of his class, he 
at first felt compelled to find values elsewhere, when disappointed 
in his search, he put up his weapons of retaliation to seek mean­
ing in himself. Above all Bazin does not want to see man swallowed 
up by class struggles— he must always exert his intellectual force 
and talent in authentic style to avoid annihilation. At least 
this is what Bazin proposes he will do, as we see when Brasse- 
Bouillon mouths Bazin1s thoughts: "Be passer des Rezeaxi et de
leurs pareils, soit! Kais se passer de moi, jamais de la vie!
Tel est, je l’avoue, le biais par lequel je penetrais dans un 
autre monde. L1instinct de conservation fournira toujours aux 
revolutions les intellectuels et les techniciens qui leur sont 
necessaires et qu’elles eliminent apres avoir forge les leurs."223 
If Brasse-Bouillon entered the lower-class ranks as an intellectual, 
to wage battle against the Rezeaus, he will not be eliminated for 
he will "combattre pour sa propre destruction qui est une fin 
qui n’est pas toujours folle."^^ And if he appears to play a 
traitor’s role, it is in essence in the hope of salvaging his
223. Bazin, La Mort du petit cheval, p. 13U.
22I4. Ibid.
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family and their ilk from a fate worse than his particular 
"destruction" of them.
The Bazin of today realizes the significance of opposition 
of the classes for meaningful evolution. The question of destruc­
tion is really hypothetical and meaningless in a system of class 
mobilization. "Je vois M. Herve Bazin asses prks de s'aviser que 
tradition et revolution ne sont pas contradictoires, mais comple- 
mcntaires. La melee de leurs energies reciproques donne aux 
renaissances leur etoffe et leur elan."*^ This statement was 
made in 1950, after the arrival of La_ Mort du petit cheval, 
it still remains a good thermometer of Bazin's sentiment. For 
Bazin, a man must simply be all that he can, in good conscience, 
and he will evolve naturally and honestly within the changing 
social castes.
225. Andre Rousseaux, "Le Petit-Neveu de Rene Bazin," Le Figaro 
litteraire, November 18, 1950, p. 2.
CONCLUSIONS
Bazin has accomplished a difficult feat. He has been a 
popular artist to the general masses while managing to produce 
solid works which have enticed veteran critics to review his 
efforts. Most rewarding to Bazin is the fact that he has won 
wide appeal without having lowered his standards, without having 
reduced the philosophical and the social aspects so dear to him, 
in his works. He has eschewod the ornamental, the facile, the 
baroque and the illogical in his novels.
Bazin has intelligently situated his work for a more lasting 
fame. He has not written works, but a work, comprising the novels 
and short stories that he has written. His constant consideration 
of human will, control and domination along familial lines in his 
work, places him comfortably between Colette and Montherlant— a 
position that he has conscientiously aimed for.
Perhaps no one has so thoroughly treated the family as Bazin 
has. Bazin uses the family as the basic leitmotif for all of his 
novels. His characters are carved from their fundamental familial 
personality. Through struggles and combats among the members, 
which determine and maintain familial roles, parents and children 
come into sharp focus, disclosing how each is individual yet 
attached, solitary, yet an integral part of the family union.
Bazin paints unhappy parents, parents who feel trapped, unwanted 
and relatively useless in their family function. They seek pleasure
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in escapism or they attempt to find a certain grandeur in imagined 
roles, but it is hopeless. They become more embittered and entrenched 
in their self-made prison, while isolating themselves from their 
children and from a familial role. It is only in Le Hatrlmoine that 
we find real love existing between the partners, and it i3 in this 
work that Bazin has found the formula for successful family living.
Pride, selfishness and egoism are the faults of Bazin’s parents, 
and their shortsightedness and negligence of total family commitment 
cause an irreversible disentegration in the family. Love, tenderness 
and concern are noticeably absent in Bazin’s early families, bringing 
about wary mistrust, rebillion and hate among the family members.
Yet, despite the parent’s lack of exemplary living, despite the rift 
in the household with its pretent-'.on and hypocrisy, these same parents 
expect their children to remain unscathed and obedient. They expect 
them to live by a code which they formulate in bad faith.
Bazin produces this world of monstrous parenthood from first hand 
experience and he reacts to it in a typical fashion. He maintains 
his "viper" in striking style in various settings, while vicariously 
enjoying a retaliation through pitting his child heroes against their 
parents. Bazin draws highly from his own horrendous milieu, exposing 
the deep wounds that he received in his family, exploiting the baseness 
and vileness of his background, demonstrating those stifling, 
strangulating forces which exist in countless families. Ke was 
quick to point out that no particular social strata can take the 
blame for such weak families — the poor as well as the rich are readily 
infected by nefarous family relationships. And the first victims
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of such ill-formed and maintained marriages are the children, and 
Bazin associates and relates well to them. Bazin saw himself as 
having narrowly escaped spiritual assassination, and although he 
is thankful for having received the necessities, as well as a 
certain educational preparation from his family, he never healed 
from the coldness and the calculated objectivity of his parents 
who only gave him the essentials in the same manner that they bowed 
to the Church and furbished their pretentious manor.
Bazin’s children react strikingly against their parents’ treason. 
They demand love and respect, a sense of belonging and responsibility, 
and in the process, they proved to be better than the system which 
produced them. They suppress their hurt the better to put on a 
superior appearance, and individualism which commands admiration, 
yet they are basically reacting against their parents for attention. 
Bven in their glorious victories, they would probably melt by any 
authentic, tender overture from their parents. In a sense, they 
achieve not in spite of their milieu, but because of it, but they 
would rather have another choice for their final character forma­
tion. They are lonely, isolated figures in their conquest over 
their poor background, and their mission doe3 not make them 
superior, romantic parias. They react out of a sense of duty, 
to avenge themselves, and they are not '’purified" by the exper­
ience, rather they carry their scars and feel the tragedy which 
evoked their response. Unlike the existentialist, they cannot
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simply be defined by their willful act. The very seeds which 
caused thoir revulsions and revolution continue to make an 
incursion on their personality, hampering later endeavors. The 
glaring past haunted and affoctod Bazin for yoaro before he could 
finally put his "petit cheval" rage to rest in order to meet the 
demands of a new life that he was trying to create.
Undoubtedly Bazin’s major, original design was to delineate 
on evil, malicious household which created the basic for an heroic, 
justifiable revolution on the children’s part. Yet Bazin must 
have been struck by the very veracity of his descriptions of 
weak, impoverished, and inauthentic parents and marriages. In 
his desire to create a base milieu which his young heroes could 
rise above, he discovered that the parents’s world did not simply 
exist, but that it was produced by the same societal elements which 
were acting upon the children. Basin slowly widens his psychological 
and sociological scope, and, progressively and intensely, he treats 
the parents as he did his children— as possible victims of weak 
backgrounds who would perpetuate the poor system in ignorance.
Au horn du fils and Le Matrimoine bear the mark of Bazin’s 
new effort and emphasis. The structure of weak parenthood is not 
simply erected for the purpose of furnishing a milieu for the child’s 
retaliation, rather, there is a deep psychological penetration into 
the parents’ makeup. Basin realistically uncovers the social and 
psychological mechanisms which play on family relationships, and 
he sympathetically exposes the parents’ dilemma 'which parallels
the children’s dilemma. Bazin’s last works seem naturalistic in 
the full sense of the word. He seems to place his parents in an 
experimental control in order to realistically trace the evolution 
of genetic strains being transferred to the children. The import 
of such social elements as sex, religion and class structure are 
carefully studied and illuminated in order to document the family 
structure.
Bazin’s last works pointedly demonstrate his evolution. From 
his scintillating scandalous fimily creations of the early fifties, 
he has risen to a new level. Although his early works graphically 
pointed to the need of revising our families and our attitudes in 
general, there was a lack of complete coverage of the family sit­
uation since Bazin was aiming at the somewhat grandiose exposure 
of wrongs in order to highlight the child’s revolt. The evolving, 
paternal-familial Bazin now tones doen the exaggerated and the 
glaring in order to see behind the horrendous family facade that 
he had witnessed and recreated. There is a surer and more 
natural reckoning in Bazin’s treatment of family ills as he 
ceases to revolt in high and narrow fashion against his family 
background. Bazin utilizes the same ferocious criticism, spawned 
in his early retaliatory efforts, in a more realistic and convincing 
style, and he is more impressive in his new comprehensive scope.
Bazin is still young, active and involved. lie has a fine 
critical eye and a keen sense of justice. With his commitment to 
his literary role, with his need to assuage his curious appetite 
and intellectual concern over man's competence in new roles, we
can expect more great works from this fine artist. Bazin has 
already proved that his selection by his peers to the AcadSmie 
Goncourt was in nowise unwarranted, and we await even higher 
achievements and rewards.
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